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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

It was at first my intention to publish what follows as a preliminary article or

essay, because the novelty of the subject and the fresh light which is sure to be

thrown on it by other scholars will cause many of the views here expressed to need

modifications and additions.

It has seemed best however to issue these chapters on the Lydian alphabet and

on those Lydian inscriptions which I believe myself able to interpret with a certain

degree of probability, together with this commentary in the series of monographs

describing the results of the American Excavations at Sardis. The new texts can thus

be presented in a form more worthy of their importance.

In future parts of this volume I hope not only to publish all Lydian inscriptions

found at Sardis and elsewhere but also to embody the results of criticisms and dis

coveries contributed by other workers in this new and difficult field. Many problems

in this connection are such that we can look forward to their being solved only by

the joint labors of many different specialists.

I have already had the help of several scholars, to whom I wish to express my

sincere indebtedness. Above all, it was my friend and colleague W. H. BUCKLER who

with his untiring zeal not only assisted me in the material preparation of this Part

but also contributed many a valuable note on the deciphering and interpretation i

his name will be found quoted often on the following pages. Moreover I wish to

express my gratitude to Professors]. WACKERNAGEL, G. HERBIG, A. TORP and ]. KEIL.

A number of suggestions made by Professors WACKERNAGEL and HERBIG have been

added to my commentary. Prof. TORP recognized the meaning of the negative particle

ni-, although he differs from me in the interpretation of the formula vz"Hz"s nz"vz"sqc.

Let us hope that his rich knowledge on all questions of Asia Minor and Etruscan

Philology will soon be made available for Lydian Philology also. Prof. J. KEIL very

kindly sent me drawings and squeezes of two Lydian fragments discovered by him

and vox PREMERSTEIN in 191 I. These fragments are here cited as from "Arably

Hadjili" and "Falanga" i they correspond with Nos. 16 and 132 in the publication of
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the results of the Third Journey made by KEIL and VON PREMERSTEIN; see below the

List of Lydian Inscriptions heretofore published, No. H. Although these fragments are

very short they have nevertheless thrown new light on several Lydian words and forms.

The inscriptions published here are those which can be interpreted and translated

to some extent; they are almost all of them funerary inscriptions. Ou't of the 34 texts

found by the American Excavations only 15 have here been edited. Of the remaining

19 texts a good many are small- fragments or give only a few letters representing

masons' marks or the like. But about half a dozen of rather long, well carved Lydian

inscriptions, some of which are in perfect condition, have been reserved for the future

publication since they cannot as yet be translated. The numbers given to these in

scriptions at Sardis, i. e. L(ydian) 1-34, have been kept in this Publication because

the vocabulary of all Lydian words and the lists of endings and forms which I made

at Sardis in 1913 were based on this numbering; it was therefore impossible to rear

range the inscriptions according to their ages or their contents and to change all the

numerous quotations in my vocabulary and in my lists of forms and endings.

During the latter half of 1913 I was entirely occupied by other work so that I could

not devote any time to the Lydian inscriptions. The present Part was prepared and

written during the months from May to August 1914. Its publication has been delayed

till now by the War.

In the meantime Prof. Huozxv published his new theory on the Hittite language.

It seems to me safer to postpone a definite judgment on his theory of the Indo

Germanic origin of the cuneiform Hittite language until more of his material will have

been made accessible. I hope all considerate and thoughtful scholars will approve of

the way in which I have presented the "Comparisons" in Chapter VI of this Part.

It remains to acknowledge here the great care which the Publishing House of

Late E. ]. BRILL have devoted to the making of the Lydian type, used for the first

time in this Publication, and to the entire setting up and printing of this Part.

Gattingen, March 1916. E. L1TnIA~~.



LIST OF LYDIAN INSCRIPTIONS HERETOFORE PUBLISHED.

(By W. H. BUCKLER, who by the kind permission of Mr. A. H. SMITH and

Mr.' G: F. HILL was enabled to examine the originals of A and C.)

A. Fragment, in British Museum, of inscription on column-drum of Kroisean temple of Artemis

at Ephesos. - NEWTON, Transact. Soc. of Biblical Archaeol, IV, 1876, p. 334. - See
below, p. 66.

B. Bilingual inscription, in Berlin Museum, on column-drum from Pergamon. - FRANKEL, Insclir .

von Pergamon I, 1890, No. I. - See below p. 39.
C. Electrum coin in British Museum, inscribed !~ 111 A1, all letters uncertain, except second

and third. - HEAD, Brit. Mus. Cat. Lydia 1892, No. 16, plate I, 7.
D. Inscription on rock near the Nile. - SAYCE, Proc. Soc. of Biblical Archaeol. XVII, 1895,

pp. 41-43, No. V.
E. Three fragmentary inscriptions from Lydia, with commentary by KRETSCHMER. - KEIL

V. PREMERSTEIN, Denkschr, Wiener Akad. LIII, 1908, II, Nos. 9, I I, 208.
F. One fragmentary. inscription from Lydia, and republication of No. I I (1908). - KEIL

V. PREMERSTEIN, ib., LIV, 191I, II, No. 182.
G. One complete and one fragmentary text from Sardis. - THUMB, Amer, Jount. Archaeoi.,

XV, 191I, pp. 149 ff. - See below p. 42.
H. Three fragmentary inscriptions from Lydia. - KEIL-V. PREMERSTEIN, Denbschr, Wiener

Akad. 57, 1914, I, Nos. 16, 126, 132.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

BARTHOLOMAE: Altiranisches Worterbuch, von Clzristian Bartholomae, Strassburg, 1904.

HERBIG: Kteinasiatisch-etruskiscke Namengleicltztugen, von Gustav Herbig, in Sitzungsber. d. KgI.
Bayer. Akad. d. Wissenschaften, 1914, 2. Abhandlung.

KIRCHHOFF: Studien sur Geschiclue des griechischen Alphabets, von Adolf Kirchhoff, Vierte um
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KRETSCHMER: Einleitzmg in die Geschiclue der griechischen Spracke, von Paul Kretschmer,

Gottingen, 1896.

SUNDWALL: Die einlteimischen Namen der Lykier nebst einetn Vereeichnisse kleinasiatisclter Nameu
stiimme, von Jolz. Sundurali, Leipzig, 1913 (= Klio, Elftes Beiheft).





CHAPTER I.

The Alphabet.

Greek. Lydian. Value. Greek. Lydian. V~lue.

A A a 0 0 0

B b IT

r W (g) P r

11 d f s

E ~ ~ e ~ f

F ~ v T T

Z m (s) Y 2t

H <I> f
e X + h

I z: r
K ~ k M a
A 1 I r e
M "1 m r it

N '1 n ~ t (?)
± Jt r q (?)

- a 3 (z" or e)

Sardis Expedition VI.



2 Chapter 1. The Alphabet.

A.

The Values of the Lyd£~n Letters.

The bilingual inscriptio~ to be discussed below in Chapter II contains a number

of proper names; these names represent the first starting point and the only safe

foundation for the deciphering of the Lydian alphabet. They are in the Aramaic

part as follows:

rlJOrlJnniN (1. I) 'RT-ffSSS Artaxerxes.

;iOO (1. 2) S;RD Sardis.

~j~ (1. 4) MNY Mane (Mani).

~'~:J (1. 4) I{ML Y

N(~):J'iO (1. 4) SR WK( Yj' of SRWK (?)

,~niN (1. 7) 'RTMW Artemis.

'~:J (I. 7) I{L W Koloe.

(1 )
,F v v

~rlJil'ON . 7 pSS Y (of?) E phesos.

It was seen at once that the first two names, viz. Artaxerxes and Sardis, are not

given in the Lydian part of the inscription. It is possible that they were never

written there, and that the first Lydian line now lost contained a different date.

Both of them however occur in other inscriptions as we shall see below where the

single letters are discussed, under. f, 1, 8. But we find in corresponding places the

following names:

I) ~11nA"1 MNY

2)~1111"11~ KlI£LY
3) ~ 11A ~ 111 f SR WI{( Y)'

4) m1"1IT9A = 'RTMW
5) f I f "11181 = ';SS( Y)
6) f I f "1111 ~ = KL W

These names enable us to determine with certainty the values of several Lydian

letters. They are:

"1 = rn, because it corresponds with ~ (m) in I, 2, 4;

'1 = n, because it corresponds with j (1Z) in I;

~ = k, because it corresponds with :J (k) in 2, 3, 6;

1 = I, because it corresponds with ~ (I) in 2 and 6;

f = s, because it corresponds with 0 (s) in 3;

1 =.f (or f), because it corresponds with rlJ (1) in 5;

9 = r, because it corresponds with i (r) in 4;

T = t, because it corresponds with n (t) in 4.
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The short vowels are, of course, not written in Aramaic, but N (') stands in two

cases at the beginning of a word, where the Lydian text has A and I respectively.

The letter" (y) stands where the Lydian has' ~ (No. I) and I (No.2); in Aramaic it

may indicate the vowels r, r, or the diphthong ay (az). The letter 1 (w) stands in 3,

4, and 6 where the Lydian has 1; in Aramaic it may indicate the vowels 0, n, or the

diphthong aw (au). Now I think there is no doubt that A, ~, I, 1 must represent the

vowels a, e, i, 1/. Since the letters A, I and 1 occur also where the Aramaic has no

vowel sign, we must infer that long and short vowels were probably not distinguished

in Lydian. Moreover ~ and 1 occur where the Aramaic has Y; and I stands in 4 and

5 where the corresponding Greek forms have €; this leads us to the conclusion that

the short £ in Lydian must have been an open vowel.

In 3 Lydian 1 is found where the Aramaic has 1 (r). As the value of 1 IS

certainly I, we must infer that I and r sometimes interchange in Lydian.

In 5 Lydian a is found where the Aramaic has 0; this may be, of course, either

p or ph. Now a is probably a b as we shall see below from other examples.' It

seems therefore that the Lydians had no p or ph (i. e. tenuis and tenuis aspirata) and

replaced it by their b.

The endings of the Lydian words, ~ 11- in 1-3, 1- in 4, f 1f "1- in 5 and 6" will be

spoken of in Chap. II, A.

These six names have yielded thirteen Lydian letters, i. e. about half of the whole

alphabet: a good beginning! The letters are A = a, a= b, ~ = e, 1= i, ~ = k, 1 = I,

"1 = m, '1 = n, 9 = r ; f = s, 1 = S, T = t, 1 = u.

I shall now attempt to determine the values of the other letters found in the

Lydian inscriptions and to give the material on which the table of the alphabet, above

p. I, is based. At the same time I shall give a few more examples in the case of.

those letters whose values are already known from the proper names in the bilingual

inscription. I follow the order of the Greek alphabet, placing the additional Lydian

letters at the end.

A = a.

This letter is of very frequent occurrence in the Lydian inscriptions. Several

times A A is found; this doubling may perhaps indicate a long a. The A occurs quite

often in proper names; besides 11 "11 T 9 A (Artemis) and -~ '1 A "1 (Mane) it is found in

-11 A (Alu-, which is a short form of the name AAV(l.Tt'n~) -A f f A 1 ~ A T 9 A (Artaksassa·,

Artaxerxes) ; -ATA (Ata, kc(l.~ ATt'(I.~~ cf. KRETSCHMER, l!,'.hzlez'tung, p. 349 f.); 1A'1'1A'1,

which is rendered in a bilingual inscription published in Chap. II, B by NAN N AL (cf.

N(l.Y(l.~ etc. in KRETSCHMER, I. c., p. 341 f.), and in several other names.

In a few Lydian lines written from left to right the A has of course the. small

slanting line turned in the other direction.
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= b.

The Greco-Lydian bilingual inscription from Sardis, below, Chap. II, B, has

T 11 A ~ I ~ A a corresponding with /110NY L 1K1\EOYL. It is easy to see that the first part,

-I ~ A a, must be a rendering of /1/OY1)a(; therefore -I ~ A a is nothing else but Bo:xx,o; and

8 is b, ~, as in Oscan and in those lines of ancient Greek inscriptions that run 'from

right to left. Another example is the name -A '1/1 a A T 9 A (Inscr. 9, 1. 5) which is ob

viously the Persian name Artabanes. Above on p. 2 it was pointed out that -11 aI

must be the Lydian for Ephesos. And in the Greco-Lydian inscription from Pergamon,

published in Altertiimer von Pergamon, II, p. 76 and VIII I, p. I, we find ~ A 9 A T 9 A 8

as the equivalent of PAPTAPAL. In our Lydian inscr, 29,1. 1 a word 1AAa is found.

I think it highly probable that this word is the same as the Semitic Bacal, although one

cannot be sure of it, because the interpretation of the passage is unknown; it would seem

not at all impossible that a Semitic god should have been worshipped at Sardis, for

LIDZBARSKI has shown in his Ephemeris, III, p. 192 f., that on the stele of Oerdek

burnu, inscribed in an unknown language of Asia Minor, names of Semitic gods are found.

We should then have the Lydian a as an equivalent of ~) 'IT) and - <p or of b, p,
and 1/. Another example of this fact might perhaps be recognized in one of the

"Lydian glosses" (LAGARDE, Gesammelte Abhandlungen p. 271, No. 16; p. 286, No. 17),

in which Bp{),e; and iPpV),e; are identified. See however KRETSCHMER, p. 229. The

Lydians therefore. had only one labial explosive sound. Whether it was voiced or

voiceless I cannot say. For it is possible that all b-sounds had been changed to p,
and that the 8 had been chosen for the labial explosive sound instead of a sign cor

responding to Greek 'IT. Modern West-Armenian, i. e. the Armenian spoken in Asia

Minor, and the rendering of Turkish with Armenian characters might furnish certain

parallels to this. However, I keep b as a transliteration of Lydian 8.

In the single instance where this letter occurs in a line running from left to right
(No. 24) the form a has been written, not B.

r.

A letter representing the g-sound has not been found so far, unless it be t This

sign occurs only twice, viz. in inscr. 2, which contains only the letters ~ ~ as a mason's

mark, and in the word 'T'1 0 ~ 9 TA (No. 12, 1. 4). The latter may be compared with

the word 1 ~ 0 9 T A (in No. 12, 1. 8). But this is very uncertain. Perhaps ~ is only a

second form of a, a sign which is discussed at the end of the alphabet.

If ~ be really )' (g), its form may be compared with A in Greek inscriptions from

the Islands and from Athens, and above all with >and C in Western Greek alphabets,

forms which gave rise to the Latin C. Or, on the other hand, it may have been

created in Lydia as a differentiation from 1 (I).
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The name ~ A T f A ~ 19 T I "1, which occurs no less than seven times, in Nos. 7 and

30 - both of which, however, may refer to the same person - serves to determine the

value of the sign~. For to my mind this name is to be read Mz'trz'dastaf. At first

I thought this to be a rendering of the name Mithridates, taking the st as an attempt

to represent Persian ~; but the Persian has a t, not a ~ in data- "given". Prof. ANDREAS

moreover is of the opinion that Mz'trz'dastaf can only mean "hand of Mit(h)ra". In

Old- Iranian zusto- and dusto- = "hand" are used of men and of gods; cf. BARTHOLOMAE,

Worterbuclz, col. 1685. The vowels ~t and 0 have been chosen according to Prof. ANDREAS.

As a parallel to this name we may cite the Abyssinian names Ba'eda-Maryam, "through

(in) the hand of (the Virgin) Mary", and Yamana-Krestas, "right hand of Christ".

Again the identification of ~ 9 A 8 1 with jiOO (S;RD), i. e. Sardis, seems to me

certain. On this see below p. 12, under the letter 8. And In all Lydian words in

which ~ occurs nothing prevents us from reading it as a d.

Professor HERBIG suggested to me that ~ might represent a dental sibilant, i. e.

ti or even z; in that case the endings of the subjective case (see below Ch. V, C)

would be Os, -f and -z instead of -s, ·f and -d, and such endings would perhaps stand

in closer relation with each other. As a matter of fact, the name ~ AT f A ~ 19 T1"1 might

be read Mz'trz'zastaf; this would be the Old .North-Iranian form which is missing else

where. But we cannot be sure of this. The reasons why I keep my rendering ~ = d

for the present are the following: I) The name of Sardis certainly had a d, not a z.

2) Although the Iranian word for 'hand' is zust in the Avesta and should be the same

in all other Iranian dialects except the Persian, i. e. Southwest-Iranian, yet the truly

Persian form tiust (dast) is found, according to Professor A NDREAS, in all other later

Iranian dialects, and it must have spread there at a comparatively early. date. 3) The

Achaemenian, i. e. Southwest-Iranian, form should be expected in Asia Minor: this

would be, it is true, *Mz'ssotiusto, but MZ)Jro, the name of the god, often kept its

archaic form in prop~r names, and then we would have *Mzprotiusto, or since about

400 A. D., Mzpretiusto = 1 AT f A ~ 19 T 1"1. 4) In Lydian we find the corresponding forms

1 A'! M ~ 11 ~ 'this tomb' and ~ 19"1 T f ~ 'this stele'; see below Ch. II, A. It seems most

likely that ef-f viina-f stands for "es-s viina-f and es-t mru-d for "es-d mru-d.

~ = e.

In No.8, 11. 1-2, the names f 11~ T A f 1111"11 ~ occur. The first is ](zmzlz' as we

have seen above, p. 2. The second must be Ate; on Ar:'I};J Ar:zQv;J Ar:z;J e~c. cf.

KRETSCHMER, l. c., p. 350. The name A tes is probably the second part of 'A),vo:n'l};J

being a short form or hypocoristicon of the longer name. The first part of it is found

above on p. 3 in the name Alu-. Again in ~ 11~ '1 A "1 (Mane-), above p. 2, ~ is e.
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= v.

The letter ~ occurs very frequently in Lydian. Of proper names that contain

this letter -Ai~ 0 T A ~ and -A ~ ~ I T are the most striking. I do not hesitate to connect

the former' with Kcr.O'OF- a very well known dement of proper names in Asia Minor i

see BUCKLER-RoBINSO~ in .Amer. Yourn. Arch. 1912, XVI, pp. 33-35.· There is, how

ever, a' difference between -~ 0 TA ~ with t and Kcr.O'OF- with 0'. The Lycian form kada

·wilti also has a d; cf. SUNDWALL, p. '93. But the corresponding Italic names have a

!:i or a ti see HERBIG, p. 18.

In -A ~ ~ I T, a name occuring in four places, I recognize an element tiv which is

perhaps the same as the Etruscan tiv "moon"; cf. Gott. Gel. Anz. 1914, p. 512, and

below, Chap. III, F, (L. 13). The ~ may have represented a labio-dental or a bilabial

sound. But I think the latter is the more likely, since ~ seems to interchange with 1;

cr. this letter below.

z.

It would be very natural to connect Lydian f with Greek z, since the oldest

form of Z is I both in Greek and in Phoenician. But in Lydian f is undoubtedly a

voiceless s,

It is probable that f was originally a voiced e, and became later a voiceless s,

and that the letter f should reaIIy have its place in the alphabet where Z stands.

For in an ancient Berber inscription the letter K which is derived from Phoenician I

is used as a sign for s; cf. LIDZBARSKI, Sitzzmgsber. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss. 1913,

XV, p. 297. And Prof. WACKERNAGEL caIIed my attention to the fact that I is a voice

less s in Oscan and Umbrian. But on the other hand f (s) may perhaps have been

derived from =F (s) by omission of one of the horizontal bars, as e. g. ~ was derived

from B. I have placed f below together with the other sibilant). The form I occurs

in Lydian in a very few cases.

H.

have found no sign for the long e in Lydian. The names Mcr.Y~£) ATTY)£ have ~

where the Greek forms have Y). It should be remembered also that kre£ occurs as

well as ATTY)£; see KRETSCHMER, p. 350. And in those ancient Greek inscriptions in

which H was used as the sign of the spiritus asper, E was used not only for s and el,

but also for Y).

The question anses whether the sign derived from the Phoenician (t.ejJ might.

have been used in Lydia to render h. This would a priori not be very likely since

the Lydians most probably received their script from the Ionians. No H .or 8 has

so far been found in the Lydian inscriptions.
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e.

"I

Again the letter and sound e seems to have been lost in Lydian. No sign

resembling the Phoenician or Greek ~ etc. occurs in our inscriptions. The name of

the god Mithra~ is written with a t (-19 TI "1), but this is not an absolutely conclusive

proof of the fact that the Lydians had no ~; the North-Iranian form is Mzpro-, and

this form has found its way also into Greek literature, cf. M'~pad'c"r~;, etc. But we

should expect to find here in Lydia the Old Persian form; see above p. S. I believe

therefore that -19 T 1"1 was written because the Lydians had no~. It must also be

said here that in Greek renderings of indigenous Asia Minor names ~ is extremely

rare.? that the foreign sound jJ is generally written 'i in Greek, and that in Etruscan

~ very often interchanges with. t, especially in later inscriptions.

1= i.

This identification scarcely needs proof. As an example the name ~ A T f A ~ I 9 T 1"1

may be cited.
~ = k.

Instances of ~ = k are given above in the names -A ~ 111 f and -11"11~. To these

may be added here -A ~ 0 TA ~ and ~ 0 9 A~, Kapo;. The latter occurs several times with

.different endings.
1=1.

That 1 equals I was shown above on p. 2 by the names -11"11 ~ (Kumlz') and

-111 ~ (Koloe). It is possible that 1 became voiceless at the end of a word, especially

after a voiceless consonant, as e. g. in 1 ~ 0 9 T A (No. 12, 1. 8). But one cannot say

which special kind 'of I was expressed by 1, whether it resembled more the German

I or the Slavic l, the Armenian L or the Armenian 'L-
In the lines that run from left to right this letter is turned in the other direction,

VIZ. t. In No. 23, 1. 3 a sign A is found which I take to be intended for I. But

this is uncertain, because the word in which it is read does not occur elsewhere.' If

it be I, it is only accidentally carved in this form, probably because the chisel slipped

from the hand of the carver; for in other words of this inscription I is represented by 1.

"1=m.

Again the names -11"11~, -~ '1 A "1, } AT f A ~ I 9 T1"1 are sufficient proof for this reading.

In a line running from left to right m has the form ['1.

'1 = n.

The names ~ A '1 '1 A '1 = NAN NAL, and -~ '1 A "1 speak for themselves.

t The same fact was also stated by Mr. ARKWRIGHT in his very important article "Notes 011 the Lycian Alphabet",

see JOIln/al of Hdlmic Studies, Vol. XXXV, Part I, 1915, P- 100.
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In the same way as the sign for 11t, the letter '1 is also turned to the right in a

line running from left to right, viz. r .
Perhaps the 1Z lost its voice when placed at the end of a word after a voiceless

consonant; cf. e.g. '18°TA~ in No. 12,1. II:

:I: = fi.

The letter :I: occurs not infrequently; but it seems to have been especially used

in inscriptions written in a lofty style. In the ordinary funerary inscriptions it is very

rare, but in NO.4, which seems to 'be a votive stele, and in Nos. 12, 19, 27, 29,

which are written in poetry, it is much more frequent. ' Perhaps it went gradually out

of use and was later on employed in inscriptions that affected an archaic style.

In determining its value we may eliminate at the outset its Greek meaning, viz. S.
For the sound ks is rendered by 1 ~ in 1 Af f A1 ~ AT 9 A (Artaxerxes) and by f ~ in

r 19 T '1 f1 f ~ 1r A which cannot be al~ything else than some rendering of Alexander.

Now in No. 19. 1. I I we find '1/:1: I '1, but in No. 27, 1. 5 we read '11 '11 '1. The

ending :1:1- occurs in II~OfAi'a (II, 1. 2) and :l:1~A8 (12,1. 10), but in No. 11,1. 3

it is written with '1 in '11 ~ A f I 9 +A 1. This points to the fact that there must be a

certain relation between I and 1Z.

But the decisive words are 1 AI '1f1 ~ 10 No. 12, 1. 2, T ~ A :I: f1 ~ in 12, 1. II, and

'I' A I A ~ in 13, 1. 2. For a discussion of these words we must take for granted what

is said below on the letter f1, namely that it means ii, i. e. a nasalized a. One of the

most common words in our Lydian inscriptions is 1 A '1f1~, which I read viinaf and

translate by "(sepulchral) cavern, tomb". Almost always it is written 1 A '1f1~, but in

12, 1. 2 a :I: is added after the '1. Again in 13, 1. 2 we read -'I' A I A ~~ but in line 4

'I' A '1 f1 ~. The conclusion is inevitable that :I: must be a nasalized 1Z, i. e. the guttural

nasal sound (10). This should perhaps be transliterated rather by 10 than by 11; but

since it has become customary to indicate the nasal vowels by ii; e, it, the closely related

guttural n may be written 11 for the sake of convenience. Thus 1 A'1f1 ~ : 1 A :I: '1f1 ~ on

the one hand, and 'I' A'1f1 ~ : 'I' A:I: A ~ on the other, would be only orthographic variants.

The former would be pronounced viinaf or vaiiaf, the second kiinai"l or ka11ai"l. This

method of spelling has a parallel in Lycian and in modern Albanian orthography. In

the latter the nasal vowels are ordinarily written Ii e i 0 z2 y; but if a nasal conso

nant (n, m) follows in the same syllable, the sign of the nasal vowel, i. e. the circum

flex accent, may be omitted j cr. WEIGAND, Albanesische Gram1/latik, § 3, ann. 2.

Another parallel is furnished by the spelling of the nasal sounds in Portuguese.

The variants I I ~ : '11 ~ and '11:1: I '1 : '11 '11 '1 seem, however, to indicate more than a

mere difference in orthography. Here I believe that the guttural 10 became an ordinary

dental 11, either in a later period of the Sarclian dialect or in the special dialect of the

man who had the inscription written or of the mason who carved it. Such dialectic
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variants are known to exist in Albanian; ef. WEIGAND, I.e., 3, ann. 3. In modern

European Turkish the guttural i'i is usually pronounced like an ordinary n. In Asia

Minor the Turkish ii is sometimes kept, sometimes pronounced as n; cf. GIESE, Ma

teraiie« sur Kenntnis des anatolischen Tiireisch, p. 8. In the Turkish dialect of

Adherbeijan again i'i has become, n.

If then % has been shown to be it, one can easily understand why this sign

occurs very frequently after a~. For 1l' after k easily becomes guttural; the German

word Knie, for instance, is often pronounced kFt'i or krJ'i by Germans as well as by

foreigners.

I have given the % its place after the '1 on account of their close phonetic rela

tionship. It is not impossible that in the alphabets of Lycia and Lydia the Phoenician

% (s), which comes directly after the n, was adopted 'without its meaning, only as a

sign, and was used for an altogether different sound; this sound however was nearest

to n phonetically.

In a few cases the shaft of the letter projects beyond the lowest horizontal bar,

and then the Lydian letter exactly resembles the Phoenician Samekh.

o = o.

The names -A ~ 0 TA ~ and '09 A ~ may suffice to prove that the sign which means

o in all Greek and Italic alphabets - except of course the Etruscan which had no 0

has the same value in Lydian also. Whether this 0 was long or short, open or closed,

I cannot say.
IT.

No sign corresponding to Greek 'Tt has been found in Lydian. And Greek rr is

rendered by B, as we have seen above, p. 4. Eve? in all cases where the small

slanting line of 1 (I) looks rather like a curve, so that the sign resembles a Phoeni

cian p or ancient Greek n, the sign can be only I; this is prove!} by parallels.

9 = r.

This most natural value of the letter 9 IS ascertained at once from 11 "11 T9 A,

-A t tAl ~ AT9 A, 1 ATt A ~ I 9 T1 "1 and other names.

t = s; 1 = s.

The words on which my identification of these letters IS based are chiefly the

following:
-~ 111 t = -:J'iO, SR TFK-

-11 BI = -rlJDN, '~S-

1r At t A' ~ AT9 A = rlJOrlJnniN, 'RTljSSS
-A T t A ~ I 9 T I "1 = Persian .Mz"t(h)ridasta.

Sardis Expedition VI.
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The Greek NCf.lI1./Cf.; for 'A '1 '1 A'1 cannot decide the question, since in Greek both

sand f would be rendered by the same sign. But I think that the above examples

are sufficient to prove that f is sand' is s (or 5).
The name of Sardis however seems to furnish an argument against this proof.

For in Lydian it is written ~ 9 A 8 ',' in Aramaic "00 (S'j,RD), a word which in the

Old Testament, OBAD. v. 20, is vocalized Sifjaratt. This fact, to be sure, 'presents a

difficulty. But I think it is not unsurmountable. For in Lydian itself f and , inter

change, as we see from the words "~ and T f ~ which are often found at the be

ginnings of inscriptions; see below, Chap. II, A. And such changes from s to sand

vice versa are well know in Semitic languages and dialects. These changes are

generally regulated by phonetic laws, but not always; to quote one case, in Arabic

and Ethiopic sand s always correspond with each other, but Ethiopic samzay "beau

tiful" is certainly the same as Arabic santy; and Ethiopic tajasJe4a «he rejoiced" is the

same .as Arabic tafassaha, This may not bear directly on the case under discussion,

but we must remember that one half of the ~ 9 A8' - "00 problem is Semitic.

Another proof that f is a voiceless s, not a voiced z, is furnished by the word

T f ~. For it is very improbable that a z should stand directly before at: either the

t must become a d, or the z must become an s.

On p. 6 above, I said that f may be derived either from Phoenician I (z) or =F (s).
do not wish to give a definite answer to this question. But since I placed f between

9 and , I wish to call attention to the fact that in the alphabet of Vaste, which

MOM:vISEN published from the papers of LUIGI CEPOLLA, a H is placed between P and

:>; KIRCHHOFF, p. 157, eliminates this H, because he believes it does, not belong there,

and J. SCHMIDT, in PAULy-WISSOWA'S Real-Lexz'ko1Z s. u, Alphabet, makes a r of it

and places it after the O.

In a very few cases the shaft of the s does not project beyond the lower hori

zontal bar, and the letter looks like the Phoenician I (z); again in a very few cases

the shaft projects at the top as well as at the bottom, and the letter then becomes :F,
a form which may be compared with '1' in Carian, Etruscan, Oscan, and Faliscan.

The letter , has a curious form in two old Lydian inscriptions running from left

to right, viz. ~. Parallels are to be found in Old-Phrygian and in certain Greek alpha

bets; for KIRCHHOFF gives in his tables similar forms from Rhodes and Laconia. And

curiously enough the same letter received a similar form in a distant country and at

a much later period, after it had wandered from Phoenicia to Southern Arabia and

then back through the deserts of Arabia northward to the Syrian desert. Phoenician

w (1) became :E or ~ in Sabaean, and then ~ or ~ in Safaitic script.

T = 1.

A number of names contain a T, and this IS certain to be a tj ef. 'i"1IT9A,
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-ATA9TI"1, 1ATTA~19TI"1· In -A~OTA~ and i19T'1MT~liA, however, we have a t

where the Greek forms have a d. Above on p. 6 it has been said that Katova- has

its parallels in Italy. And though the names with ·vO'- are so very common in Asia

Minor, the second part of Greek names composed with -avO'po; has a t in Lycian ;

d. alakss[a1z]tra(n?) SUNDWALL, p. 4, and lltsliiitra-, ib. p. 16.

In an old Lydian inscription the upper crossbar of the T in very short j see below, p. 57.

1 = u.

In 11 "11 T9 A, in -A ~ 111 T and In -111 ~ the letter 1 stands where the Semitic equi

valents have a 1 (w) j see above p. 2. In -11 A it corresponds with a Greek 1,). And

many words, as 1"1 "11 ~, ~ 1 9"1 and the like, show that 1 is a vowel. We are therefore

justified in rendering 1 by 'It.

In a line running from left to right it is turned towards the right; t.

It is possible that ~ is sometimes written where we should expect 1. There is a

grammatical ending ~ 1- and another one ~ ~-, and the latter is found sometimes after

consonants j cf below Chap. V, H. This would correspond to a similar usage in

certain Etruscan inscriptions. But I have found no case in which the same word had

in the same place once a i and another time a t

Prof. Herbig suggested to me that 1 should be it rather than u, comparing Bp{,,<;

and CPpu,,<;; "Ap-r<p.!; and 11 "11 T 9 A. This is very possible, but I do not wish to decide

this question as yet.

8 = f.

The letter 8 occurs quite frequently in Lydian. The value here adopted for it

is based on one word which is found in many different forms. This is ~ 9 A 8 \ which

I read Sfard-, and take to be the indigenous name of Sardis. I shall first give the

forms in which this word appears.

~A~9A81 12,1. r , 16, 1. 19. iTr~9A81 4, 1. 2.

r 9 A 81 4, 1. 5 and 1. 10. !'1r~9A81 4, 1. I.

~A~9A81 12, 1. 9; 23, 1. 3. ~ITt~9A81 4, 1. 13·

~ATt~9A81 4,1. 4, ~ATt~9A81 4, 1. 8.

I believe that the first two of these forms mean "Sardis", and the last six "Sardian"

or "Sardians". It is not the place here to discuss the meanings of the endings; that

will be done in Chaps. II, III a_nd V. But it is necessary to state why I derive the

first two forms from the same root. ~ A ~ 9 A 8 1 occurs first in inscr. 12, an inscription

written in poetry in which the very common word ~ 1 9 "1 is given in the form ~ AA ~ 1 9 "1.

We have then the parallels -~9A81: ~A~9A81 and n9"1: ~AA~19"1. In both cases

the syllable va is added, perhaps as an infix j see below Chap. V, F, 4. Concerning the
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form r 9 A 8 1 the following may be stated. Besides the word ~ 19 "1 we very often find

the form r 1 9 "1. So we have the parallels ~ 1 9"1 : r 19"1 and -~ 9 A 81 : i9 A 81.

Now we know that in the Aramaic part of the bilingual inscription iiOD (S~RD)

IS the name of Sardis. We know moreover that in the Greek inscriptions of Sardis

the names of the town and of its inhabitants are often mentioned. If then in -~ 9 A 8 1

we have determined the letters S.ard, I think the conclusion is inevitable that 8

must be either an f or a p; for in Aramaic the 0 may mean either. But we, learned

above that p is rendered a in Lydian: so there remains only the f. It is unnecessary

to give here a list of all words in which 8 occurs, but I made such a list and found

that the value f for 8 would be suitable in all cases. Among these words many

begin with -81.

Thl( Biblical iiOD (Sefaratl) in OBAD. v. 20 has always been identified with some

part of Asia Minor. Also Sparda (Saparda) , a name which occurs in the Persian

cuneiform inscriptions, has been located there by most scholars. And Sardis has many

years ago been actually identified with Sparda. For LASSEN said in 1845 (Zeitschr.

f. d. Kunde d. Morgenlan.des VI, p. 50, a passage to which my attention' was called

by Prof. WELLHAUSEN): "Nehmen wir namlich an, dass Sardis, L.,fpO'I; oder L.,fP~C:I; in

der einheimischen Sprache r;varda lautete, musste Persisch daraus r;parda werden, im

Griechischenaber das v verloren gehen. Es residierten in del' alten Hauptstadt Lydiens

auch die Persischen Satrapen, und es erklart sich daher leicht der Name). Sardische

Provinz." Also Professor ANDREAS identified Sparda with Sardis; see Be£trage ZU1/'

.Aite« Geschichte, III, I9Cl3, p. 505. His note is of special importance.

LASSEN was right in his identification, for we now know the real nam~ of the

capital of King Kroisos in his own tongue, and we see that the Hebrew and the old

Persian form of the name are even nearer to the original than LASSEN was able to guess.

Lydian Sfard- became L.r/.pO'- in the dialect of the Ionians through whom the other

Greeks must have received the name of the Lydian capital. The Ionians probably

chose this form because the foreign name had an unusual beginning. Even if they

knew the name at a time when their own language still had the digamma, it could

in time not become anything else but L.ct.pO'-. According to THUMB (in Indogerman.

Forscltungen IX, 1898, p. 334 sqq.) the Ionians had both a voiceless and a voiced

digamma; the former would be the Lydian 8, the latter the Lydian t Both digam

mas disappeared in time; the voiceless one first, being changed to the rough breathing

and then being. dropped altogether.

Finally it may here be added that JOHANNES LVDUS (III, 14) gives SUd-plY as an

other form of L.f7.PO'IY. The Sv- would be an attempt to render the unusual sounds -8 1.

But it is important to know that he gives a form without 0': this would be another

proof for my assumption thar r 9 A 8 1 is a derived form of ~ 9 A 8 1.
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+ = h.
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I admit that I have found no strict proof that the sign + in Lydian really

represents h or X. No proper names that could be identified with certainty have been

found. My assumption that + equals h is not based on Lydian words, but has been

suggested by Lycian and by some of the Greek alphabets of Asia Minor.

Among the words containing + one seems to be the name of a deity, i. e. 1'1 t1 ~ 'T' +.

It occurs four times, in every case together with Artemis. In No. I B, 1. 4/5 we read

T '1 t + Aat 1 ~ i '''!a T9 A 1'1 t1 ~ 'T' +; this must mean "may H iidans and Artemis destroy";

cf. below Chap. II. In 7, 1. 1. r i ~ 1it A ~ r : '1/ T9 A· '1 t1 ~ 'T' + must mean something

like "is sacred to Hiidans and Artemis". In the same inscription 1. 3/4 'A , 1AT 1'1t1 ~ 'T' +

~ I ~ 0 19 AfT A ~ f I f '11' aI ~ t '11 T9A probably means' "Hiidans Tavsas and Artemis of Ephesos

will punish"; and in 1. 10 there is a shorter formula ~1~019AfTA~ ~i'1IT9A ~'1t1~'T'+,

"Hiidans as well as Artemis will punish". I believe therefore that 1 '1 t1 ~ 'T' + is the

name of some divinity, but I have been unable to identify it. An identification of this

name would probably make the value of + definite.

W. H. BUCKLER very ingeniously identified Hi'tdans Taosas with Z:u; TO'l]v6;. He

kindly sent me the following note:

"Hyde was the ancient, or one of the ancient names, of Sardis (STRAB. XIII, 4. 6),

and as in the third century B. c. one could speak of the Carian god Komyros without

also calling him Zeus (LVKOPH. At. 459: )(!7.,CI.{.9-wv .9-ua.9-),CI. K(,)fl.UP~)J and TZETZES ad loc.),

so one could probably have mentioned Hi'tdans without the additional name Tausas.

The Old-Indian god Dyaus (Dyaz'tf) is the same as Zeus, and since t in Lydian often

takes the place of d, Tavsas might represent D(y)avf-as, and this would be very

similar to Dyaus.

In the big stele (No.7) sacred to Hztdans an d Artemis, the god mentioned

be for e Artemis must be an important one. We know that Zeus' temple shared the

precinct of Artemis at Sardis, that Tmolos disputed with Crete the honor of Zeus'

birthplace, that Zeus was very important in Lydia, being mentioned and depicted on

coins of Sardis and many other towns, in short that next to Artemis he was by far

the most important local deity."

He furthermore called my attention to the following facts: "I) The hypothesis

Hztdans = 'YO'nv6; tends to support the identification of the letter + as = It. - 2) The

termination of Hztdanf does not seem to be found in any other Lydian adjective

denoting origin, but we cannot be sure that it is not a possible form, and it certainly

suggests the Greek termination iCl.po-!-Cl.v6;J or -'I)v6;. Or perhaps Hztdai'is is no adjective,

but the original name of the Lydian Zeus."

It seems to me that BUCKLER'S assumption is a very valuable contribution to the

interpretation of our Lydian inscriptions. In Taos-a« the ending -(a)s would then be
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the Lydian termination of the subjective case; see below Ch. V, C. The T in the

beginning of the name would have its parallel in the Cretan forms Tlill17.} TTYtV17.} TC<lI17.;

d. BRUGMA~N, Grundriss d. vergl. Gramm. d. indogern«. Sprache1t I (1897), p. 277·

The ending -iin- might very well be compared with the ending -en- j for also in Lycian

-aiina- is found besides -'Min£; see below Chs. V, D and VI, B.

Professor HERBIG compares also the Oscan Honde, Hunte (masc.) Hunte Juv£e

(fein.) and the Umbrian Huntia (fern.?), which is the name of a deity. The Oscan

Umbrian deity would then be Etruscan j but in Etruscan it has not been found.

A discussion of the true relation between Hztdans: 'Y~1I6~: Honde must be left

to Classical and Indogermanic scholars.

The sign + does not occur very often, yet it is not rare. A very common word

with + is f I +. This word means, as we shall see below in Ch. II, A} "somebody".

Other derivatives of the same root are ~ I + (perhaps "something"), i' + and perhaps A ~ I+I

, '1 i' +, 'A i' +. Again a frequent root is -A 9 I + which occurs in the forms ~ A 9 I +,
~ A A 9 I +, i' A 9 I +, i' A A 9 I +. On its meaning cf. the commentary on 1. 8 of the bilingual

inscription, below p. 36. In the middle of words + is found several times before 9; this

would be in keeping with its character as h. For the combination lw seems to be a

natural one in Greek (p) as well as in other Indogermanic languages; cf. Armenian

and Icelandic lw, and Celtic 1~h.

Greek r.

have found no letter in Lydian that can be rendered by ps like the Greek r.
There IS a letter t in Lydian, but this is, as we shall see below, a nasal vowel.

On the other hand the combination '8 is found in Lydian.

M = a.

The value of this sign is certain. For -A '1M aA T 9 A in NO.9, 1. 5 can be nothing

else but Artabanes. We see from this word that even vowels in foreign names were

nasalized when they were followed by n. In the list of words' which contain the letter

M there are great many that have "1 or '1 after the M. A few examples may serve to

illustrate this fact: '1 f1, )'1 f1, ~ A '1 n, T '1M'11, 1'1 MT, "1 f1 '1, ~ A :E i' Aa"1 M'1, etc.

t = e.
There is no doubt that t and i' are both nasalized vowels. For (I) they must

be vowels because they often occur in words in which all other letters are consonants

and none of them sonants , (2) they. must be nasalized because they occur in the

majority of cases before n, t or k. The question now arises which of the two is e
and which is it (or perhaps 0). I believe however that there are certain facts which
lead to"the conclusion that t is 'land i' tt.
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In No. 13,1. 3 a word ~11A'it'1 occurs. We shall see below in Chap. II, A)

that ~ 11 is an ending often found with proper names. It is highly probable that

-(A) i t "'I is a proper name. If this is transliterated Me-il(a), one thinks at once of

M·~(,)Y. But I admit that this is not an absolute proof, since one also might read Mite(a)

and compare many of the names that contain the element mutoa ; cf. SUNDWALL, p. 160
163. However there are also some good reasons why i must be 1t; see next para

graph. The letter t has been found in no other names, except in endings, like

:E'1t~9A8l, ~ATt~9A8l etc.j cf. above p. II. That this ending :E'1t-(and'-Tt-) is

most likely to be read em"i (andet) we conclude .from Lycian eiini, Greek -y}Yo;; d.

below Chap. VI, B. Words beginning with '1 t are among others the following: '1 t

(27,7) 'A 'It (16,18) and other derivatives of this root; ~'1118Int (23, 2); iAiAnt

(4, 6); ~iOTA~nt (29, 9); iOi~Af'1t (29,18); TAT89Af'1t (16, 7); ~18Iif'1t or

.. f'1t8 (passim); ~Oi89AT'1t (27,1); 1°9T'1t (29, 16); ~nt (16, 9) etc. Words be

ginning with -i r are: ~"'It (7,19); fl"1t (19,2); i"'lt(13, 4); ~A'1I"'1t (13,4). All

these words indicate that t is a nasal vowel; in many other words t appears before

171- or n in the middle of the word. But it would be of no value to give here the

list of all words containing t.

i = u.

Words like i 8, ,i +, 1'1i + etc. show that i must be a vowel; words like T'1 i ~ AF,

f'1 i "'I ~ A and 1'1i + point to the 'fact that it is a nasalized vowel.

The reason why I at once thought of identifying i with zt was its occurence 111

the neighbourhood of i and ~; d. ~ii"1IT9A (7. I); lOin (12, 7); -t'1A~iH (23,3);

iii "'I i A+ (inscription from Falanga, 1. 2; (in Sardian inscrs. NO.3,' 3: iii "1 i-, and

I I, 2: iii "'I i A- are probably to be read '... "'I i A+).

But there are also a few names containing 'r , viz. -A i 8Af (I I, 4 and 9), - i A9 ~ If

(4, passim; II, 10), nf1~i+ (see above p. 13) and ii9T'1f1f~liA (26, I). The first

of these is the name of a person; if we read it Sabzta, the names };CI.~1J; (SUNDWALL,

p. 192) };CI.{J.(')1JO~ (ibid., p. 163) may be compared. fl'1iA9~lf is an epithet of Arte

mis. Therefore -i A9 ~ If is probably the name of a place in Asia Minor; perhaps

of Smyrna.

The identification of Siurai: with Smyrna was proposed to me by W. H. BUCKLER.

He justly suggests that v, band m are consonants that might easily interchange. In

fact, there are many examples' of this change from Indogermanic as well as from

Semitic languages. For the Lycian BUCKLER cites i;;eba[n] = Greek };{p.Y}YCI. on coins,

telebehz' = T.),p.!(j(J6~; see Mr.. ARKWRIGHT'S article in Journ. of Hellen. Studies XXXV,

p. 100 and 102. Furthermore he recalls the account in STRABO (XIV, I. 4), which

points to Smyrna as being a native name. Finally he says that the Smyrna" Mother

of the Gods", i. e. Artemis, was quite worthy to rank with the goddesses of Ephesos
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and Koloe. I think that this hypothesis of W. H. BUCKLER is very probable. We

might then suppose an original form like *Sz'bz'ran- which developed into *Sz'bra1z- >
"Sioran > Siorai; in Lydian, and into "Simiran-a > "Smiran-a > "Smirn-a > 2.fJ·ufVrl

in Greek.

But 1'i 9 T '1 M f ~ , r A seems to overthrow my whole theory concerning the value

of 1'. For with so many of the letters coinciding it would be most extraordinary if

this word did not stand for "Alexander". Inscr. 26 begins with the date II "' ~ f1 ~ 9 a
~ M ~ l' i 9 T '1 Mf ~'1' A. To claim that. l' might be a mistake for 1 would be too easy

a solution. And- it seems to me almost impossible to make i a consonant, e. g. I

(i. e. Armenian 'L). Words like r a, r +, 1 '1 r +, T '1 r '1 ~ A and many others would

then have too strange a pronunciation. I believe therefore that we must look for

some other way out of this difficulty, and I propose to consider A uz'ksantrtt·§ as a

Lydian form of Alexandros. It would be very precarious to give a definite explanation

of a phonetic change in a language of which almost nothing is known. Still it may

be worth while at least to suggest certain possibilities. (I) We may think of the change

of I> tt in Umbrian and in many other Indo-Germanic languages and dialects, see

VON PLANTA, Grammat£k der Osk.-umbr. Dz'alekte,. p. 285 f. The change of I> u is

also well known in Dutch, in English, and in Italian dialects. At Naples the article

10 is pronounced uo. (2) In Armenian the Greek A is always rendered by 'L, and

this letter is commonly pronounced g (5) in all, Armenian dialects. Again g (5) inter

changes with w in certain German dialects. A development Alek- > Agek- > Awek

(or Aztz'k-) might not be impossible. (3) One might assume that Alek- had been

changed to Anek-, since I and n are closely related and sometimes interchange, espe

cially in Semitic languages. This 11- might then have been changed to a nasal u, as

probably in Armenian awj "snake" « ang)- and awcanel "to anoint" (cf. Lat. ttnguo).

In certain Turkish dialects of Northern Persia it becomes v in the neighbourhood of u j

so Dr. H. RITTER tells me.

W. H. BUCKLER recognized the similarity between inscription L. 7 and L. 30 and

saw that 1'1 a in 7, 1. I I and 'r a in 30, 1. 13 stand in parallel passages j this is a con

firmation of the theory that l' is u.
i is one of the most frequent endings 111 Lydian j cf. below Chaps. II, III and V.

The similarity between r and Cypriote y (= u) is probably accidental.

~ = c(?).

It is hard to form a definite opinion on this curious letter which occurs very often

in Lydian, mostly however in endings, and which has many different forms.

~ ;t ;t ~ r2 ~ 't ~ 'C '( "( t:' ':5'
No proper names containing it have been found except ~-A Tt ~ 9 A 81 "the Sar

dians", where ~ is a case sign. Nor does comparison with the Phoenician and the
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Greek alphabets help us. For -l resembles a Phoenician yoa, it is true; but the yoa
is represented in Lydian by I, and the sign for this vowel cannot have been received

by the Lydians twice at different periods, once from the Greeks and once from the

Phoenicians. Of the signs occurring in Greek alphabets a certain kind of yoa would

have some similarity with -l, and so would a sign for B used at Corinth, Megara and

in some Corinthian colonies. But here again we already have a beta in Lydian. We

must therefore try to interpret this Lydian letter from the Lydian itself. In 19, 1. 5

we read a word -l M-l T A, in L 8 -l T A -l A. It seems that we have here a case in

which -l and -l T have the same value. Furthermore a word which I translate "these"

(in the oblique case) is usually written -l A -l f~, but in 13, 1. 4 -l A ) ~ seems to be the

same word. From these cases it would appear that -l has a certain relation to t and

to s or f. Finally another argument may be advanced. The very frequent endings

in -l represent the oblique case of the plural in Lydian, as will be seen below in

Chaps. II, III and V. It will also there be shown that the nominative or subjective

case of the plural very probably ends in ~ -. Now there is one very well known

language that has the nom. plur. in -k, viz. the Armenian. I may add at Once

that this ending in Armenian is generally not considered to be of Indo-Germanic

origin. In Armenian the genitive, dative, ablative of the plural have the ending 9 (ts),

the accusative and the locative the ending IJ (.f) , that is to s~y always certain sibilants.

If then in the nominative Lydian and Armenian have the same ending, it is not un

natural to assume that the endings of the oblique case are also similar in the two

languages, especially since the Armenian 9 is also not Indo-Germanic. For these

reasons I have assigned the value ( to the letter -l, well aware of the fact that this

is a mere hypothesis and that some one else may give a better solution of the pro

blem. I cannot decide whether -l should be pronounced is or ty or IS, although the

last of these possibilities seems to me the most likely. 1

The endings with the letter -l are the following: -l A-, -l1-, -l M-, -l t-, -l'f-, -l ~-, -l h

-l1-, -l"h -l f-, -l T-, -l h -l j-. The ending -l A occurs more than thirty times in these in

scriptions. The endings -l1-, -l "h -l f-, -l T-, -l t-, -l j- may in reality represent only the

ending -l i the letters before it would then belong to the respective roots. Words in

which -l occurs in the middle or at the beginning are the following: f I 9 l-l j A 8, 1 t -l ~ TA ~,

) "1 ~ '11 -l T ) Ar. -l I -l "1 AT'1 t 8, '11 ~ A, ~ 0 ~ "11, '1' f I -l ~-, -l A '1' M~ ), T I~ "11 ~, ~ '1' 0 T A~ ~ '1r ,

~ A) ~ f AS, TI ~ M~· Some of these words, to which may be added ~) '1 A) (fanH) would

with their many sibilants resemble Slavic words.

j = q(i).

My identification of this sign rests on a single word, VIZ. '1' 11 ~ ~ 1 j in inscr. I I, 1. I.

t \v. H. BUCKLER compared the Lycian letter X to which Mr. Aaxwnrcirr.recently has .asslgned the value ri see

JOUrI/. Hdlw. Studies xxxv, P: 1-00 f. It is quite possible that Lydian ~ is to be derived from X; for it is often written

-<, i. c. the Lycian X without the lower part 'of the left half circle.

Sardis Expedition VI.
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This inscription begins with the words' r Af fA' ~ AT9 A r 11 ~ ~ i r r A9 ° II III -... r 19 ° [8l.

These I translate 14In the year IS of the great king Artaxerxes", I assume that quvellit

is the genitive of the word for I' king". A nd I have chosen the value q for. i in this

word, because one of the Hesychian glosses (DE LAGARDE, Ges. Abhandl., p. 273, No. 26)

says xoo;),O'O'.iv AvO'oi ''t'~v ~(J.a!)l(J.. I admit that this argument is not altogether cogent,

but for the present I can offer no better explanation.

In almost all words in which i occurs a consonantal value might plausibly be

predicated for this sign. Words beginning with i are the following: ,0 'f ~ Ail -l.1119 H Ai,

TAi, 'fA19+A1', -l.HH, -l.A~"1'fA~I1', ~9A~I1', -l.A~I1', -l.~li, fI1A-l.fli, r x-u r ,
~A'fAlIi, ~A1ATI1', ~A110TI1', r r s r r t. r r r tx i r i r, ~A"8i,1A'1ti, -l.~lf'1ti, r r tr r ,
i r r r, r xs t r r.

The ending -l. t occurs in the following cases : -l. i I ~, -l. 1'1 I~ I'1 ~ -l. i 'f ° ~ 9 A+, -l. i 'f AT~ A~,

-l.i8AA1, -l.1''f08A~. In two cases i stands at the end, viz. it~9A and iOTla.

V\T e have now to consider the words which contain i I but neither at the beginning

nor at the end. They are f I 9 I -l. r A8, T' ~ ~ ~ i r A ~, ~ ° , A -l. r ~ A8, -l. 11 r '1 t 8,. 1 Ar A ~,

~ Ait r f, -l. ~ I f Ar A8, 11r I ~ A ~, ~ I ~ r ° ~, ~ Ar '1 A ~, TOT r A 8, 11TAr A8, _0 TAr A ~. r r AAT,

T '1 t + A8 t ~. -l. ~ '118 T~, ~ I ~ T1'~. The last three of these words need some comment.

A word like dqtd£d seems to me impossible. And if my reading of the i be correct,

I am compelled to assume that there is a mistake in this word. Indeed I think

that i is a mistake for t, since T t ~ occurs half a dozen times in other inscriptions.

In the word -l. ~ '1\ 8 i ~ the i is not quite certain; this had therefore better be left out

of the discussion, But T'1 t +A8 t ~ is plainly ,...ritten in inscr. I, 13, 17 and 26. Its

meaning must be "may he (she, they?) destroy (disperse) 1" A reading vqbahent seems

to me somewhat unusual, but not impossible. For if we assume that this word is

composed of two elements the first of which may be v£q (cr. "l. i I~, above 1. 12) and

that the syllables before the stress sometimes lose their vowels as in Armenian, a

word like *v£qbahent would have become vqbahent. In Armenian we may compare

v£gn, gen. vgn£, or ustana] with all its derivatives. But in order to make such a word

pronounceable, an :J is generally added: v(:J)gn£, etc. Therefore the word in question

may have been pronounced v(8)qbahent.

I need scarcely say that in Lycian we are supposed to believe in pronunciations

that look much more impossible than the one which I commend to my readers in

this single case.

Nothing can be said on the phonetic side of the question. If ~ was an unaspi

rated tenuis, i might have been an aspirated one, but would then in some way inter

fere with the letter + and its value. Or finally i might have been a k with directly

following- glottal catch (k'), a sound which is not uncommon in Caucasian languages

and which is the regular pronunciation of the Abyssinian .". ~

1 Prof. J. J. HESS called my attention to the fact that e', k', qu' etc. are known also in the Maya languages in Centra!
America. These letters have been termed "cut letters", in Spanish tetras heridas,
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.Inscription No. 21 which is a mason's mark contains only the letters "1 t; but

these cannot bear on the question under discussion.

0= a.

This letter occurs only in a few inscriptions as a variant of I, i.

In 7, 1. 2 we read f 0 t. but in all other instances this word is written fit, even

in 7, II. 9 and 18. In 7, 11. 8 and 14 we ha ve ~ 0 t I but commonly the word is spelt

Ht. Other parallels are the following:

~1"10T9A (I, B, 1. 5): -1'''1IT9A (passim).;

rA90t (7, 1. 11): rA91t (often);

lA"190f (7, I. I): 'fA"19If (7,1. 2; 27,1. 7); f11"1H (30, II. 3 and 16);

109Af (19, 1. 3): rlo9Tfl9Af (12, II. I. and 7);

r 110 1 9 A (7, 1. II) and f 11111 9 A (7, 1. 13): r 1!19 A (30, 1. 13).

From all this I think it is sufficiently clear that 0 and I must be very closely

related. Perhaps 0 was pronounced like the Armenian f!.-. This letter too sometimes

takes the place of £.

B.

The Lydian Alphabet in comparison witlt other Alphabets.

The Lydian alphabet is not directly derived from the Phoenician. The mere

facts that the a occurs, that the letters A ~ I ° are vowels, and that 1 is added to the

alphabet, are sufficient proof of this statement. For in none of all Semitic alphabets

has the lower part of the Phoenician :J (b) ever been closed as in the Greek and the

Italic alphabets. We must therefore assume either (I) that the Greek and the Lydian

alphabets were derived from the Phoenician through an intermediate one which is now

lost, or (2) that the Lydians received their script from the Greeks and modified it

according to their own wants. The latter seems to me more probable; but I must

at once add (I) that I cannot prove this theory definitely I and (2) that the Lydians

must have received the Greek alphabet at a very early period, probably before <P, X,

'f (PJ "/.J ~) were invented and before E was used for g, and also before the Etruscans

emigrated to Italy.

If then the Lydian alphabet is a daughter of the Greek, it (must, I think, belong

to the Eastern group of Greek alphabets. But since the characteristic additional let

ters (East: <Pl x, r = 7J x.J ~J and ± (14-1) = s; \Vest: X, <P, \JJ = sJ CPJ x.) are not to be

found in Lydian, at least not with values similar to those of the Greek alphabets, it

is difficult to treat of this special question at all.

The letters which in Lydian and Greek have the same value and look more or
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less alike are the following: A CA), a (8), ~ C6.), ~ CE), CF), 1 (I), ~ (K), 1 (1\), "1 (M),

'1 CN), 0 CO), 9 (P), 1 C2:), T rn 1 CY), + CX 1). The signs in parentheses are of course

the ordinary Greek letters. The similarity would be much closer if the oldest forms,

such as are used in lines running from right to left, were added above. Most

of these values were inferred at once by comparing the letters heretofore found in

Lydian inscriptions with those of the Greek alphabet. Thus KRETSCHMER (KEIL

PREMERSTEIN, Denkschr. Wiener Akad. S3; 2) recognized A = a, a = b (with cer

tain restrictions), ~ = v, ~ = e (with certain restrictions), 1= i, ~ = k, "1 = m; '1 = n,

o = 0, 9 = 1', T = t, 1 = u, Some of the letters that he saw on the very badly

weathered fragments at his disposal, are not confirmed by the inscriptions from Sardis.

He stated hinrself that his 1 (,/) and 0 (.9') were uncertain; the latter is probably Q with

a flaw 111 the stone. His 1.. may perhaps be ~, his "J may be in II, 1. 8 a 9, in II,

1. 1 I a 1. From his material he could not conclude that the round and the angular

are the same letter, viz. v. The letter which he took to be ep (in 11'11 ep A) is very

indistinctly written, and I have found no corresponding word in the Sardian inscriptions;

therefore I cannot say which letter should be read there. KRETSCHMER'S very impor

tant discussion of the letter 8 will be referred to below.

THUMB in his article on the first Lydian inscriptions from Sardis adopted most of

KRETSCHMER'S identifications, correcting them in a few details, but he advanced several

steps further in deciphering the Lydian script, especially with regard to those letters

which are peculiar to the Lydian alphabet. He very acutely suggested thatM, t, 'I'

might be nasal vowels (giving however different values from those assigned to them

above), and after having discussed the question with myself, he concluded that> and l

might be sibilants. He could not know at that time that> in I a, 1. 3 (p. 43) is only

a carelessly written 1.

A few of those Lydian letters that have equivalents in the Greek alphabet deserve

special attention.

~ has a very unusual form; it looks like a minuscule 6. (d') of which the bottom

has been opened C6. > G >- {), I have not found a similar form in any Greek or

Semitic alphabet. It seems that it must have been derived from tJ. in some such way

as that just indicated.

~ or ~ with only two slanting lines is very rare. KIRCHHOFF has only one in

stance of a similar form; on p. 176 he quotes ~ = e from Eleutherna. In later Semitic

alphabets however one of the three cross lines of =I is often omitted. In Phrygian

and Lycian the three lines are preserved just as in Greek, Latin and Etruscan. Only

in one case a Phrygian ~ is found, as TauMB has pointed out on p. I S4 of his article.

The letter 0 is always much smaller than the other letters. I think this is a sign

of great age. The Semitic CAyin was originally smaller .than the other letters, and it

took some time before this letter was made the same size as the others for the sake
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of symmetry. .I know of course that a very small 0 occurs also in late Greek in

scriptions, but I do not believe that this has anything to do with the Lydian.

The letters T and 1 have been discussed above on pp. 6, 9 f. I may here add

that KRETSCH:lIER, p. 235 ann. 4 and pp. 313-314 was inclined to conclude that z in

Phrygian and I in Lycian was a voiceless s. As to the origin of T there is some

doubt; it may be derived either from I (zayz"n) or =f (sameklt). But I am sure that)

is the Semitic st«. When, the .latter has the form ~ as in a few old Lydian inscrip

tions it resembles the Phrygian s and the s of some Greek inscriptions from Laconia;

see above p. 10.

The ordinary T does not differ 'from the common Greek form of this letter, but

the oldest t has only a very short crossbar at the top. The latter form is again

a connecting link between Lydian and Phrygian.. For t in the Phrygian inscriptions

published in CHANTRE'sMz"ssz"on en Cappadoce, pp. 169 and 176 has the same peculiarity.

The additional letters of the Lydian alphabet are I (1Z), 8 (/), 11 (a), t (e), i (it),'

-l (c), i (q ?), a (3) and perhaps + (h). Two of these- letters remind us at once of other

alphabets, viz. I of the Lycian it and 8 of the Etruscan f. To my mind these simi

larities cannot be accidental. Whatsoever may be the ultimate origin of these signs,

they prove that there are common features (I) between Lydian and Lycian, (2) be

tween Lydian and Etruscan. At the present stage of our knowledge it is not safe to

go further than a mere statement of these facts.

It is possible that I (J'z) was chosen because in the Phoenician alphabet =f came

after n; see above p. 9. It has also been suggested that 8 is a modification of t

But I call attention to the fact that the oldest form or' f in Lydian seems to be 9;
o

ef. below, L. 24, at the end of Chap. III. Some scholars were of the opinion

that 8 in Etruscan did not occur before the fourth century B.C.; cf. PAULy.WISSOWA,

Rea t-En cyclopadz"e, s. v. Alphabet. But KRETSCHMER has shown in his discussion of this

letter iDenesch», Wiener Akad., 53; 2, pp. 101 sq.) that this opinion is wrong. The

facts which he states and the conclusions which he draws are of great importance.

Of the other letters + would again be the same as in Lycian, and perhaps the

same as the X of the Eastern Greek alphabets. The sign for 3 may be compared

with Carian 8 (e), but this is by no means certain.

How and when Lycians and Lydians derived their signs for the nasal vowels is

impossible to say. It is not likely that the one people adopted them from the other,

since there are remarkable divergences. However, a certain general resemblance cannot

be denied; therefore it is possible that in both alphabets these signs were derived from

the same source. As a mere suggestion I I recall here the fact that the Copts when

they adopted the Greek alphabet for their language added some signs that were

taken from Egyptian hjeroglyphic writing. Would it not be possible that the peoples

of Asia Minor, when they wrote their native tongues with Greek letters, added some
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letters derived from the old hieroglyphic writing of those countries, i. e. the Hittite?

My readings of ~ (C) and r (q) are uncertain. With the latter may be compared

a Phrygian i, which KRETSCHMER, p. 235, ann. 1. thought to be perhaps a variant of

the koppa, or perhaps Cypriote 1 which means ka. Again I am not sure whether ~

and i might not have had their prototype in the Hittite. The ~ agrees curiously

with the Armenian 2. (0. This gives rise to the question whether the Armenians did

not draw some of their letters from Asia Minor alphabets. But it would lead us too

far here to enter into this problem. And Prof. ANDREAS is of opinion that the Ar

menian alphabet as a whole was derived from Sasanide Pehlevi.

In conclusion we -may repeat that Lydian script is in the main derived from the

Greek or from an intermediate source between Phoenician and Greek, and that certain

Lydian letters point to a relationship with Lycian, Phrygian and Etruscan. But it is

not possible yet to trace everyone of these letters back to its origin. And even in

the history of the Greek alphabets several problems still remain to be solved.



CHAPTER II.

The Bilingual Inscriptions.

A.

The Ly d c -Ar a m a ic Bilingual Inscription from Sardis.

(L. I7)

FUNERARY STELE; dated 445, or 394 B. c. Marble. The stele was broken into two

pieces j the break runs through the top lines of the Lydian part. The decorated top

is 63 C01. high and 53 em. wide. Adjoining the top there is a narrow uninscribed

piece of the die preserved, 161/ 2 ern. high and 45 1
/ 2 wide. The lower, inscribed piece

of the die is 82cm. high and .46 (top) -47 (bottom) ern. wide. The decorated top is

161
/ 2 ern, thick, the die 11 1/ 2 ern, The Lydian letters are 8/4- 18/4 ern. high, the addi

tional letters in 1. 3: ]/2-1 em. The Aramaic letters are 8/4-28/4em. high, the additional

letters in 1. 4: 1/2- 11/4 em. The Aramaic letter N is 2-2 1/ 2 em. wide. The stele was

found on the northern slope of the Sardian necropolis. Between the two parts of the

inscription there is a monogram, probably a; mason's mark.

'I h eAr a m a i c T ext.

N:b~ rliOrlinriiN --"l n~rli l'rlini~~ 1I111:J 1.

Nrin~~(,) Nrij>,~' N.:J1riO i1~T Nni'l:J iiOO:J 2.

inN i1i:JiO i1.:JT (i)iOO 'l' 'IT i:JiO' NriiriN 3·

'N i1.:JT N.:JlnO ?>' 'IT 1~' N('I)~'iO 'I'~~ i~ '1.:J~ 'IT 4·

Nrii>'~' i:JiO 'IT ?:Ji" Nrin~~"N Nrii>,r,) 5·
inN tl~i.:JrJ liO'l 'N ?:In'l 'IT 1~ inN i1.:JT 6.

i1ri'l~ i1Y:Jiri 'IrlirliON' ,,~ 'IT '~riiN 7·
i1rii'l' jlj',,:J'I i1ri~>'i.:J~' 1"~' p~ i1.:J'I.:Ji' 8.

I. On the 5th of Marheswan of the t oth year of King Artaxerxes,

2. in the city of Sardis. This stele and the cavern [and] the funerary

3. couches (?) and the fore-court which is above Sardis (?), this its fore-court, [they are]

the property

4. of MNY, son of KMLV, of SRWK. And if anybody against this stele or

5. the cavern or the funerary couches (?) opposite the fore-court of this cavern,
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6. that is to say, if anybody destroys or breaks anything, then

I' may Artemis of KL\;V and of Ephesos with regard to his court, his house,

~. his property, soil and water, and everything that is his disperse him and his heir(s) (sic.').

There are still and will probably always remain a number of doubtful words and

passages in this inscription. This is mainly due to lack of knowledge of the Aramaic

language on the part of the man who translated the Lydian into Aramaic, and partly

also to the use of some words not known in Aramaic literature. The translator of

this inscription tried to be very literal, and seems even to have followed Lydian. syntax

mechanically, but he obscured the meaning of several passages. He even used Nrti~r.)

as a masculine (in 1. 5-6) and used the masculine plural i1.:l"iJ~ referring to two

female deities. This indicates that the Lydians had no grammatical gender in their

language. l\1oreover it seems that the mason also made some mistakes when he

carved the Aramaic inscription. All this is not so very much to be wondered at if

we take into consideration the probability that nobody spoke Aramaic at Sardis. The

people spoke Lydian, the higher officials Persian, and Aramaic was only an artificial

language in those western provinces of the Persian Empire where no Aramaeans or

Jews lived. But it is much to be regretted that the one document on which the

entire deciphering of Lydian rests is so obscure.

I wish to state at the very outset that the interpretation of iJiti is due to

Prof. ANDREAS, and that Prof. LmzB.-\RSKI hac; been of great help to me, for he

recognized the curious usage of iiiN, and above all found the true meaning of the

words pr,:,i l~~ i1')~')P iirt~J ii~Jin. This brilliant reading of his has been of the highest

importance for the interpretation of the last two lines of this inscription.

L. 1: The reading of every letter is certain. Only the first t.::i in the name of

the king is a little damaged. The question arises how the name t.::itJt.::iiirtiN should

be reacl. It is, as Prof. ANDREAS has shown, in LmzBARsKI'S, Ephe111.eris, II, P: 22 I, ann. 2,

a rendering of the truly Persian form of this name, i. e. Urta[tfas(s)a. In the Old Testament

we find the forms Arta{zsasta, Artaijsafta and Arta[zsast. 1 The Aramaic papyri of Ele

phantine have the same form as our inscription from Sardis. In this form Prof. ANDREAS

thinks t.::itJ to be a rendering of the Persian sound ss or Sf into which the Old-Iranian

br had developed at the time of the Achaemenids. This is possible: in that case we

should have to read Arta[zsass, without any ending; for the ending a would undoubtedly

have been expressed by N. But t.::itJt.::iiiniN might also be transcribed Arta[zsassas, a

form which would be very natural at Sardis j for there we find in Lydian ~ i A f f A ~ ~ AT 9 A.

In the latter the Iranian ]J" is certainly rendered by S5, and the last ~ must be a

Lydian ending.

I This form (EZR. 4, 7) has an ~ at the end, which proves that the original had a vowel there; it may be due only
to an artificial vocalization by a man who wanted to make a difference between Hebrew and Aramaic. The usual Syriac

form is ~\;r<' (Ar{a(tsaJt).
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L. 2: On the name 1iOO see above p. 12. I have translated the word Nni~:l by

"city"; This word generally means in Aramaic "palace, castle, fortress", and is some

times also applied to small towns. Here it cannot mean "palace" or "fortress", since

the palace was in the plain beyond the Paktolos, and the fortress, i. e. the Acropolis

of Sardis, on the other side of the hills. It is therefore probable that Nni~:l was used

for the whole of Sardis because it was a fortified city. The word N.J1nO is of Persian

origin (stuna). We should expect ~ instead of n, since in Syriac as well as in Arabic

the t of this Persian word is rendered by ~.. But in Greco-Phoenician \...ords .. and n
also correspond with each other, especially in the early centuries. The Persian word

SARDIS·
TOMB'

"'Q}-VCENTVRY·

FAyATIE'

means "column", and the same meaning has been kept in Syriac and in .Arabic. But

here N.J,nO must mean "stele", because "this N.J,nO" can only refer to the monument

on which the inscription is written.

After the N.J1nO, i. e. the first thing that a man reading the inscription would

see, follows the Nrli>,O. This Aramaic word means l< cave, cavern" etc. There is 110

doubt that' the cave in the rock, the Lydian tomb, was meant. Drawings of such rock

tombs by Prof. H. C. BUTLER are given in the illustrations on p 25 and p. 27·

The last word in 1. -2 .is Nrln~~. The N at the end is smaller than the other

letters, because the space for it was too narrow, and the mason did not wish to put
Sardis Expedition VI. 4
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it at the beginning of the next line. Before this word a i must be supplied as it

seems to me; for in 11. 4-5 also three different things, (I) NJiriO (2) Nrii}'~ (3) ~mn~~

arc separated by iN. In 1. 2 this curious word is combined with NriiriN "places", in

1. 5 it stands by itself. Its meaning can only be guessed. As i and i are in this

inscription absolutely alike, we do not know whether we should read Nriiiii or ~rinii

so long as the word has not been identified. The Arabic word l<:;~~ is scarcely to be

compared here. Nor do I believe that our term might be an Aramaicized Lydian word;

the corresponding word in Lydian is ~ A f 19+A 1. Since in similar funerary inscriptions

the different parts and belongings of the tomb are mentioned, I propose to translate this

expression by "funerary couches". For the most characteristic feature of these tombs

is their couches (see plan on p. 27), and it would have been very natural that the owner

of a tomb should make special mention of the fact that all couches belonged to his

family, so that no stranger should be buried on them. Of course NI1iriN Nrini~

might also mean "tomb-niches", like Nn~,) (Niii,)) in Nabataean and Palmyrene in

scriptions. A t all events it seems to me most probable that the term denotes the

loculi where the dead were buried, of whatever kind these loculz' may have been.

L. 3: The plural NriiI1N is unusual. We should espect N~iI1N or possibly as in

Syriac NI1iiriN. The word i:liD might of course also be read i:liO, i:liO or i:liD.
In writing i:liD I follow a suggestion of Prof. ANDREAS. He took as a base for

explaining this word the Armenian ~flwUfwpwlt (lzrapcwak), for which he postulates

an old Persian :t"fra-paaak. This Armenian word means "place, court". Its derivation

from the Persian is certain. For Persian fra- becomes in Armenian lzra-; cf. the

examples in HOBSCHMANN, .Armen, Gramm. pp. 181 sqq. And Persian or Syriac a
often becomes r in Armenian; d. for instance z,p t: W) . (lzreaJI) = rG:1(\cr.La (zlzuaaya).

The word *frapactak is not found in Old Persian; but this is probably due only to

an accident. The word '!"paaak must have existed; for Modern Persian ~4 (payah) is

the same word in a later stage. And for paaa- the meaning "Standort, Heirnstatte"

is given by BARTHOLOMAE, col. 887. This combined with fra- (Latin P7~O), is exactly

the word required for our i:liO.

Prof. G. HOFFMANN called my attention to the Biblical i:liO (parba1~), which

occurs in I. Chron. 26, 18, and which is supposed to be an annexed building on the

west side of the temple at Jerusalem. Now Prof. ANDREAS suggests that i:liD is a

mistake for i:liD and that here also a sort of fore-court is meant. The word iiiO,
which has sometimes been connected with i:liD, would then have had a different origin.

If i:liD in our inscription is the Persian *frajarfa-, i. e. "fore-court", it can here

mean only the open space before the tomb. Most of the tombs at Sardis have such

a small "fore-court", corresponding to the dromos of Greco-Roman tombs. In this

"fore-court" our stele was standing, just as Nabataean and Greek stelae stood in the

dromoi of the tombs of Umm idj-Djirnal , cf. my Naoataccai InscriptioJls, Lcidcn 19 14 ,
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p. XII and p. 53. It might very well be that the man who owned the tomb inside

the rock wished also to declare his claim on the area leading up to it, so that nobody

should trespass upon his rights.

The following words, in the original :liOO ,~ ~l or :liOO ,~ ~l, are to me un

intelligible. Since I have not been able to find in Aramaic or Persian anything that

would throw light on the word :l~00 I think there must be some mistake. Seeing

the letters -iOO one thinks at once of 'iOO, and if the lower crossbar of the :l may

be considered to have been carved by mistake, the reading 'iOO would be assured.

These words would .then be translated "the fore-court which is above Sardis". As a

matter of fact the tombs near which the inscription was found are high up on the hill

whence the town in the plain could be seen. A Greek inscription from S1' in the

Hauran, published in my Naoataean Inscriptt'ons, pp. 81-82 says 1:ma xara "/"'liv Aupa

vmlv irJT:Y)xuia~ because the statue of the goddess Se't" stood in a place from which the

Groundplan of a tomb with two chambers and six couches.

Hauran country could be overlooked. But of course this parallel does not prove much,

and my interpretation of the words (')iOO ,~ ~l still remains very doubtful.

Now with the words i1':liO i1Jl the anacoluthic constructions of our inscription

begin. They can only mean "this its ':liO", i. e. "this its fore-court", if our translation

be correct. Why these words were repeated I do not know. Perhaps emphasis was

laid upon them because the inscription stood in the fore-court, and the people who

read it were within the ':liO"
The last word in this line may be inN or inN. I think it is the former and

means "property". The translator may have thought of some derivative of the root

inN, ef. the Syriac ~:t.uar< "property" i for this root might very well be spelt with

a' althouzh we read ~i .inst~ad of ~" since the same is to be observed in the, ~

Aramaic papyri of Elephantine. But it seems to me almost certain that the writer

chose this 'word which he probably pronounced altad, (or perhaps akad, if the Lyclians
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had no ll), because at the very same place in the Lydian part of our inscription ~ A ~ A

IS the word used.

L. 4: The names of Mane and Kumli are recognized without difficulty. But the

additional word is indistinctly written. The letters N-:Ji10 are almost certain, but the

letter before the last has a very unusual form. Its top looks like that of a " 1, :J
or j, but at the bottom it has a small curve towards the right which is never found

111 any of these four letters. This curve brings the letter into near relation with " and

1, and I believe therefore that it is nothing but an incomplete". This would be well

in keeping with the meaning that the added word seems to have. Greek inscriptions

from Asia Minor, especially those from Lycia, Lydia and Phrygia, very often mention,

besides the name of the person and his father, that also of the demos, the tribe or

the place from which he came. At certain periods this seems to have been a very

popular fashion. A noun derived from the name of a place would in Aramaic very

properly have the ending -Ci)ICi. And N":Ji10 would then mean "a man from Siriika"

or "Siluka"; d. the Lydian text. It is significant that the mason should have left

out the gentilicium both in the Lydian and in the Aramaic text, so that a correction

was considered necessary. The facts were probably these: the man who gave the

Lydian copy to some Persian official for translation had omitted the word. The Persian

naturally did not write it in the Aramaic text. Then the mason received both copies

and carved them on the stone. Later on when the man who had ordered the in

scription looked at the finished work and discovered his mistake he caused the cor

rection to be made in both texts. This serves as a valuable hint to us modern

interpreters; for hence we may infer that the two parts of the inscription must cor

respond with each other very closely.

After the gentilicium follows the second part of the inscription, containing the

curse against him who should try to interfere with the monument: these curses are

known from so many Oriental and Occidental inscriptions and manuscripts that it is

not worth while to quote parallels. The syntax of our formula is not quite clear, but

I can see no other way out of the difficulty than to assume that the construction is

anacoluthic and that the first "1 ,0 is taken up again by "T ,0 1nN. If this be so,

the first relative clause would have no verb. Prof. LIDZBARSKI was of opinion that ,~

contains the verb, and he proposed a verb *,~ "to wrong", which the translator of

the inscription would himself have created, thinking of 'auwel and 'auwCiI. Although

I do not deny the possibility of this interpretation, in view also of the Ethiopic Ol\m

which is used in the ground-stem, I think that l10" iN ,:m" are the real verbs that

were intended to be connected with the first "T ,0, and that the second "T ,0 1nN was

used partly because the verb would have been too far separated from its subject by

the interposed objects, and partly also because in the Lydian original the corresponding

words were used twice.
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L. 5: The preposition ~i '~P' means "in front of, opposite". The funerary couches

opposite the fore-court would then be those in the first room of the cavern. F or the

tombs generally contained two rooms, one at the back, probably for the man and his

wife and sometimes· for· his children, .and one in the front destined for more distant

relations or for other members of the household such as freedmen or the like (see

p. 27)· Persons of the latter class are sometimes included in the funerary inscriptions
of Asia Minor.

L. 6: inN is an Aramaic word, but the Aramaeans scarcely ever used i/t in the

sense which it must have here. Prof. LIDZBARSKI called my attention to the use of

Persian pasta(eta) which he thinks was the prototype of this im~, and to the fact

that in Pehlevi inN and pas correspond. The Persian pastaeta is often used to in

troduce the apodosis. or even. merely to connect sentences. Originally meaning "after

wards" it gradually came to be used for "then, furthermore, thus, and". I think

LIDZBARSKI is undoubtedly right in this suggestion. The word liO meaning in Aramaic

"to rub to pieces", would scarcely have been employed here by a man whose native

tongue was Aramaic.· Again we see that the translator had but a slight and super

ficial knowledge of that language.

L. 7: The words i,:;j and ~rvrvON certainly denote the lake of Koloe and the

town of Ephesos, at each of which places there was a famous sanctuary of Artemis.

But here we have again a linguistic difficulty. The words i':;j~i i~niN are perfectly

good Aramaic. After them we should expect rvrvON ~ii, or even better rvrvON ~i i~niNi

since they were different deities. But the stone bears the letters ~rvrvONi. This can

to my mind mean only "and the Ephesian one". Now in correct Aramaic "the

Ephesian one" referring to Artemis should be Nn~rvrvoN. Our :worthy translator, how

ever, knew very little of the status emphaticus and the status absolutus, and certainly

nothing of grammatical genders. I think he was perfectly capable of translating "the

Ephesian Artemis" by ~rvrvON i~niN.

L. 8. The word i1n~>,'J~ would literally mean "his anythings", This is not good

English; neither is it good Aramaic. The plural of the indefinite c)>"J~ together with

a suffix is very conspicuous in Old Aramaic. The form Nn~>,'J~ without the suffix

occurs in the papyri from Elephantine, and the masculine plural is found in later

dialects; cf. NOLDEKE, Mandiiische Grammat£k, p. 186 and ann. 4. - That we should

expect i1Ji'~~ instead of i1Jii'~~ has been said above on p. 24. The last word is

ilni~i which is the singular, whereas from parallels in other inscriptions we should

expect the plural. Perhaps this is another .mistake of the translator. The choice of

the verb i'~ meaning "disperse" is also very strange. What the writer intended

was probably "may the gods drive him away from his. property", or "may the gods

disperse his property". The translation given above is an attempt to imitate the

curiously worded Aramaic phrase.
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The L y d ian T ext.

Unfortunately the beginning of the Lydian text was destroyed when the stone

was broken. This lost part contained the date. The end of this date consists of the

words i 111~ Aa r 1f I r A9- 1. The words which then follow are also partly destroyed.

But the missing letters can be restored with approximate certainty from a few other

funerary inscriptions that will be discussed below in Chap. III. By comparing these

inscriptions, especially NO.9, we find that we should here read the following words:

~O~9ATia [iA'1Jr1~ if~ Ttl TI~n~ ~A1H ~Afl9tA1 nA'1M~] ~n~ ~i9"1 r r s, At the

end of 1. 3 we should supply the word f I+M '1 which generally follows TI ~ A (or a deri

vative of the same root) and which is here found in 1. 6 after '11 T~ A. In 1. 5 parts

of an 0 are to be seen over the ~, and as the word ~ 0 ~ 9 A Ti a is a very common

one, almost always combined with ~ A'1 M~ or i A'1M~, there is no doubt that here too

it must be read. Now taking these restorations for granted I shall try to present in

parallel columns what appear to be the corresponding words of the two parts of the

inscription. In the first column I give my English translation of the Aramaic, subject

to all reservations pointed out in my commentary, in the second the Lydian text.

(I) This stele

(2) and the cavern

(3) [and] the funerary couches (?)

(4) and the fore-court which is above

Sardis (?) - this its fore-court-

(5) [they are] the property of MNY son

of KMLY of SLWK.

(6) And if anybody against this stele

(7) or the cavern

(8) or the funerary couches

(9) opposite the fore-court of this cavern

(10) that is to say, if anybody destroys

or breaks anything,

(I I) then may Artemis of Ephesos and

of Koloe

~i9"1 Tt~

nA'1 M~] ~ n ~

~Afl9tA1

I~ 0 ~ 9 ATr a rrA'1] M~ i f ~ Tt I TI~ ~ i ~ ~ A1H

I~11A~i1lf ~1111"1i~ ~11nA"1 ~A~A

Ti9"1 if~ fl+M'1 TI~A

TA'1M~ if~ ~H

~Afl9tA1 ~A~f~ ~H

~o~9ATia i'A'1M~ if~ Ttl n~ TI~i8

I~1(a)lif'1r8 ~T1H fl+M'1 '1IT~A

I ~i"1IT9A flf"1IHI 1i"1IT9A i"1~A8

\ flf"1i1i~

(12) with regard to his court, his house,
his property, soil and water, and all I~ r 18 0 ~ r A~ IT ~ ~ T A91a T A9 AA

that is his disperse him and his heir(s). T'1r +Aa t ~ i 11 a ~ T 1H i A91+

vVe cannot expect that absolutely every word in the two parts of a bilingual in

scription of this kind has been literally translated. But comparing the columns we soon

notice that the translation is as a whole accurate enough to allow us to identify most

I For a possible restoration see the end of the commentary on this inscription.
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of the Lydian words. Only in §§ 4, 9 and 12 we cannot as yet be sure of the

meaning of every word. I shall now give those Lydian words of which the meaning

seems to he established with reasonable certainty.

~ 19 "1 Tf ~ is in Aramic N.JmO i1.JT "this stele". In Lydian therefore est means

"this" and mrud "stele". A number of other inscriptions begin lA'1/11 )l~ (No.8, 9,

11,13,15, 26); three (No. I A, B, and 6) have lA'1/11 1~. Now we know from § 7

on p. 30 that -A'1/11 is in Aramaic Nn,~O "cavern", and we find another word for

"this", viz. eH or es, employed when the word vanaf "cavern" follows.' We conclude

therefore that when a word ending in -d is used, the demonstrative pronoun is est,

but with a word ending in -f it is ess, Furthermore in § 6 and 7 we have i 19 "1 i f ~

and i A'1/11 i f~. Judging from the context, i is the sign of. the oblique case, whereas

1 and ~ are the signs of the subjective case. Now all four words ef(i) , est, mrztd, and

vanaf have the same sign in the oblique case: esii (derived both from ess and est),

mruzt, vanazt. The stem of the demonstrative pronoun is therefore es-, but when I,

the ending of certain substantives in the subjective case, is added, the s is assimilated

by the of, and we have eH or es, Our first results then are three Lydian stems: es

"this", rnr u- "stele" -and vana- "cavern".

§ 2 reads [1A'1/11] ~ 11 ~, in Aramaic Nn,~O' "and the cavern". The dernonstra

.tive pronoun is omitted in the Aramaic. Nor is there any rule in Lydian with regari:l

to the use of this pronoun; generally it is used with everr word denoting a different

part of the tomb, but sometimes it is omitted in Lydian also. Here however to the

pronoun another letter is added, viz. ~-; this corresponds with the Aramaic , "and".

We know then that in Lydian "and" is expressed by the suffix ok.

In § 3, I have placed only the word ~ A f IH A1. It is very probable however

that before this we should supply [H~]. The word lahrisak is here rendered in Ara

maic Nn,nN ~mn~~, but in § 8 by the first of these two words alone. Above on

p. 26 I inferred the meaning "funeral couches" for this term. The word is in the

plural in Aramaic, and must be in the plural if my- translation is correct; for there

were always several couches in every tomb. But what is the sign of the subjective

case in the plural? I think, but cannot be absolutely sure that it is the u. For it ap

pears that when the ~- "and" is added the case-ending is dropped; cf. eskmrud 5,1. I

"and this stele" (for *est-k), and mru]: I I, 1. 2 "and the stele" (for *mrztd-k). If we

read ~ Af 19+A1 [H ~l the -k in esk might be the conjunction "and", and the .(a)k in

lahr£sak would be the subjective case of the plural. The oblique case of the plural

which has the ending -l. A- is muc? better known. In § 8 we read -l. Afl9 +A1 -l. A-l. f 1,

and in the other inscriptions there are over thirty instances of words with the ending

~ A-. Inscription 9 has in the first part the words ~ f 19+A1 ~ f ~ and in the second

~ Af 19+A1 -l. A-l f~. In the form lahr£s-k an a is perhaps omitted, so that lahrisak

should be read. From the formula es-k lahrisa-k one might conclude that the demon-
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strative pronoun was the same in the singular and in the plural, if used as an adjective,

as for instance in modern Persian and Turkish. But the form escac with lalzrisac shows

us that this is not the case. I believe therefore that the form es-E meaning "and

these" should really be *es-k-k, and that where two -k came together at the end of the

word only one was written. The paradigm of the demonstrative pronoun, so far as

we now know it, would be:

Subj. Case

ObI. Case

Sing.:

ef(f). est

esit

PI u r.:

esk

es/ac

In es/ac the c has been reduplicated; for "esac or "esc would be the form expected

from the analogy of other plural forms.

In § 4 there seems to be a divergence between the Lydian and the Aramaic. We

must compare with one another § 4 and § 9; the former reads lzelak kudkit ist esit

va(nau) bittarvod, the latter read bukit kud ist esit vanai'l bittarvod. The translation of

the former is very uncertain in the Aramaic (" and the fore-court which is above Sardis,

- this its fore-court -"); the latter is reasonably certain (" opposite the fore-court of this

cavern"). We know that esii is the oblique case of "this", that va1Zai'i is that of vana-f

"cave". The word ist occurs twice in NO.4 together with Slant; I am tempted to

translate ist Slant "here in Sardis",l since i9A81 is the oblique case of ~9A81, as

i 19 'I is of ~ 19 'I. 2 Now the word "fore-court" occurs three times in the Aramaic,

twice where the Lydian has vanalt blttarvod, and once where the Lydian has helak.

The latter may stand for hela-d·k, and helad might then be the word for "fore-court",

whereas vanalt bi'ita1"vod might be a synonym, meaning "that which is before the

cavern". But we cannot as yet reach a solution of these questions. The same is to be

said about kudkit and bukitkud which in all probability are equivalent to the Aramaic

~i ~~p~ "opposite". A definite opinion on the grammatical character of these words,

their prefixes and suffixes, cannot be given. The only equivalent of Sardis in the

Aramaic passage - if this be correctly read - would be T f I, "here".

§ 5 again is plain and acquaints us with several important facts as to Lydian

grammar. It reads akad .lJlane-lid R~u1JZli-lid Siluka-lid and is to be translated "(they

are) the property of Mane the son of Kumli of (the town of) Si1uka."

The words "they are" are not found in Aramaic; for in most Semitic languages

the "verbum substantivum" or the "copula" or whatever it may be called is omitted.

I presume that this is the case also in Lydian, for sentences like es vallas .lJlazze-lis

Alu-lis, "this tomb (is) that of Mane, son of Alu", or "this (is) the tomb of Mane,

son of Alu", occur several times in our inscriptions. The word ~ A~ A is in the same

I Cf. "here in Sado" in inscriptions from Aksum, my edition in Deutsche AksulIl-Exjeditiolt, IV, No. 10,24 and 11,44.
2 As a parallel that may not prove anything, I cite Armenian ais "this", plur, aisk e, and ast "here".
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place as the Aramaic ,n~, which above has been translated "the property". I believe

this meaning to be quite certain, and I cannot refrain .frorn calling attention to the

fact that PAULI in his Altz"tal£sche Forschungen, II, 2, pp. 99-IOO, suggested the

meanings "property" for the Etruscan word acz'l and "he appropriated, dedicated" for
acz'lune in the Lemnos inscription. 1

The three words following have the ending -l£d. The most natural supposition

would be that this was the ending of the genitive in Lydian. But though genitives

of the first and second names i.could easily be understood, that. of the third name

which indicates the place whence the man carne," would be difficult to explain. It

might however be claimed that the third name is that of the grandfather, or else a

title. But even then -lid cannot be the genitive: for it is used only when the preceding

word ends in -d, and when that word ends in -s the ending -lis is used instead of -lz'd.

This may be inferred from the following list:

vanaf Mane-l£s Alu·lis (I a, b)

mrud A lz'kz.terid . . . . . . (5, L I)

vanaf Kumli-lz's Ate-l£s (8, 1. I)

akad Artabana-lid· (9, 1. 3-5)

akad Karo-lz'd Sabua-lz'd (II, 1. 3-4)

uiinas Ata-lis Tivda·lis (13, 1. I)

vanaf Sivamlis A rmavlis (15, 1. I)

mrud Atrafta-l£d Timle·l£d (26, 1. 2).

I believe therefore that -lis and -l£d are the endings of adjectives denoting ap

,purtenance or origin, and that akad Mane-lz"d Kuml£-lid Siluka-lz"d are all three nomi

natives or subjective cases. The -s of -lz's corresponds with the ending f, the -d of

-lz'd with the ending -d. Expressions like Marc~s Tullius, Tc'Aap.{JY(Q; Ai'a;~ etc., are too

well known to be here discussed at length. But it is a new feature that the adjective

derived from the name of a place should also be added in the same form. It is of

course not only possible but even highly probable that these adjectives of appurtenance

are derived from the genitive and that I was originally a termination of the genitive.

§ 6 begins f I+t1 '1 TI~ A, and these words are the equivalent of ~T jO which means

either "whosoever" or "if anybody". In § IO fl+t1'1 '1IT~A is the equivalent of 1nN
~T jO, "that is to say, if anyboby". The ending '11- must here correspond with 1nN
"that is to say, then". The beginning of the apodosis is again marked in the Arr-maic

by 1nN "then", in the Lydian by '1"'1 ~ A8. There are three correlated words in Lydian:

TI~A, '1IT~A, '1'''1~A8. The relation between '1'''1~A and '1'''1~A8 was also recognized

by Prof. THUMB, and he correctly concluded that - 8 must be a kind of prefix. The

common element in these words is ~ A. This occurs in Lydian with many different

I Professor HERBIG refers also to TORP, Etrusk, Bdtriige, 2, 101.

Sardis Expedition VI.

2 See above p. 28.
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suffixes. Besides TI~ A and '11 T~ A we find ~ A without addition; furthermore '11 ~ A, TA~ A,

l~A, '1i~A, T'1~A, TIT'1~A, ~AT'1~A, '111'1~A, ~A~A. It is not yet possible to say

what all these different endings mean. But it seems to me that the meanings of

TI-, '11-, '1IT- (probably for 't l I l-) and T'1- can be guessed with some certainty. fl+I1'1 ~A

and f 1+11 '1 T1~ A evidently mean almost the same. They both occur in similar sen

tences at the beginning of the second part of the funerary inscriptions. I take TI

to be a sort of particle either connecting the two parts and leading over from one to

the other, or having a generalizing idea well suited for a conditional clause; its meaning

would be either like that of the English "now", German "nun" (wenn nun ...), Greek

(I:. or xz (i[ x:. I), Ethiopic ·Itt and the like, or of the English "-soever", German "riur

irnrner". The Aramaic here gives i "and", a word that in Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic,

has to serve a great many purposes. The suffix '11- must convey, judging from this

inscription, rather a consecutive or conclusive idea, like the German "also". T'1- on

the other hand seems to me to be a "personal suffix", i.. e. a suffix taking the place

of a personal pronoun. I conclude this from such sentences a akmit-t Itt's (ensitibid

f-akmit·t H1tdtins A rt'J111u·k vqbaltenf (No. I). As we shall see below in § 10 and

§ 12 jcnSltt'bid equals "destroys" and vqbaltcnt "may they disperse". Now in the sen

tence just quoted there is no object whatsoever unless it be -mii, or perhaps -m1t-t.

A fuller form of '11t1t, used when it stands by itself, not as a suffix or encliticon, seems

to be el1l1t; cf. [J.O! and Ell.OC. Thus when we take -l1Z1t to be a "personal suffix" the

phrase makes very good sense and is perfectly complete: "if anybody destroys this,

then may Hiidans and Artemis disperse (i. e. punish) him". If this be correct, mIt

would mean "him" and "it", like the personal suffixes in all Semitic languages and in

modern Persian. And we have already seen that T- is the sign for the oblique case.

Returning to our sentence we may translate akz't llti-Itis "if now anybody". Both

Itis and llli-hz's occur after akit, akin, akm1t etc. It appears that Itt's is an indefinite

pronoun with about the same meaning as ';"(;, quis, and that sui- is a prefix which

emphasizes the indefinite meaning: "whosoever", quicumque, etc. Of the meaning of

ai: we shall have to speak again in § I I. - The words T i 9 '1 T f ~ are the oblique
case of ~ i 9 '1 T f ~.

§ 7· The word ~ is is rendered in Aramaic by i~ "or". The meaning of buk is

therefore established. The -k at the end may be the same as the connecting post

position -k which in other cases means "and". On T A '111 ~ T f ~ see above p. 3 I.

§ S. The words buk es{a{ laltrz"sa{ "or these funeral couches" (oblique case) need

no further discussion after what has been said above on p. 3 I and in § 7.

§ 9· I have no satisfactory interpretation to offer. In § 4 we read Tr i r I ~ ~ i ~

~O~9ATTa [TA'1JI1~ Tf~ and in inscr. 9, II. 2-3 and II. 9-10 we have exactly the

same reading, with the single difference that Tf I is omitted. But here the sentence

begins ~ i ~ T I ~ i a. If the correct formula is kudkz't esi; vtinalt biUarvod it is possible
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that buk£tkud has been erroneously carved by the mason who still had in mind the

word buk which he had just written twice. But this is very problematic. See also

above p. 32, commentary on § 4.

§ lois in Lydian aktz'n na-h£s he/ztk jens2t£(b)£d. The original has ~ 181 r f '1r 8

but the second 8 is certainly a mistake for a, since the word ~ IaIi f'1 rs occurs over

a dozen times with a in the last syllable. For the word akt£n (for *ak-£t-£n) we have

postulated the meaning "wenn nun also". The word helztk is the equivalent of Aramaic

tl~'.J1J "something, anything". The stem of this word is probably he!-; for -2t is the

sign of the oblique case. The -k at the end cannot here mean "and", because there

is no ..and" in the Aramaic and because an "and" would not agree with the context.

Nor can it be the sign of the plural, because there ·k is used only in the subjective

case, and the objective case of the plural ends in -(a)c. I think therefore that -k here

has a generalizing meaning, like that of -que in the Latin qu£dque. We might then,

so far as the formation is concerned, compare h£s: na-h£s with qu£s: ali-qu£s,l and

helzt: helzt-k with quid: quidque. The first group has prefixes, the second has suffixes.

The verb jenszt£bid is rendered in Aramaic by two verbs "he destroys or breaks".

In Lydian it probably had a more general meaning than the two special ·words in

Aramaic. It is therefore best translated by "he damages". The word is probably

composed of the prefix f-, another prefix (originally preposition?) -en-, the stem -S2t-,

the sign of the mood -ib- and the sign of the person -£d. But this is only guess-work.

§ I I begins with fakm2t. Here we have the apodosis. The conditional clauses

are expressed in Lydian by al.:· .... fak- . . .. It is not absolutely necessary that they

should mean "if .... then". They may also mean "as .... so" (ut . . . . ita). The suffix

-7722t I believe to be a personal suffix "him". In Semitic it would be unusual to find

a personal suffix with a conjunction, it is true; cases like 'innahu and the like are

exceptional. But in Persian we should have a perfect analogy. The name of Artemis in

Lydian is Artz'l1mf, in Aramaic 'Art(e)mu. We have here again the ending -S-as 'a

sign of the subjective case of a certain class of words. But this f is very loosely

connected with the stem of the word; for it is dropped not only when formative

elements are added like the -lis of the adjectives of appurtenance (Artimulzt occurs

in the inscription from Falanga), but also when the particle -k is added (Artimu-k =

"and Artemis"). The words Ibf£msis and K'Ztl'Ztmsis are adjectives derived from Ephesos

and Koloe. The former was probably called in Lydian *Ibfis « *Ibi.fis), the latter

I{ulzt (or perhaps Kztluf). But why has the ethnicon here the ending -msis, whereas

above on p. 33 another ethnicon or gentilicium ending in -lz's was discussed? I think

that they have different meanings and that between the two there is a difference

similar to that between Turkish izmir-li and £zm£r-de-k£. Both mean "Smymiote",

but the former means a man who comes from Smyrna or belongs there in general,

1 Hungarian ki Mwho?" valtl-ki "somebody".
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the latter denotes a man who is or lives at Smyrna. In Lydian then Ibf£ms£s would

be the name of Artemis, because she dwelt there. This word seems to have a double

adjectival ending: the sibilant was repeated as for instance in es/ac, see above p. 3 1 •

The ending -mis occurs also, e. g. in S£vraitm£s, another epithet of Artemis. Perhaps

*IbS£m£s existed also in Lydian; this may have become *Ibfim£s£s and then Ibf£ms£s,

as ak£tin became aiitin, The forms in -11ZS£S would then be a sort of hybrid. If ad

jectives ending in -lis were derived from a genitive ending in -I, those ending in -mis

(-msis) may have been derived from a locative ending in om.

§ 12 gives a number of nouns in the oblique case; some have the ending ~-,

some are without it. But there is much doubt with regard to the equivalents in

Lydian and in Aramaic. In Lydian we have three pairs: (I) aarait biraitk, (2) kitidait

kofUitk, (3) Itiraft ltelitk; after these there is the word bilit, which I take to be the

missing word for "his". In Aramaic we have (I) his court, his house, (i. e. "Haus

und Hof", "house and home"); (2) his property; (3) soil and water; (4) and everything

that is his. It is safe to assume that the first two words are the same in Lydian and

Aramaic, since they make a good pair, and since they occur together in Inscr. No. 30.

\Ve should then have aaraii b£raitk "court and house". Which of the two means

"court" and which means "house", may be doubtful. If we were to keep the same order

in Lydian as in Aramaic, we ought to translate the Lydian "property and soil, water

and all that is his". But such a combination does not commend itself. Moreover the

word hirait would mean "water". Now this word is found in several other inscriptions,

but never with the word k oft: it which would mean "soil", if we keep the same order

in both parts of the inscription. On the contrary, I think I can prove that hiraft

cannot mean water, but must be something else. Inscr. 13, 1. 5 ends fakmit Artimuf

hirazt ltelztk vqbahc71t. It would be very strange to translate this curse "may Artemis

destroy him and all the water", whereas a translation "may Artemis destroy him and

all (his) property" would be very natural. I propose as a solution of the difficulty

that the order of meanings in the Aramaic may in the Lydian be changed. It would

be very plausible to read: (I) "house and home", (2) "soil and water", (3) "property

and all that is his", or better (3) "and all property belonging to him". In that case

kltidalt kOfltltk would be "soil and water". Again I shall not decide the question

which of the two words is the equivalent of "soil" and which is that of "water". The

third pair would be hira1t he/1tk. Of these two we know Itelztk to mean "anything".

But not in English only may "anything" also mean "everything". We have qu£sque

in Latin and in all Semitic languages the root kull-, which means "all, everything,

anybody, anything". We are, I think, entitled to assign here to helztk the meaning

"all". And hira- would be "property". It is moreover surely not accidental that

the three pairs of words which we have just established are united by alliteration;

for we have (I) aataii bira1tk; (2) k1tidazt kofuitk j (3) h£ralt helztk. These were
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probably proverbial sayings like "rhyme or reason", "Kind und Kegel", "house and home".

The word b£lzt I take to mean "his". In the Aramaic part the suffix "his" is

found with "court", "house", "property", "all". We cannot here dispense with a word

for "his". Now b£lzt is the oblique case iits subjective case would be b£l£s. This is

found in NO.7, 1. 13 where we have fl11S ~1'1 flS ~1'1; and the oblique case of both

these words is found in No. 30, 1. 13, viz. ~ i 1'1 SiS. It is very tempting to translate

the first of these two passages "neither he nor anyone who is his", the second "him

and anyone who is his". We should thus have the paradigm:

Subj. case: b£s "he" or "this, that"

ObI. case: bit "him"
bz"l£s I "his"
b£lzt

The "possessive pronoun" or "adjective denoting appurtenance" b£l£s would be derived

from bios like Mane-lis from Mane-s. An inflected possessive pronoun of the third

person or an adjective of appurtenance derived from a demonstrative pronoun might

well have existed in Lydian. Although such forms are not common and their place

is often take by the reflexive possessive pronoun,· they grow up independently in dif

ferent languages; cf. for instance Sanskrit tad'lya-, Latin quojus 1 (Spanish cuyo, cuya,

etc., Portuguese eujo, cuja etc.). Like these last forms b£l£s is probably derived from

a genitive.

.FThe last word in the Lydian text is vqbahent. This is no doubt the equivalent

of i1.:l'i'~~ "may they disperse (him)". The exact meaning of the verb is not clear.

As I said before, we should expect "may they drive him away from his property" or

"may they scatter his property". Since there is this uncertainty in the Aramaic, there

is all the more in the Lydian. However we might take the -mi: in fakmit as a sort

of dative denoting "to sornebody's advantage" or "to his disadvantage" (dat£vus eth£cus),

since personal suffixes may signify either the accusative or the dative, especially if it

be true that there is only one oblique case in Lydian. Then a literal translation of

the Lydian in 11. 6-8 would be: "now then, may to his disadvantage Artemis of

Ephesos and Artemis of Koloe scatter his house and home, soil and water, all his

property". 2 If this is right, the ~- in helitk is not taken as a conjunction "and" but

with the same meaning as in § 10. What verb-form vqbahent is I cannot say. It

seems of course to be a plural form of the third person in some imperative or jussive

mood; but 111 No. 13 it occurs with 1 i"'11T9 A, a singular.

There is however in the word i1ni~' "and his heir" one objection to my inter

pretation. In the Lydian I have discovered no similar expression, but it is not im

possible that the Aramaic has an addition not contained in the Lydian; a similar case

seems to occur in § 4, where the Aramaic has perhaps the name of Sardis, which

t See SOMMER, Handbuc!l del' lal. Laut- und Formenlehre; p. 472, ann. 2.
2 Cf. in German "die Feinde zerstorten illm sein Haus".
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is not found in the Lydian. I repeat that my interpretation is only tentative, but it

IS the best that I can now offer.

For a restoration of the beginning of the Lydian text W. H. BUCKLER suggested

to me the following:
I. [Jodie ...Y qllvellit A rtaksassaits]

2. [o]raie ishe Bak£llie.

»Year 10 of King Artaxerxes during (? or "in the course of") the Dionysiae month".

The restoration of 1. 1 is based on L. 11; see below Ch. III, E. However, I

should rather propose to read [borlit X A rtaesassaiis qztvellie o]1"'ait "In the year IO

of Artaxerxes, the great king"; for quvellie (gen.) "king" and orait (gen.) "great" see

the commentary on L. 1 I.

Bakillit undoubtedly means "Dionysiac", as Mr. BUCKLER suggests; he points for

comparison to kave-k Bak£llz's in 4, 1. 9 = "and priest of Dionysos". We learn from

the Greco-Lydian bilingual inscription, p. 39, that -I ~ A a equals Ll'CiY\J~O-. The" Dionysiae

month" would then, of course, be the Lydian equivalent of "Marheswan", The latter

corresponds to our October-November. That would be the time when the vintage is

over and the first wine is drunk, a month very apt to be called "Dionysiae". The

custom of calling certain months after the name of a god or a saint or of a festival

is very widely spread. At the same time we would have here a new word for month,

viz. isl-.

B.
The Greco-Lydian Inscriptions.

(L. 25).

Greco-Lydian Bilingual from Sardis.

SMALL MARBLE PEDESTAL found at Sardis 1913 on the north side of the temple

of Artemis. In the flat top of the pedestal are holes into which the base of a statue
seems to have fitted .

Line 1 (Lydian) is 263
/ 4 cm. long; 1. 2 (Greek) 33 em .

The Lydian letters are 13
/ 1 ern . high. the Greek 1-1 1/

2
ern.

•
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Nannas Bakz'valz's Artz'nntft.

39

i
This column (?) for A tana (?)

Bartaras 'erected.

ll) ?\"TA TNt' PI AT -rf ~

Tlh.'( A9 ()lA9AT1A8
f1APTA PA[
A8 HNJ\\ HI

1"~'1IT9f\ fnA11~A-a V1'1VJAVJ
"Nannas, son of Bakivas (Dionysikles) NANNA.2::.6.1 ONYZ'lk/\Eo~APTEMI61

(dedicated this) to Artemis". Inscr, L. 25· - Scale I: 4·

From this inscription we learn that Bakiva/s) is the Lydian for Ll!oYlJO'!x):~~ and

that Artz'mui't is the equivalent of 'Ap'd[J.!~!.

That the Ionic form Ll!OY,mxA{o~ should be used is only natural at Sardis. But are

we to conclude that *Bakz's was the Lydian name for Dionysos and that Baxxo~-Bacchus

are derived from the Lydian? It is known that Dionysos was not only at home in

Thrace, but also on the Tmolos 1 mountains, the Boz Dagh, in Lydia. I leave this

question to those who know Greek mythology and Greek etymology.

The second part of the name, -x).{o; has its equivalent in -ualis. We have seen

that -Zis is the ending of the adjective of appurtenance. The meaning of the root

*XAEF must then be contained in Lydian ua-, But this ua- may be an abbreviated form

of some longer word. It is not safe to draw conclusions with regard to etymology

from proper names in an unknown language.

It is' likely that Artz'mui't has the meaning of a dative, because the Greek has

'Ap·d[J.!~!. But perhaps the Lydian supplied a verb that takes the accusative. Above

we saw that the ending oft seems to have the meaning of an accusative. We can

therefore not do more than state that -'Zt is the ending of the oblique case in Lydian.

On the name Navya; see KRETSCHMER, pp. 341 sqq., SUNDWALL, p. 273.

PERGAMON. (Inschr. v. Pergamon No. I). My attention was called to this in

scription by W. H. BUCKLER. It was published

by BOIIN in .Aiterticmer von Pergamon II, p. 15 f.,

by FRANKEL, z'b. VIII, I, p. I f. I endeavoured

to get a squeeze of, it, and when in Berlin in

1913 I enquired at the Museum, but it was im

possible for me to have, access to it. From the

photograph of the squeeze published by BOHN
I' have made the following drawing. ' . Greco-Lydian Bilingual from Pergamon.

The Greek reads rrap't'apa~ 'A::lYjw.L-f}!. Of the Lydian only the name Bartaras can

be read with certainty from the drawing.' On Lydian a= Greek IT see above p. 4.

My drawing of the Lydian text indicates what I see on the photograph of the

squeeze. It may be read

esii taaq'Zt Ata .. l

Bartaras ora/it

lOne of the Hesychian glosses (LAGARDE, p. 273, No. 35) has &""0 'TaU /J.wAov AVdO' 'TOY oTvoy. Might there be a
relation between this word and the name of the mountains?
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The words estt taaqit are distinctly read in the inscription from Arably Hadjili.

The meaning "column" for taaqi: is merely guessed. - I have been unable to read

the last letters in 1. I with certainty. The word seems to contain the name of Athena;

its first three letters are probably A tao. The last word I take to be a verb. The

letters T I • A 9 0 are reasonably certain. If we consider -it to be the ending, ora

would be the stem. This root may be connected with the word orait for which I

conclude the meaning "great"; see below Ch, III, p. 50. The verb might then mean

"to make great", or "high", i. e. "to erect".



Sardis Expedition VI.

CHAPTER III.

Unilingual Inscriptions.

In this chapter I shall give a number of Lydian inscriptions of which I am able

to offer tentative interpretations based on the bilingual inscription published in the

fore-going chapter. I follow the order of the numbers given to these documents at

Sardis according to the time at which they were found.

A.

(L. I)

STELE OF LIMESTONE found in the dromos of a tomb facing East, on the hillside

West' of the temple. In the interior of the tomb there was a single couch on the
6
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right, another on the left, and a double couch at the back. The top line contains

black I · tt in the letters while those of Inscription b have red colouringco oUrIng rna er ,

TI t measures 59 X 7 I II em (maximum measurements). Thickness:matter. te s one . 2'

19 em. The face of the stone is smooth, the back very rough, the sides are fairly

well finished. The letters are in a: T-33/4crn., in b: 13/
k- 3 ern. high. This inscription

was published by Prof. THUMB, Amer. Journ. of .Archaeol., xv (191 I), NO.2.

1811Tv;ru fit T'i/>lA fl111Ail117Ai )A111A ):j

U:17~~AI}A1111 )~. ~ ~ 9-A1°l1 A 2-A C:~j 'jD 2

, ) 11 I'r7>IA 8 n° C\ A)j f~ 3 a
2 Trl~A .1/1'11' ~ 1A1119A\ (~J~8~A ~~ 4

b 3 t118IT+/'rn f 1+ ",/:x~MJI 'Jf jf 5
4 l '1N~I+ Til>!A8
5 T1f+A ~ 7':::1 >j '1l QT9Ii

Inscr. L. 1. - Scale I : 5.

I take b first, since its interpretation presents no difficulty.

b.

I. es Vcl71a!/ lIfallc!is

2. Alulis. akmitt
This tomb (is) that of Manes,

the son of Alus. If it

3· his jellsitibid anybody destroys,

4· fakmitl Hztdan!/ then him may Hudans

5· Art:mmk vqbahent and Artemis punish.

The letters of this inscription are all certain, but not very well carved nor regularly

written. The letter f occurs twice without the projecting part of the shaft (= I).

In the '1 of ~ i'1 aT9 A (I. 5) the upper part is a winding line without angles. The 1

in f 11 ~ '1A '1 has a curved top; this word is a proof of the fact that there is no dif
ference between '1 and 1.

On ,~ for II ~ see above p. 3 I. - The word akmitt is composed of ak, -112it and

it. The fuller form akmitit occurs also, e. g. 7, I. 9. From the forms akmztt and

aktin (above p. 34) we learn that the suffix -it does not bear the accent. I have

tried above on p. 34 to interpret -mi: and -it. On the a in ~ i "1 aT9 A see above

p. 19· The deity Hztdans has been mentioned above on p. 13.



A. (L. I).

a.

I. ef adnas lYfanelz's A lulis akmitt hz's fensitz'bz'd

2. 6uk escac anlolai' 6uk

3· esit ~ar07!zt fakme Siiniiaf

4· Kuoadk (?) Marz'vdak

5. ensuz'6[z'd].

I. This tomb (is) that of Manes, son of Alus. If anybody destroys it

2. or these anloi- or

3· this karov- (daros- ?), then may Sannas

4. and Kuoad- and Marivda-

5. destroy him.

43

This inscription contains several unknown words and forms.

L. 1: The 1,is' written >. This was of course very apt to lead astray the first

interpreter. The second word 1A"IMA may be a mistake for 1A'1M~. The latter is

given also in b, 1. I. Moreover I have not found 1A'1 MA anywhere else, whereas

1A"I M~ occurs more than twenty times. There is no proof yet that the digamma was

dropped in Lydian; unless it be the stem -A '1 M which occurs a few times and which

perhaps may be derived from the same stem as 'A '1 Mt •

L. 2: The meaning of anlolaf is not known. In 15, 1. 3 and 20, 1. 2 there ~ i~

a word antolaf which I firmly believe to be the same as this word. I think the I here

is a mistake for t, caused by the I directly following. Now antolat' cannot be a synonym

of lahrz'sac, since they both occur together in No. IS. Perhaps antoltu: means "the

bodies"; for the word occurs only in the second part of funerary inscriptions (- if any

body destroys the antoiac -), not in the first part (- the antolal: are the property of -:-).

L. 3-4: The second word may be read karoszt, karolJ?t, karolzt, darosit, darouit

or daroia. None of these words is found elsewhere except karolzt; but this see~s

to be in all instances the oblique case of an adjective derived from a proper name,

whereas here a common noun is needed.

The word fakme corresponds with akmztt in 1. I. I have not found this' form

anywhere else; but fakmzt is not rare. I am inclined to believe that fakme is a rnis

take for fakmzt, especially because of the corresponding form in 1. I. The absence

of the ending .(z')t in fakm(zt) shows that -(tV may be left out without making much

difference in the meaning.

Samtaf, Kuoad- and Marz'vda- I take to be names of deities. The first, I think,

is rather the Cilician god Sandon than another form of Sawazios (Sabazios). For

Samlaf might easily stand for Sandas, and Sandas, Sandes etc. are variant forms of

Sandon; cf. ED. MEYER, Geschichte des A ltertums, I, § 484. In Kuoad- we may

recognize .the elements kuova- and -ad (-an), which occur frequently in names from
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Asia Minor , cf. KRETSCHMER, p. 368, SUNDWALL, pp. 12 7 ff. The name Marivda- may

be the same as the second part of the Carian personal name "2',Q"J[J.-{J.apo"JrJ't);, cf.

KRETSCHMER, p. 366, and see similar names in SUNDWALL, pp. 142 ff.

L. 5: It it just possible that there is a 8 before -8 I i f '1 t, but it is not very likely.

The form ensit£b£d without the j- at the beginning occurs once more (26, 1. 3). Per

haps the verb ellsl?(£b)- is used, when the deity "destroys" man, and j-ensl?(£b)- when

man destroys a thing. In this inscription such a difference might very well be recognized.

B.

(L. 6)

STELE OF LIMESTONE, found 111 situ before atomb on the hillside West of the

Paktolos, about 1/2 km. from the river, opposite the South part of the South Village.

The tomb had one double and two single couches. The stone is 961/2 em. high,

33 em. wide, 27 em. thick. The letters are 1 1/
4

2 1
/ 4 em. high. There are traces of the stone cut

ter's guiding lines. Below the inscription there is

a single letter which is probably a mason's mark.

I. es viinas esk lahr£sa(k)

2. esk helad bavafuzz/ ...

3· ak£t llii,'t£s esii Viillal? b[ukJ

4. lahrisac buk helat?

S· fensl?(i)b£d fakac v£f£s

6. 1ziv£j(qc varbtokid.

I. This tomb and these couches

2. and this fore-court (?) are sacrosanct (?).

3· If anybody destroys this tomb or

4. the couches or the fore-court,

S. then maya god take

6. vengeance upon the godless.

The letters of this inscription are somewhat indistinct; for the limestone has not

preserved their outlines so well as the marble. In 1. I at the end a ~- is probably

obliterated. In 1. 2 after bavafu- there may be J1 (ii) or 1'1 (l1i), but after this nothing

is certain; my copy made from the stone indicates TAA as being very uncertain. At

the end of 1. 3 the letters ~ 1 are easily restored. At the end of 1. 4 I drew an un

certain ~ in my copy, but I rather believe now for grammatical reasons that there
never was another letter after i A 1~ +.

L. 1: l ~ stands again for n~.

L. 2: On ~ A1~ + see above, p. 32. The last word, howsoever it may be read,

must mean something like "is sacrosanct", "is protected by the gods", or "is inviolable".
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We have here one of the very few cases in which the owner of the tomb is not

mentioned. The word 18 A ~ A a cannot be analyzed. In 7, 1. IS it occurs in the form

i 18 A ~ AH, but there the meaning of the context is altogether uncertain.

L. 3 and 4: The words occurring here are known from the bilingual inscription.

L. 5 and 6: Here we have a new formula which must contain a curse or a

menace. This formula occurs complete in three other cases. They are the following:

~1~~18'lA~ ~nl~I'1 T1111~ ~A~A8 (9,1. 11-12)

~1~°18'lA~ ~n11~1'1 T1111~ ~A~A8 (15,1. 5-6)

~ 0 18 9 A ~ ~ n I ~ I '1 T1111~ ~ A ~ A (16, 1. 22-23).

We see that T 111 ~ stands for T1111 ~ and that ~ n I~ I '1 again stands for ~ n 11~ I '1. It

seems to me that 'lJz'fSz's stands for uis-sis, and that we, have here the same adjectival

ending as above in Jiulu-m-sz's. The first s was assimilated because it was directly

preceded by f. The form vzsl-qt was probably always pronounced vz'l-qt, because of

the coming together of so many consonants; the spelling v£fiqc in No. ISis probably

only an etymological spelling. But vz'ffz's also became oisis, since it seems that double

consonants gradually came to be p;onounced like single ones in Lydian. Thus vz'lfz's

would be historical, v£.fz's phonetic orthography. If varbtod in No. 16 is not a mistake,

we learn also that varbtokz'd and varbtod are synonymous. Probably -k£- is the sign

of the mood, like -bz'- in jensitz'bz'd. The -d may be the ending of the third person

singular. The stem of the verb may be varb-; for the syllabe -to- I believe to be

the sign of a derived stem, like -10- in kalsarlokz'd, a verb which stands three times

after the name of the deity and probably means "may he (she) punish".

The meaning of jakat viHz's n£vz'fqt varbtokz'd can only be guessed. We know

f-ak to be the conjunction of the apodosis and -ac to be the ending of. the oblique

case of the plural. It is possible that the suffix -ac is an abbreviated form' of -mat;1

and this I take to be the plural of -mzt. Then -at would mean "them" or "to them,

to their disadvantage"; cf. above p. 37. A plural in the apodosis would not be im

probable; for the protasis, although grammatically in the singular; is XCCCt'l. Ij'U1)~o"'1) in

the plural. In Syriac "everybody that" (;, t'::7J b) often takes the plural. The two

words following are undoubtedly derived from the same stem, v£f-. The prefix of the

second word is ni-; cf. also nin : ni-nin , hefz's: n£-hdz'k; haaslzt: nz'-hasllzt. Again nz'

occurs in the word nz'-k; cr. nz'k b£s nz'k b£Hs, above p. 37. It would be most natural

to consider nz'- a negative and to translate 1zz'k ... nz'k by "neither ... nor". Now

vil(f)z's is in the subjective case of the singular, while nz'vz'fqt on account of its final

i is in the oblique case of the plural. But I cannot explain the q in nz'-vif·q-c. How

ever this may be, we shall not be far from the truth if we suggest as a translation

of the formula something like the following: "maya just'one punish the unjust ones";

or perhaps rather: "maya divine one (a Deity) take vengeance upon the non·divine

1 The form jakmac occurs also.
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ones" (the mortals, or better "the godless"). If vzs(f)£s means divine, the stem ois

recalls the Etruscan a£s-a(1/), "god(s)"; but this comparison is very doubtful.

c.
(L. 8)

FRAGMENTS OF A FUNERARY STELE, which were found 111 different places built into a

wall on the hillside near the tombs. These fragments have been stuck together and

the whole now measures as follows: Height (maximum): 4 I 1/2 em.; width, at the top:

1/ t tl e bottom 281/ 0 em. Thickness: 8 em. Heizht of letters 2-43/ .
i

em.3 2 2 em. ; a 1 _ ~

laser. L. 8. - Scale I : 10.

1. eff vanaf l~ztmlz'!- This tomb (is) that of Kurnli,

2. -£s A te/£s Sam- son of Ate, a man from Sam us (?)

3· [it]!!z's lalzr£s- and [also] the couches.

4· ak. ak£[tj 1lahz"s If anybody

s· jcnsit[ibz'd eSit] destroys [this]

6. vanait bulk escaeJ tomb or [these]

7· lahrisa[e jakaeJ couches, [may then]

8. [vif]is n[iv£fqe] [a god upon the godless]

9· [zlarbtokid] [take vengeance].

My restoration of this inscription I take to be reasonably certain. There are

enough traces of words left at the end to indicate which formula must have been

employed. Only the two letters in 1. 3 cannot be restored, since this proper name

occurs nowhere else. Neither can we be sure whether Sam- might be the beginning

of a gentilicium derived from Samos. This was suggested to me by VV. H. BUCKLER

who recalled a passage of Heroclotos (I, 5 I) in which are mentioned bronze caldrons

made by Theodoros of Samos , these caldrons were given by Kroisos to the temple

at Delphi. However, Mr. BUCKLER is now of opinion that the third names are not

•
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names of places but of persons. He wishes therefore to withdraw his suggestion with

regard to f 111['1']"1 A1. - All other words of this inscription have already been discussed.

D.

FUNERARY STELE. This stele was found at the same place as L. 8. Above the

inscription there is a decorated top;

see the photograph. The two fragments

fit perfectly; there can be only one line

missing. The decorated top-piece has

the following measurements. Height:

5 I ern, Width: 39 ern. Thickness: I 81
/ 2

em. The lower part (die) measures as

follows. Height: I 28 em. Width: 32 ern..

Thickness I 71/ 2 em. The inscription is

50 cm., the letters are 3/4-23/4cm. high.

I. ess vanaf esk mrttd e[sk]
2. lahrz'sk kudkz't esit
3. (van )azt blttarvod akad
4· .
5. ,Artabanalid Katoval-
6. -z'k Atrafalid akz't 1zahz's
7. jensitz'b£d esii oiinai:
8. buk esit mrui; buk esc-
9. at lahrisac kudk£t
IO. esit vanaz7- bz7-tarvod
I 1. fakat vzHz's nz'vz'fqc
I 2. varbtokz'd.

I. This tomb and this stele and these
2. couches opposite this
3. fore-court (?) (are) the property
4. of .
5. son of Artabanes, and of Katovas,
6. son of Atrasas, If anybody

7. destroys this tomb
8. or this stele or these
9. couches opposite
10. this fore-court,
I I. then maya god upon the godless

I2. take vengeance.
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There IS some doubt about the arrangement of names, Since we do not know

how many of these were lost in 1. 4. The above translation supposes that only one

long name was contained in 1. 4. Moreover I am not certain whether the ~- "and"

was added to the name of the second person or to that of his father.

Below the inscription there is again a mason's mark .

E.

(L. I I)

FUNERARY STELE found at the same place as L. 8. Parts of the top and of the

right hand side are broken off. The stone in its present size is 72 ern. high , 541/2ern.

wide, 12 ern . thick. The inscription is 3 I crn. high, the letters are 3/ 1,- 2 1/
2

cm. high.

The slab is smoothly finished on the face and the back.

I. [o]o1'lit XV orait quvellit A1'takfassai'ts

2. [lz]aitmitUit dar eH vanas m1'uk ozt asokii'i

3· lu"d kata{ il lahrisakin hied) etof1's akad



E. (L. II).

4· Karolid SaOitalid Htubeztmlz"d aktz'n

5· niihis jensztibid es/ac mztved(a)C i(s)kon

6. hida tame buk 'l'iinazt esi: b(u)k mruzt buk

7· bztasozt esi: buk lahrisac ¢ukin aztec

8~ avitiic h£sk d(e)tdid ist esii (v)iinazt Karoii:

9· Sabztalzt Karolas sj'CJzdac arvol ak7Jlzt

10. Artimuc IMimc(a)c Kulumcak Sioraiim»i (?)

I I. -siinu aktin niihis jensztibid fakatac ebad

12. - - ra bistac tahaztac szsirorf sjendav1nztin

13· - (v)qbuhid.

49

About two thirds of the inscription can be translated either from internal evidence

or on information derived from other inscriptions.

I. In the year IS of the great king (?) Artaxerxes,

2. in the days of the month ... (?). This tomb and the stele and also the

bitaso(d) which ....

3· and also the couches, which (are) inside (?), (are) the property

4· of Karos, the son of Sabuas, a man from Istubeii-, If

S. anybody destroys these .

6. .. or this tomb or this stele or

7. this bztaso(d) or the couches or even aztec

8. avztiic, and whosoever buries (?) here in this tomb of Karos,

9. the son of Sabuas, may the ..... of Karos, .....

10. the "Artemides" of Ephesos and of Koloe and of Smyrna (?)

II. if anybody destroys (13.) scattered.

First the corrections and restorations in this inscription are to be justified.

L. 1: Of the first word only -rlzt is entirely preserved i .the 0 is half destroyed.

Before the 0 I restore a 8 because the fragment L. 3 has the word '1' 1908 and be-

cause the fragment from Falanga begins: .. AT9A III III '1'19 08.

L. 2: The + at the beginning is again restored from the Falanga fragment where

in line 2 we read ~ M ~ '1' i '1' "1'1' A +.
L. 3: Instead of II + I read ~ I +, a Lydian word that occurs quite frequently, which

would here have its correlative in the ~ I+ at the beginning of the line. From ~ I8

in 1. 6 for ~ i a we know that in this inscription small lines are sometimes omitted.

L. 5: mztvend(a)C I read A instead of A, (I) because the latter is not a Lydian

letter and (2) because -ac is a most common ending. Here the slanting cross-bar was

left out by the mason. The last word in this inscription would as it stands have to

be read ihkon. But I read i(s)kon (I)' because the small cross-bar is not exactly 111
Sardis Expedition VI. 7
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the middle as ought to be the case with + (lz), and (2) because 1 0 ~ f I (I 2~ 1. 2), and

~oHI (12, I. 10 and 29,1. 6) are Lydian words.

L. 6: The correction ~ i a for ~ I a is evident. 1

L. 8: Instead of ~1~Ti~ I read ~1~Tt~; see above p. IS. The correction iA'1t1~

for r A'1 t11 is self-evident.

L. 10: In Ibsz'm{(a)f again a A has been carved in lieu of A, cf. 1. 5. I may add

that in Greek and Latin inscriptions from Syria I have often noticed A for A.

On the interpretation and translation of this interesting document the following

may be said.

L. 1: I think there is no doubt that borlzt must mean "in the year". The oblique

case seems to serve not only for the dative, but also like the Greek dative and the

Latin ablative to indicate time and place. - If quvelbt, of 'which I have spoken above

on p. 18, means "king", oraii can scarcely mean anything else but "great". Both

words are in the oblique case which here has the meaning of a genitive. The word

Artakfassafts in noticeable because of its ending. For the s; which usually indicates

the subjective case, is here added after the sign of the oblique case. In other cases,

like vanas - vanalt etc., the It takes the place of the s, There are two possible ex

planations for the form in question: (1) the f is here not the sign of the subjective

case, but indicates determination like u (s) in Armenian; (2) the sign of the oblique

case was not ..affixed" to the form Artal.:fassaf, but "infixed" before the s which was

considered as a part of the name, not as the Lydian ending of the subjective case.

L. 2: (h)alt11Zitltlt is an oblique case; it seems to me that it is a genitive here

dependent upon the following noun. This is di'if, a short noun in the oblique case

of the plural. It is of course not necessary that after the year the month should also

be mentioned, but it is likely to be the case, as above in the bilingual inscription.

There is no figur~ giving the exact day; therefore daf would stand in the plural and

mean "in the days of the month. .." A certain similarity between dac and Etruscan

tiusi "days" cannot be denied. For in Etruscan d must needs become t; and if we

take *dz'n as the root, we might say that this became "dii- in Lydian by a similar

development to that which turns Latin in- into a (ell) in modern French; the vinter

mediate stages in both languages would be en- eo, and we know that in Lydian the

z' was an open vowel, since it corresponds with Greek .s. The name of the month

if hait17Z1tltlt represents it - is unknown to me; the eight known names of Etruscan

months furnish no point of comparison. In bitasol.:iii we have -I.: and -iii added to

the same word; we found a similar case in aktin above, p. 34. The noun may be

bltasof or bztasod; but the latter is more likely, because hid follows. What the bztasod

is I do not know. Since we have the words for tomb, stele, fore-court, couch, there

1 It is barely possible that bik was a variant prop.unciation for bIlk. The sounds 11 and i sometimes interchange, e. g.
in modern Persian and Arabic dialects.
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IS not much choice left; of the parts of a Lydian tomb only the door, the front or

rear chamber, the steps or the inscription are at our disposal.

L. 3: The word hzd is probably a relative pronoun here. We know his as an

indefinite pronoun;' I think hid stands in the same relation to his-as Manelid to

Man'elis. Relative, interrogative and indefinite pronouns are closely related in many

languages. The word katac is probably in the oblique case of the plural; il may be'

a postposition or a conjunction. For etosrs I have suggested the meaning "inside",

because the lahrisak are in the interior of the tomb.

L. 5: The word mitvendac may be.a general term for the whole tomb and may

at the same time include the meaning "sacred".

L." 8: The word hisk is compos~d of the pronoun his and the conjunction k.

take his to be the relative pronoun, It seems to me very likely that the verb

detdid means "buries"; for "burying" in the tomb is often forbidden. Moreover the

following words ist esit (v)anait would be quite in keeping with that meaning, if ist

means "here", as I suggested above on p. 32.

Ll. 9 ff.: Very little is clear in the sentences that contain the curse or menace

or punishment of the infringer, because most of the words are unknown. In 1. 10

Artimuc is in the oblique case of the plural j for there are two or three "Arternides"

but her name is given only once. Above in the bilingual inscription we had Artimus

IOfimsis Artimuk Kztlumsis in the singular because the name was repeated. From

lbfimcac Kulu111cak (for *Kulumcac-k) we conclude that in the adjectives terminating in

-sis the other endings are likewise doubled (-c-at). A parallel may be found in the

Armenian where instead of ink'n "he himself" ink'n-in may also be said, or in the

Turkish, where bir-i-si "some one" and baz-y-sy "some" etc. have a double suffix of

the 3. person. - The last word of the inscription is -qbuhid. This may be restored

as vqbultz'd; for vqbahent seems to be of the same stem.

F.

FUNERARY STELE found in the same place as L. 8. The stone is' 101 em. high,

36 1/2em. wide, 91/2 em. thick. The top is smoothly finished. The inscription is 13
1/2

em., the letters are 1/2-2 em. high.

I. eH vanaf Atal£s Tivdal£s Tarvi'iallis

2. akin kudkai'iaz'ires ak Te.fastid Sivamlid

3. mitola Srfaft id j'/([eitalid mitola ak nahis

4. emit (v)anait kileit buk eminaf e.fac qz'talad

5. fadint fakmit Artimus hiraft he/itk vqbahent
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tile stone, but this may be a mistake for T A '1 Mt HoweverIn 1. 4 T A '1 M ~ IS on

the words near it are not certain, and in 1. 2 we read kud-kai'ia-itres,

The tomb IS that of Ata(f), the son of Tz'vda(f), from Tarvi'iaf(?) 1. On the

name A taU) see KRETSCHMER,

p. 349 ff. In Tiuda-s the first

element may be tiv which

111 Etruscan means "moon,

month". In Asia Minor the

names Menodoros, Menodo

tos, Menogenes, Menophilos

etc. are very common." They

'show that the moon-god (or

goddess) was worshipped

there. 3 This lIfc1t is in my

opll1lOn to be distinguished

from the Lydian Manes. Per

haps the goddess 8vCI. 4 was

the same as tiu, And the

names TVLQ;) Tf)~'I); and others

may be derived from the name

of this goddess.

In akz'n and ak of 1. 2 the

conj unction ak "if" cannot be

recognized; the ak must here

have some other meaning.

Perhaps it is an independent

word for "and" used between

the words that are to be connected; cf. Latin atouc and -que.

The word kudkai'iaifres probably means relatives or persons 111 some way con

nected with the owner of the tomb. Perhaps this word is derived from the same

root as kudkit "opposite".

Then foIlow two groups of three words

tefastid siviimlid miioia

::/rja ftid 1lleitalid m itoia

From J 5, 1. I and 27, 1. I we know that Siva1lZ- is the name of a person. The word

1 ,V. H. BUCKLER refers 10 Tarra; a place name, and Tarabous, a personal name; KE1L-PREMERSTEll", Dritt« Rehe,
p. 81, No. 113.

2 See BUCKLER-Rom"soN, All/cr. 7 0111"11. of A rc haco], XV I, 1912, P- 37.
3 Cf. ED. MEYER, Gescl«. d. Altc/-/1IIII S, J, 2, znd ed. p. 639.

4 BUCKLER-RonlxsoN, I. c., p. 40, and SUNDWALI., p. 223 f.
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mei'la has already been compared with M~u>v; above p. 15. It seems then that tefaf(t)

and sr/as(t)- are proper names too. The word 7wi'lola may signify some grade of

relationship. But the meaning is very uncertain. There are besides in these words

three problems which I cannot solve as yet: (I) why is the ending -id used here?

(2) what does the t in the ending ·tid mean? (3) what grammatical form ismi'lola?

The last two lines contain again the curse, but most of the details escape' my

knowledge. In 1. 5 we have "may then to his disadvantage Artemis destroy all his

property". Cf. above p. 37. There is certainly a connection between em'lt and 'iminac;

they are likely to be personal pronouns of the 3rd person or demonstrative pronouns.

But then esa: could scarcely be the same as escac,

G.

(L. I4)

FUNERARY STELE. This stele was found at

the same place as L. 8. Height of stone:

72 1/2 ern. Width: 36 ern. Thickness: 91/2cm.

Height of inscription: 17 cm.; of letters: 3/4-
1

3/
4 ern.

(L. IS)

H.

FUNERARY STELE. This stele was found at the same place as L. 8. Height of

stone 75 cm.; width 343/4-351/ 2 cm.; thickness 15 cm. Height of inscribed place 61
/ 2 em.;

of letters 3/4- 2 cm. The stone is broken at the top and at the bottom; the back

is smooth.

I. es- viinac hz'sredc nimit jens(ztz'bz'd)

2. [ja]kmsin sof,

The inscription may be complete and may simply say "If anybody destroys any

of these tombs, may punishment be upon him".

The only certain words are viinac jensztibid. The first word, ef- seems to stand

for esc or es/ac. The third word must on account of its ending refer to uiinat: The

fou rth word, nimit, has the same suffix as ak-it and his-it. It is not unlikely that

nim is the substantive form of the relative

pronoun, like the Arabic man, meaning "he,

who" and "whosoever".
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Below the inscription there IS a

a woman sitting to the left turning

I. eff 'i)ii(n)as Siv/imlz's .Armd- This tomb (is) that of Sivam-, son of Arrnav-.

2. ,'li.l". akd his esii ,-'{lnail If anybody this tomb

3. bltk es/ac antolat: Imk esc- or these bodies (?) or these

4. at lalzrisac jellsitibid couches destroys,

5. jakac uissis llivisfqt may a god upon the godless

6. varbtokid. take vengeance.

All words occurring 1I1 this inscription, except the two names, have been discussed

already. The name Sivalll- is not known to me from other sources; the name Annav

may be the same as Ap'l.{J.')(I.£; cf. SU:\,DWALL, p. 54.

I.
(L. 26)

FUNERARY STELE. This stele was found at the entrance to a tomb in the northern

part of the 'necropolis of Sardis, on the hillside facing North. Height of stone 6 I cm.;

width 56 cm.; thickness 12 cm., at the top 16 ern.

relief of a man lying on a couch to the right, with

to the right and apparently conversing with him.
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I. brvac III II Az'l£ksantruit dac. eH vanas esk mrud

2. AtrastaNd Tz'mlel£d ardeq aiarms jadol v.ftas

3· ak h£s hisred jakaf s£lavad fat n£d CJlsZ'l£b£d akl7lz'l

4· levs saretas h£s£t jens1"t£b£d esii vanaz'l

S· buk e[sz'l] mruz'l jak1lzz'l levs vqbahent.

The -first line undoubtedly contains' a date, and it looks as if.it ought to mean:

"in the fifth year of Alexander". But there are considerable differences between this

date and the date above on p. SO in No. I!. There we have borlz'l for "in the year",

and for dac the meaning "in the days" was suggested. Now it is perfectly possible

that in Lydian there were two words for- "year". In Arabic for instance there are

three words for "year", sanah, tzol and 'am, and in Arabic documents they alternate

with each other. If then borl- and brva- both mean "year" 1 the passage in this

inscription could only be translated "Of the years 5 (i. e. the 5th) in the days of

Alexander", i. e. "in the days of the 5th of the years of Alexander". Such an

expression would seem very strange. Another strange fact would be the omission

of the word "king".

After the date we read:

"This tomb and this stele (are) those of Atrasta/s), the son of Timlets)".

Both names are probably Greek. Atrastats) seems to be "Ao-pM,O;; we even know

of an Adrastos, the son of Gordios, who came to Kroisos. Timlets) seems to be

TtIJ.6),tZo;. The name Atrastajs) seems to indicate that in Lydian d was tending to

become t,

Of the second part of 1. 2 I do not understand anything. These words may

relate to the family of Atrastais}; or in zis-tas we may recognize the stem vis- ~ god,

divine".

Again III 1. 3 there are several unknown words. It seems that the protasis

reaches fro~ ak to ensz'lib£d, and that the apodosis consists only of the words akmz'l

levs saretas, The word h£sred would seem to be composed of lz£s and red; hz'sredc

occurs above p. 53 in L. 14. The ending -tas is also found in vstas in 1. 2. I believe

that levs is the name of a deity, since it stands where otherwise Artz"mus would stand.

There is in Etruscan a nomen divinum which may be compared with this. On the

bronze liver from Piacenza, lvsl is mentioned, and this has been identified with the

Lvnsa of Martianus Capella; cf. G. KORTE, Die Bronzeleber von Piacenza, Mdt. d.

K. D. Arclzaeol. Inst., Rom 1905, XX, p. 365. The general meaning of the

words from ak to saretas is probably "if anybody preserves these monuments and does

not destroy them, to him (may) Levs (be) merciful". LI. 4 and 5 are intelligible.

From the third word onward we read:

"whosoever destroys this tomb or this stele, may Levs punish him".

I Perhaps they are even both derived from the same root, viz. bor-; if I and v are additional letters.
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From cast .

From origin al vase.
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L. 24, from drawing by W. H. BUCKLER.

CANOE-SHAPED VASE. This boustrophedon text was not scratched or incised upon

the vase after the baking, but was written with a blunt implement while the clay was

still soft. The text is here given in order to show the oldest Lydian characters so far

known. The vase will be published and discussed in the Section on Pottery. We are

here interested in the inscription only.

This is probably to be transliterated:

titzsin emCtifaric fabil ."

A taft Kitvau

Several letters have special forms to

which attention has been called in Chap. I

under' their respective headings. The

dividing points are also of interest, since

they are found in Semitic as well as in

Old' Greek and Phrygian inscriptions.

The meaning of this inscription IS quite obscure. I think however that Afaft

and Kitoai: are proper names in the oblique case. We may consider both to' have

the meaning of genitives and then Ata(i) might be the son of Kitva(f). We are at

once reminded of "A-t'1)~ the son of K6't'1)~, in the pedigree of ·the ancestors of A1)d'6~.

But this may be accidental. Nor do we know whether Ata(S) and' Kitva(f) were

divine or human persons.

Sardis Expedition VI.



CHAPTER IV.

Lydian Poetry.

It is a remarkable fact that no less than five inscriptions written In poetry have

been found at Sardis. However only one of them is absolutely complete, the others

being more or less damaged. In order to give an idea of this poetry I publish here

the one complete poem, although very little can be translated. It is on a funerary

stele of very fine white marble, which unlike the ordinary Sardian marble contains no

traces of blue. The stele has a cap 7 em. high and 38 em. wide. The lower part

(die) is 102J
/ 2 em. high; at the top 351/

2 em., at the bottom 381/2 em. wide, and 14 em.

thick. The inscription is 321/2 em., its letters are 1/
2
- 11/2 em. high. It reads, according

to the alphabet established above, as follows:

L. 12.

I. est mruuaad Saristrosii Sjarvad astrkoi'i

2. vamzas viqs areii II kalzarcdkms iskos

3. aCif Izidad save vratui't arstiiittsrs kaSllod

4. kfbi'ttai'tks atrgoli't II tajaai'i (abai'tkol

5· avkae etamcuvedmaf oaredtaii sjatof

5. kotas qat lzedklzad qjifad isaaitai umeod

7· Saristrosi; Srkastuf II Katouaiis fui'tos

8. datrosis lzai'tmi'tad II Ilis laManal atrokl

9· Sjardak Artimui't dae II qalwlai't astrkoi'i

10. Jakilz est ina! adaii; aksaakmi't z'skod

I I. vamzakt es/iu: ifro! II his fakorjid katojlz

12. buk mruuaai; (akmi'tatae II vz'.ffz's vaarf lZz'd kantrod.

The rhyme of this poem is OJ No. 19 has the rhyme aj Nos. 27 and 29 again

have 0; No. 34, which is a vcry small frag-ment, has the rhyme i.

I have indicated in my transliteration of these verses (except in II. I, 3, 5, 6, 10)

that a caesura is assumed in the middle of each verse, or rather that I think each
verse consists of two half-verses.

I do not pretend to be able at once to solve all metrical problems in Lydian.
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In order to do this one ought to know a good many things some of which will

probably never be known. Among other things one ought to know: . (1) whether the

Lydian accent was more a stress or a pitch; (2) whether the sonants, especially r

(cf. aftrkoil, 1. 1) were counted as a syllable or not; (3) whether other consonants

which seem to constitute a syllable are counted as such or not (cf. kf- in kfb ittaitkS,

1. 4) ; (4) whethe~ double vowels represented one or two syllables (e. g . mru-oa-ad,

1. I, or mru-vad); (5) whether

short vowels in open syllables

without the accents might be

omitted or slurred over in pro

sody; (6) whether the nasal

vowels always counted as a

syllable or might sometimes

~ith other vowels constitute a

nasal diphthong, e. g. aft; (7)

whether in prosody syllables

that are not written might some

times be added; (8) whether the

caesura always had to come at .

the end of a word, or whether

a part of a word of the first

half-verse might be counted as

belonging to the second half-

verse.

I shall leave the discussion

of Lydian metrics to those

scholars who are more versed

than I in Greek and Latin me

tries. However I may venture

to call attention to a few points. .

From the rhyme syllable in

1. I it. appears that the nasal

vowel does not constitute a syllable by itself; for, as we see from the other rhyme

syllables, the rhyme vowel must always be in the last syllable. Therefore oil- would

be almost the same as oil. This leads us to assume that perhaps in other cases also

ail is only one syllable (= auiz). If we take 1. lIas an example we may read

va~ridkt I es{ac I tlrol II his fdlkorfid I katofn II
This would be, quantities neglected, somewhat like an iambic trimeter, i. e. two

half-verses, each of which had three feet consisting of an unaccented and an accented
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syllable. This order - not the order: accented and unaccented - is given, because the

last syllable, the rhyme syllable, certainly had the stress. Now into this scheme the

whole poem might be pressed. If we do that we must assume: (I) that the caesura

may sometimes come in the middle of a word; (2) that the sonants may sometimes

be counted as a syllable, sometimes not; (3) that nasal vowels sometimes constituted

a syllable, but generally not; (4) that double vowels are always counted as one syllable;

(5) that quantity played no role whatsoever. The whole would then look like this:

I. est mrulvaad Salristroll.lit Sfarlvad asltrkolt

2. viini'ias I viqs alreit II kai'ialredkllzf I iskos

3. aeis I lzidad I save vra II tuii arsl i'iiinsrs I kasnod

4. ksbittaitkf I atdsrolit II tafaallt falbaitkol

5. avkae I ctam Ieltvedllmai va\rcdtalt I fjatof

6. kotas I qat fzed IkJiad qfillsad ilsaaital I ztllztod

7· SarisltroSlt I Srkastuf II J(atolvalis I suito«

8. datrolsis haltlmitad II fzis labltiinal I atrokl

9. Sfardak I Artil mztlt diie II qahrllalt asltrkolt

10. fak(i)i'i est I inal adalllzt ak Isaaemi: I iskod

I!. vii1Z1lakt I es/ac I zfrol II his falk01fid I katoflz.

12. bul.: l/WU Iuaat: fal.: I milatac II vifiis I vaal'S nid I kantrod.

I admit that this is not very inviting or satisfactory. Although the only thing

known about Lydian accent is the fact that suffixes had no stress (cr. fak-zi-in > faktill,

above p. 36; vli1Z1lak-it> vii1Z1lakt here, 1. I I), I think that it would be incredible to

accentu~te Sfarddk I Artil mu i; (I. 9), unless Lydian had lost its stress altogether.

Then this metre would be nothing but a counting of syllables as in the Awesta,l in

Syriac poetry and in the French blank verse It seems to me therefore at present

more likely that the Lydian verse consisted of two half-verses, each of which had

three arses, without regard to the theses. If that is so, this verse would have some

similarity with the Latin Saturnian verse. 2 This would enable us to discard I) the

caesura in the middle of words, which from the beginning seemed to me rather im

probable; 2) the regular ictus, and especially the accent on syllables which in all

probability never had the stress. Then in 1. I the caesura would come after Saristrosii ,

'in 1. 3 after vratuit; in 1. 5 after etamcuvedmas, unless mas is a word by itself and

only erroneously written together with the preceding word; in 1. 6 after q)lsad; in
1. 10 after adalit.

And this metre would have its parallel not only in Old Latin, but also in Old

Hebrew, and especially in modern Tigre.

I Prof. W ACKERNAGEL called my attention to this fact.

~ Cf. the latest discussion by C. THULlN, Italische sakrale Poesie 1tItd Prom, pp. 21 ff.
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A"word "is to rbe saidvof vthe vrhyme. ',We here havethe,earliest;rhyme in, the

history of human'literatur~., Of course, .occasional 'assonances,' have been observed as
an embellishment of. poetry in Hebrew; .in later Sanscrit artistic' poetry, in Latin, per

haps even in Old -Egyptian ; but:in Lydian the rhyme for the first time' has been made

the distinguishing feature of poetry; and for ,the first time it is: found, throughout the

poem" as -in Arabic .and Abyssinian' poetry and in the' tirades of the Middle Ages.

In Etrusca~ the .rhyrne. was beginning't6 be used, as we, see from verses in the long
text from Agram::

(male) ceia hia etnam cis vacl trin oeisre

male ceia hia einam cis vacl aisoaie

male ceta hia trin::!) einan» cie ale

male ceta hia etnam cie vacl vz'le vale.

But it did not become a fundamental principle of poetry as 10 Lydian.

The Lydian rhyme i~ no rhyme in our modern sense. We should call it but an

assonance. It depends entirely upon the vowel; the consonants do not matter at all.

The reason probably was that when the verses were sung the last vowel of each verse

was lengthened and its note held, so that only the vowel was of real importance.

Therefore we have rhymes here like -oit, -os, -od, -01, -okl, -ofn, and in No. 19:

-ad, -as, -aztk, -att, -at, etc. The rhymes in the older Surahs of the Koran are very

similar; cf. Surah 101: -az'S, -aif, oil, -auf; or Surah 113: -alaq, -aqab, -uqad, -asad. In

Tigre we find such rhymes as -as, -uq, (see my Publz"c. of the Princeton Exped. to

Abyssinia III, No. 25, v. 10, 11), or -agen, -neen, -ader, -atei, -afel, etc. (z'b. No. 67,1 ff),
or -ayit, -nyie, -ay£d, -ayz'f (ib. No. 338) and the like. We see that there is much

similarity in the form of the rhyme between Lydians, Arabs and Abyssinians. The

Abyssinians probably learned the rhyme from the Arabs, but the Arabs did not learn

it from the Lydians. However, it is possible that the home of our European rhymed

poetry is in Lydia. The Greeks would have learned it from the Lydians, the later

Romans from the Greeks, and from Roman church poetry it was passed on to the

modern languages. Whether in trying to trace European rhyme back to its origin we

should take no account of Arabic rhyme, is a question which cannot here be answered.

The inscription was probably written for a certain Saristros, son of Katova(s), a

citizen of Sardis. The first line may perhaps be translated "This stele (is) that of

Saristro.f(z's), a Sardian citizen". Lines 2-6 probably contain an eulogy of this man.

L. 7 gives his name more fully; 2 if fuztos means ..son", it could scarcely be dis

sociated from the Indo-Germanic susu: etc. In 11. 8-12 the Sardian Artemis is invoked

against infringers, and their punishment is described. It seems that there are two

kinds of infringers, and that the former are to pay a certain sum of money (cf. ada-Itt

I Cf. THULIN, I. c., p. 5 and p. 11.

2 See below Chap. VI, D.
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111 I. 10 with the Lycian ada), while the latter are to be destroyed by the deity

(,Izff£s in I. 12). What the former and the latter are supposed to do to the tomb

('('tllli'iaf, 1. 2, vamzakt, 1. I I) or to the stele (mrztvaad, 1. I ; mruvaai'i, 1. 12) cannot be

stated as yet. The forms mruoaad and Sjarvad (for mrztd and Sjard) are undoubt.

edly poetic, archaic forms. A perfect parallel to Sfar-oa-d would be the Lycian tlawa;

cf. SUNDWALL, p. 279. Perhaps 5jardak - if this means Sardian, which is very likely _

is also an archaic form; it would then remind us of Etruscan 'ax in 1/ztmaX "Roman".

'vVe saw above that in prose different forms of gentilicia are used.



CHAPTER V.

Notes on Lydian Grammar.

On the basis of what has been stated in the fore-going chapters it is possible to

form an opinion upon certain grammatical features in Lydian. This chapter is bound

to be very meagre. Let us hope that the longer inscriptions will soon be better

understood and that our knowledge of Lydian grammar and of the Lydian lexicon
will become more complete.

A. Phonology.

§ L Consonants.

Lydian has three labial consonants: b, f and v. In one case f is written for b,

above p. 35; but this is probably due to a mistake, not to a phonetic change. The

sound b takes the place of ~, 1t and q;; see above p. 4.

There are two dental consonants: d and t. But it seems that in foreign names

d was changed; cf. Katova(f), Aztiksantru(i) and Atraita(f), above pp. 6, 11 and 55,

also est mrud. There is no 3' in Lydian, see above p. 7.

There are two or perhaps more gutturals in Lydian: k (~), q (i); perhaps ~ (g?)

and + (if this is the old Greek X' i. e. the aspirated voiceless guttural explosive);

On ~ see above p. 4. If ~ is g, the g interchanges. with k.

There are three sibilants, s (f), f (1) and C ("~), if the last may be placed in this

group. Lydian f seems to be rendered by 0 in Aramaic in the name of Sardis;

cf. above p. 10. And Lydian s becomes f when sand f follow each other directly i

cf. es-s ;» eft, and vii-sis> viffis, above p. 31 and p. 45.

Finally there are the so-called "liquids" I, m, n, r, and the guttural 1'i (!). All

of them seem to be able to form syllables. F or I compare atrokf (12, 1. 8); for 1lZ:

ak'JlZf (in 4, several times); for n: katof?} (12, 1. 11), and the ending -1lZ~Z in Sivraitm~z

(II, 1. 10) and alarm?} (16, 1. 17); for r : aftrkozt (12, 1. 1 and in several other pas

sages), frfai#d (13,1. 3); br vac (26,1. 1), srkastui (12,1. 7), srmlis (30, 1. 3). It
may here be added that certain voiceless consonants may also form syllables; cf.

kfbutaztkf (12,1. 4), vftaf (26, 1. 2), in which f takes the place of a vowel; in vqbahent

(passim) q seems to take this place, but I think it should really be pronounced VfJqbahent.
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The sounds I and r seem to interchange; compare N("):~"D with ~ 11 A ~ t 11 f above,

p. 2 and 28; furthermore f 111 H (16, 1. 3) with ~ 119H (30, 1. 16). Also 1t and i'i

interchange; but here we may have mere orthographic variants, ef. the ending -iit

(II, 2; 22, 10) and -in (passim).
It is to be noted that no certain case of a word beginning with r has been found

in Lydian. This reminds us of Turkish; 1 no genuine Turkish words begin with r, and

I have heard in Asia Minor from Turks orutn for Rl'tm "Greeks", 07'US for Rz2s

"Russians", orobalar "clothes" (from Italian roba).

ANNOTATIONS.

I. On tlte cltange of voiced and voiceless consonants.

It was noted above that in a few cases d is changed into I, i. e. that d loses its

voice. In other cases however the use of d is very consistent, e. g., in the endings

-ad, -ed, -id, -od, -ud, in which a change from d to I would be most naturally expected.

In one case -d seems to have become -t, viz. est "this"; cf. est mrud "this stele". It

is therefore not very likely that in cases like atrok] and katofn where I and 12 follow

at the end after a voiceless consonant, this I and this n should lose their voice. But

both words are at the ends of verses in No. 12 j since the rhyme is based on the

vowel and since this vowel was probably emphasized in singing, it is possible that the

consonants after this rhyme vowel were not strongly articulated and perhaps became

voiceless. I have heard voiceless I and r in the Turkish of Asia Minor and of Northern

Syria, in the Arabic dialect of Syria and especially in that of Egypt, finally in the

traditional pronunciation of Ethiopic at Aksum.

2. Oil tile doubling of consonants.

Double consonants are rather rare in Lydian. This is probably only a difference

111 wntmg. Either double consonants were pronounced but not alwc;Ys written; or

long consonants were gradually shortened, as for instance in French, in most German

dialects and in Jacobite Syriac. There are several words in which double and single

consonants interchange; see eff and es, above p. 3 I; viSfis and visis, nivt'Hqc and

niz1lsqc, above p. 45; dUllzmait and dUlJti'lis, in No.2 7; dummis, in 16, 1. 3 and dumis,

in 29, 1. I. The last root occurs also in the word dummf (4, 1. 2); the original

root then is dunim-: dummf is the subjective case, dUlJtmii and du1lti'l are objective

cases, dztml1lZ~, and dumis are probably adjectives. Double I occurs in sellis (in one

case seriis, see above 1. 2); qitollad, in 7, 1. 9; 30, 1. 7 (cf. however qitalad, 13,

1. 4); Bakillis, in 4,1. 9, Bakilla, in 17, 1. I (cf. however Bakivalis in 18 and 25,

Bakivali'l in 16, 1. 22), quvelli'l in I I, 1. I; perhaps also fellanin, in 16, 1. 6, but this

I Prof. WACKERNAGEL reminded me also of the fact that no genuine Greek words begin with r and that the same
holds true also of the Basque 1:J.nguage.
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may be a mistake for /enan£n, cf. jenan£1, in 34, 1. 2. Double 1t is found in Nannas,

25; double v in savvaf, 30, 1. 21, d. save in 12, 1. 3. A double t has not been found,

but the name Ana~, for which KRETSCHMER, p. 350, gives a great many references, IS

spelt -A TA in Lydian; cf. AtaNd in 5, L 2; Atal£s in 13, 1. 1; .Atai; in. 24,.1. 2.

3. Vowels.

Lydian has six simple vowels, .A, .~, I, 0, 1, a (a, e, i, 0, u, 3), and three nasal vowels

M, t, i' (a, e, 1't). The vowel a is seldom used and is usually replaced by i, see above p. 19.

\Ve have no means of determining whether these vowels were short or long. In

a few cases a double A is written, and this again interchanges with a single A, cf.

~aaslzt in 27, 1. 2, n£haaslad in 29, 1. 6; n£hasllit in 27, 1. 9; mrttvaad in 12, 1. 1;

Sfaroad ,ib.; mruuaaa in 12, 1. 12. In one case a double £ found j d. £itit in 4, 11. 5

and 10. The most natural conclusion from these facts seems to me that where double

vowels were written, long vowels were intended, but that in Lydian long vowels were

in course of time shortened in the same way as long consonants.

Sometimes a short vowel was probably pronounced but not written, as in Armenian;
see above p. I 8. ~

The vowel tt seems to interchange with the consonant v; see above p. I 1. 

This may indicate that there was the same relation between tt and v in Lydian as in

all Semitic languages.

The vowel £ must have been a very open vowel, see above p. 3.

4. Accent.

The only thing that can be said with regard to accent in Lydian is that the

suffixes did not have the stress, and that the stress on one of the preceding syllables

seems to have been strong enough to suppress the vowel of the suffix; cf. akt£n for

"ae-it-in, above p. 36; lbf£ms£s for *lbf£m-£s-£s, p. 36; akm1tt and akmit£t, p. 42;

vannakt probably for vannak-£t (12, 1. I I). If T£mlel£d in 26, 1. 2 is derived from

T'F.o).ao;, we should have in Lydian *T£mlef for Greek Timolaos , this would indicate

a strong stress o~ the first syllable in Lydian, strong enough to elide the 0 in the

second syllable and to reduce the ao to e. Cf. also *lbfz's for *lb£f£s ("Epsl1o;); Siurait

for *S£v£ral'i- (= *Sim£ran-a J:.F.l)pYa?). But in words like vqbahent and vHaf a short £

seems to have been elided at the beginning on account of the stress on the last syllable.

5. Abbrev£at£ons.

A t the end of Inscr. 16 there are two words which as they stand can hardly be

pronounced and which I take to be abbreviations or sigla. There are two additional

sentences written on the side or margin of No. 16; they read

1'1a ~19"1 i'1A~I~Aa Ti'A'1t

and ~ 0 r a 9A ~ "l j) I ~ I '1 fin I ~ "l A ~ A ~ I a I r f'1 t 8 f I+ 9 "1 TI r f ~

Sardis Expedition VI.
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The word cnai! t cannot yet be translated.

or mean "the said". Bakiva lit mrud seems to

" Baki'i'a lis , stele". The letters b n l may mean

It may be a demonstrative pronoun

be a genitive construction, meaning

"is sacrosanct"; cf. bavafU1Zi .... ,

above p. 44·
In the second sentence I believe that 9'1 certainly stands for mruii, Then the

whole would be "now (-it) this stele (esit mruit) if anybody (his, literally "he, who")

destroys, maya god take vengeance upon the godless".

L. 22 reads 1'11 1 ~ ~ A~ T111~ T?... and the fragment of an inscription from a

column-drum of the Kroisean temple of Artemis at Ephesos, now in the British Mu
seum,l gives the letters 1 '11 I I··· It seems that inl also is an abbreviation of some

fuller word, probably a verb meaning "he dedicated". If the name of Kroisos had

been on the column at Ephesos the inscription might be read

1'11 I I [1ATAi 1A 1 011 0 9~] or

1'1\ I I [11 ~ ~ H 1 011 0 9 ~J.

In L. 22 the name of the father of the donor is .. biel-; the word kavef probably

means "priest"; see BUCKLER-RoBINSON in Am. Jounz. of Arclzaeol., Vol. XVII (1913),

pp. 362 sqq.

B. Pronouns.

1. Persoua I Pronouns.

A- personal pronoun of the first and second persons has not yet been discovered;

nor is it very likely that such forms will be found in the funerary inscriptions from

Sardis, unless it should be proved that in the poetical inscriptions the dead are

addressed or speak themselves.

A personal pronoun of the third person seems to be the word bis; but this may

originally be a demonstrative pronoun. It would not be impossible to assume several

demonstrative pronouns; for in Armenian as well as in the Caucasian languages these

exist in considerable variety. The exact meaning of the following forms cannot be
determined. 'vVe should have

-mi:

Sing.

him, her, it ~(1JZ)at

Plur.

them, to them (?).

. 1 This fra~ment was communicated to me by W. H. BUCK1.ER. It has been published by NEWTO:-l in Trans, Soc.
Blbl. Archacol, Iv , 1876, p. 334· KRETSCllMER, in DC1lksc//1". Wicne» Akai/. 54; 2, p. 100, follow; NEWTO:-;'S incorrect text.
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2. Possessioe Pronoun.

According to p. 37 above, we should have

Subj. case bilz's I
ObI. case bilzt ~ his.

est I
\ this

3. Demonstrative Pronoun.

Sing.
Subj. case ef(f)

ObI. case esii

Plur.

esk (?) I these.
estat:

4. Rela.tz've Pronoun.

Subj. case Itz's hz'd I
ObI. case hzt \ ~e who, that which.

It seems that his etc. is originally an adjective form like ai(y)- in the Semitic

interrogative. The corresponding substantive form seems to be nim, which would have

the same use as Semitic man; cf. nim-it, above p. 53.

But nz'm as well as hz's seem to be originally interrogative pronouns, used in

relative sentences only with the meaning he who = whosoever = if anybody; such an

use would have its parallels in Semitic, and perhaps in Middle High-German szoer; etc .

. S. Indefi'nde Pronouns.

Some of the forms mentioned In § 4 are found by themselves, or with prefixes,

or with suffixes, as indefinite pronouns. Such forms are

Subj. case hz's lua hz'sk his-z't na-his na-hza nz'm-z't

ObI. case hzt Izuk

Besides these forms there is a word heli'ik which must have the meaning of an

indefinite pronoun or perhaps mean "all"; cf. above p. 36. The subjective case of

this word would probably be helz'sk (?) or helz'k (for Izelid-k).

C. Substantives.

So far two cases have been found in Lydian with certainty. I have called these

the subjective 'case and the oblique case; but this is of course only a makeshift. In

the singular the subjective case has the ending -f or -d, the oblique case has the

ending -zt. The endings ·f and -d disappear when zt is added j also when other endings

such as -k "and", -Zis, -msis (adjective endings), -/ (probably an old genitive ending)

are joined to the stem. We have then the paradigm

Subj. case vanas "tomb" mrud "stele"

ObI. case vanazt mrztzt

Whether -s and -d denote different genders cannot be decided yet. The demon

strative pronoun es- agrees with the following substantives: eH (for *esf) vanas, est mrztd.
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These cndings may just as well be signs of classes as signs of genders. Furthermore

I do not wish as yet to say anything with regard to -a-, -eo, -i-, -0- and -tt- stems.

All five vowels and even some of the nasal vowels occur before the endings -f and d.

The words ending in -as, es, z'f-, -is, -os, -uf are probably all substantives or adjectives,

those ending in -ad, -cd, -id, -od, -ltd may be either substantives, adjectives or verbs.

The ending -I, which seems to signify an old genitive, occurs after different con

sonants, after a, after 0 and after u, Such forms occur several times, but I have not

in a single case been able to determine the meaning of these words with absolute

certainty. Many of them may be genitives, others verb forms. The conclusion that

-I is an old genitive ending is sugg'ested by the adjectives of appurtenance, viz. -Zis,

-1zd; cf. above p. 33.

The oblique case ending in i'Z evidently has many different functions. It seems

to include the meanings of the genitive, dative, accusative, locative and of a temporal

case. The words orai: quvelltl Arlakfassai'Zf in I I, 1. I and Ai'Zz'ksa1ltndl in 26, 1. I

are in all probability genitives, The meaning of a dative was suggested above p. 37

for the suffix -mit. The meaning of a dative or an accusative is implied in the words

esit '[lallait buk esit lJwui'Z which occur very frequently, followed or preceded by the

verb jeusi'Zibid "he destroys". vVe do not know which case this verb takes; but it is

likely that it takes either the dative or the accusative. Again in z'st Sjartl and in

ist esii valla1'l the oblique case probably has the meaning of a locative; d. above

p. 3 2 . In borNl, a word which in all likelihood means "in the year", it would have

the function of a temporal case.

It is not unlikely that other case-endings will later on be discovered. However

the existence of only two cases in Lydian would have its parallels in other languages,

e. g. Persian and one of the newly discovered Indo-Germanic languages of Central

Asia; far" the latter see MElLLET in 11ldogermallz'sclzes J'alzrbuclz, I, p. IO~1 I.

In the plural the subjective case very probably has the ending ok, the oblique

case certainly has the ending -c ('~); see above p. 3 I. In the demonstrative pronoun

the oblique case of the plural has a double ending, viz. es-c-ac. The meanings of the

oblique case of the singular seem to occur also in the plural. Vve have brvac "of the

years", above p. 55 for the genitive, escac lalzrisac "(to) these funeral couches" for the

dative or accusative, dac "in the days'), above p. 50 for the temporal case; all this,

of course would only be true if my readings and translations of these words are correct.

D. Adjectives.

Subj. case

ObI. case

Adjectives of appurtenance are formed by the

Sing.

Manelis 1I£ane!id

1I.fane!?t

ending -!t'. A paradigm would be

Plur.

1I£anelak (?)

11£andac.
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Another adjective ending is -is, and reduplicated -sis (for *isz's). The simple

endipg -is occurs quite frequently, but the words containing it cannot be translated.

The ending -sis is found in vifiis (for *vissis) to which I have tentatively assigned the

meaning "divine, deity". Again in occurs in brafrsis (7, 1. 7) and mztvesis (27, 1. 3).

The same ending -sis is probably contained in msis , for the -1n- is rather a remnant

of a case ending. The word Ibfi.m-sz's means "Ephesian"; cf. above p. 36.
In 12, 1. 9 we read 5jardak Artz"muzt. It seems that oak is an obsolete adjective

ending denoting origin or appurtenance. The two words would then mean ". to (or:

of) the Sardian Artemis". But we cannot be sure of this since the word 5jardak

occurs only once more, in the fragment 23 where the following word is lost.

Again from the same word Sfard several forms are derived which may have a

meaning similar to the one just suggested. They are Sjardemt, Sjardetzt, 5jardetak,

Sjardetik, Sjardetac. It seems that Sjardetak (subj. case) and Sjardetac (obI. case)

are plural forms meaning "the Sardians", Sjardelzt would then be the oblique case

of the singular. ..~jardetik may possibly stand for *Sjardentis + k, But I have found

no parallel to ...~jardenii. Perhaps -ent- is composed of -en- and -to. Or t is here

really d, and t after n should be pronounced d as in Lycian , in that case the d might

be a hybrid sound developed from nil.. But this is all very uncertain. On the question

of -nt- and -nd- cf KRETSCHMER, pp. 293 ff.

E. Verbs.

Although t.here are undoubtedly quite a large number of verb forms in the Lydian

inscriptions from Sardis, I have been able to recognize only a very few of them with

some degree of probability.

The standard verb of these inscriptions is (j)hzsilibid which means "he destroys"

or "he damages". There is scarcely any doubt that it is in the third person of the

singular. So the -d is probably the ending characteristic of this person under certain

circumstances. .Furtherrnore j is a prefix, -en- probably also a prefix, or a preposition;

-bi- or -ibi- may be a sign of the mood; then szt or szti would be the root.

Another common form is z·qbahent. In No. I it stands after" Hiidans and Artemis";

in No. 17 after "Artemis of Ephesos and Artemis of Koloe"; in I 3 after Artz"1nuf, in

24 after Leus, We have therefore the same form in two cases where we expect a

plural, and in two cases where we expect a singular, unless Artimuf and Levf be

also plural forms. If the latter be true, my notes on the plural of the substantives

should be revised. Leaving this question aside for the present I venture to suggest

that vqbahe1zt is really a form in the third person of the plural; then -nt, or -ent would

be the sign characteristic of this form,

Other verbs are varbtokid and varbtod, katsarlokid, d(e)tdid. It is possible that

varbtod is only a mistake for varOtokid; for the former occurs only once, the latter
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four times. The substantive to which this verb refers is always viJ~(§)is. Thus we have

another instance of -d as the sign of the third person sing. The verb d(e)tdid occurs

III 1 I, 1. 8, after Ms·/.:; see above p. 49. This again is a singular. But katsa1'lo/.:id

IS found in the three following passages:

7, 1. 3-4. Hitdans Taosas Artimuk Ibfimsis katsarlokid

7, 1. 10. Hiidan/.: Artillluk katsarlokid

30, 1. 12-13. Artimuf Ibfimsis katsarlokid.

In the first two instances it refers to two -deities , in the last to one only. Here

again there is the same uncertainty as in the case of vqbahent.

F. Particles.

The Lydian particles so far recogniz.ed are

(1) independent words, (2) suffixes, (3) prefixes.

(1) The independent words are ak, buk, nik.

ak is the conditional particle; its place is always at the beginning of the protasis;

it corresponds with fak at the beginning of the apodosis. Only in one case is the

apodosis introduced by ak-; and there the protasis has no ak-, but a relative pronoun

with conditional meaning, viz. esiiit 11lr(1t1l) lzis jensllibid akac viffis etc., 16, 1. 23 f.

Generally however it is found with suffixes, mostly -it, sometimes -it + -ist j if the last

two are added the word becomes aktin. Cf. above p. 34 and below the notes on

Lydian Syntax. Evidently ak has sometimes another function besides that of intro

ducing conditional clauses. F or it seems also to be an independent word for "and";

see above p. 52. Perhaps this is even the original meaning of our particle; cf. lt1zde

with conditional clauses in Middle High German.

buk means "or" j see above p. 34.

nik seems to be composed of the negative ni and the suffix -k j its meaning is

probably "neither". See above p. 37 nik bis nik bilis.

(2) The suffixed particles are ok, -it, -in.

(a) -k is the usual particle for" and"; see above p. 3 I. In such cases the endings

of the subjective case (·f, os, -d) are dropped; cf. Artimuk for ArtillZus + k, hik for

his + k, mruk for lllrud + k. But the ending of the oblique case is retained; cf. ..<11'

tim It ilk, Ititk, mruitk. Sometimes -k is repeated, in the same way as Latin que and

Greek ':'E; in L. 7, 1. 10 HlldalZk A rtzinuk must mean "Hiidans as well as Artemis".

Another meaning of -k is that of a generalizing particle; cf. above p. 36. In this

case the ending of the subjective case seems to be kept; cf. hisk, !ttlk, helilk (above p. 67).

(b) -it is generally found at the beginning of conditional clauses; it is added to

ok as well as to other words taking its place, viz. his and nun, or even to any word

of the protasis: hisit /ellsllibid esit valZall etc. "whosoever (or: if anybody) destroys

this tomb" etc., 26, 11. 4-5· The sentence in 14 e.f-vanac Izisredc uimit jelZ(stlibid) is
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not absolutely certain, but I believe that n£1jz-£t here has the same meaning as h£s-£t,

and that the object is here placed before the verb and before the conditional pronoun:

"these tombs... if anybody destroys". This order of words reminds us of Turkish,

Abyssinian and Bavarian constructions. The same' order is found in a case in which .£t

is joined to another word; cf. esitit mr(uit) his jensit£bid 16, 1. 23. When a personal

suffix and this suffix -it come together, the former precedes the latter; cf. ak·mit-£t and
ak-mzt-t, above -P: 4 2 •

(c) -in seems to have the function of a concluding particle; cf. above p. 34. It

occurs ,almost always together with -it or ok, and follows them; we have then -t£n and.

-kin. Perhaps it was originally -i1Z, for in a few cases we read f I ~- instead of '11 ~-.

(3) The prefixed particles are j- .and nd-,

(a) I- occurs chiefly in the apodosis of conditional constructions ; cf. above p. 33 sq.

In many words beginning with j- it may also be a prefix or a preposition prefixed to

a verb or a noun; but we are not able yet to analyze these words. Cf. jensitz'bz"d and

ensztibid above p. 44 and jetamf£de akf his emf etame in 7, 1. 18-19.

(b) na- is prefixed to the pronoun his in, order to make it an indefinite pronoun;

na-his anybody, cf. above p. 35. It is also found at the beginning of several other words.

(c) It seems that e- (or en-) is also a prefix or a preposition used in compound

nouns or verbs. But its meaning is unknown.

(4) Infixes.

A few words are to said with regard to infixes. It seems that a number of syl

lables are added to verbs or nouns between the stem and the ending. These syllables

may be formative elements of declension or of conjugation or so-called "infixes" expressing

different shades of meaning not connected with the inflexion. Above pp. I I and 62

attention was called to the sylla.ble -ua- in mruuaaa and Sjarvad; on p. 45 to the

syllable -to- in varbtokid; -10- may also belong to this category, an inference suggested

by the verb katsarlokid. And if we compare the words save, savvaf (sav.va-f) and

savtarid we conclude that sau- is the stem, -ua- is the same element as in mruuaati,

and -ta- is another "infixed" element. Nothing can be said of the meanings of these

syllables, except that -ua- does not seem much to change the signification of the

original. Cf. SUNDWALL, 'P. 279·

G. Notes on Syntax.

It sounds almost audacious to speak of, syntax with regard to such an unknown

language. But I intend only to present a few remarks on the order of words in those

sentences which are fairly intelligible.

( I ) Position 01 the pronoun.

The pronoun es- "this" stands in our inscriptions always before the substantive.



varbtokid

shall take vengeance.
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Cf. cf(S) viillai "this tomb"; est mrud "this stele"; in the oblique esii vallait, esii mruit ;

esau: la/zrisac, cstat: mltvedac, etc.

(2) Positiott of tite adjective.
The adjective seems generally to follow the substantive; cf. akad j1fallel£~ Kutn-

lilid, above p. 33, Artimuc/ IbfilllSis, above p. 35 and elsewhere. But if Sfardai:

~-1rtilllltlt in 12, 1. 9 means the Sardian Artemis we should there have the adjective

before the substantive; it is to be noted however that this inscription is written in

poetry, so that one might expect the usual order of words to be changed.

(3) Position of the "gellitive".
The oblique case that seems to serve as a genitive may either follow or precede

the word on which it depends; cf. bor/zt X V oraii quvellzt "in the year I 5 of the

great king", but Aztiksantruzt diie "in the days of Alexander" (if my interpretation be

correct), and Bakivaltt 11trud, above p. 66.

(4) Order of subject, object and predicate.

So far I have carefully avoided speaking of subject, object and predicate, because

we do not know at all the internal structure of Lydian. I have spoken only of the

subjective and the oblique cases and of verbs, and these are meant when I adopt here

those grammatical categories known to us from Indo-Germanic and Semitic languages.

It seems that the usual order in Lydian is the following: subject - object -

predicate. A standard example would be

akit Ita/lis esii 'vanalt fC1lSltibid

if anybody this tomb destroys

(akae vic/sis nivisqe

then a deity upon the godless

The word f-ak-ae however indicates that we have not yet penetrated all the

mysteries of this comparatively simple construction. I assume that -ac is a personal

suffix of the third person plural: if it corresponds to the so-called dativus ethicus or

dativus incommodi we should here have an "indirect object" besides a "direct object";

but if it has the meaning of a direct objective it may be used with a sort of prolepsis,

and a literal translation would be: "then - upon them - a deity upon the godless

shall take vengeance". In this case the object would be expressed twice, once before

the subject by a suffix added to the particle, and once after the subject by a sub

stantive in the oblique case.

The rule "subject - object - predicate" has however many exceptions, as may be

seen from the following examples.

(a) Order: (I) subject (2) object (3) predicate.

akit (I) llahis (2) esii Vallalt buk lahris:ze buk helalt (3) (cllslt(z)bid fakac (1) visis

(2) llivifqe (3) varbtokid, in No.6.
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ak (1) niih£s (2) emit kiinazt k£lezt buk eminac esac (3) qitalad fadint fakmzt (1) .Ar

t£mztf (2)hirau helztk (3) vqbahent, 13, 1. 3 ff.

akit (I) h£s (2) esa viinazt buk escae antolac buk escac lahrisac (3) fensztibid fakat

( I) viff£s (2) niviHqc (3) varbtokid, I 5, 1. 2 ff.

akit (I) niihis (2) esii mruzt....... aktin (1) niihis (2) helztk (3) fensitib£d fakmzt

(I) Artimus (2) aaraii b£raztk (3) vqbahent, 17, 1. 3 ff .

(b) Order: (I) subject-(3) predicate v-fa) object.

aki(t) (1) niihis (3) jensztibid (2) esi; viinazt, 8, 1. 5 ff.

akit (I) niihis (3) fensztib£d (2) esii viinazt buk esit mrztzt buk escac lahr£sac fakat

(I) viHis (2) n£v£sqc (3) varbtok£d, 9, 1. 6 ff. - Here we have only in the pro

tasis the order (b), whereas in the apodosis the order (a) is followed.

aktin (I) niihis (3) fenszt£b£d (2) estat: mztvendac etc., I I, 1. 4 f.

(1) hisit (3) fenszt£b£d (2) esi: viinazt buk esit mrztzt fak(2)mZt (1) Leus (3) vqbahent

26, 1. 4-5. - In the apodosis we have here the order (c).

(c) Order: (2) object - (1) subject - (3) predicate.

ak(2)mZtt (1) his (3) fensztibid fak(2)mZtt (I) Hztdiinf Art3muk (3) vqbahent, lb.

a[kit (2) esii s]admezt buk esa mruzt buk escac maftiic (1) hz's (3) fen[szt£b£d] ... 5,1. 3 f.

ak£t (2) esit sirmai; (1) h3S (3) fenszt£b£d 7, 1. 2.

(2) es-viinac hisredc (I) nimit (3) fensztibid 14, 1. 1.

(2) esztit mr(ztzt) (I) his (3) (ensztibid akac (1) mHis (2) nivifqc (3) varbtod, 16,1. 23 f....

Here the apodosis has the order (a).

akit (2) esii taaqzt (I) his (3) fensztibid, Inscr. from Arably Hadjili, 1. 4·

(d) Order: (2) object - (t ) subject - (3) predicate - (4) other objects.

ak(2)mztt (I) his (3) fensztibid (4) buk esca/ an(t)olac buk etc. in I a.

All these examples have been taken from the inscriptions written in prose.

H. List of Endings.

It is perhaps of some use to give here a complete list of Lydian endings so far

as I have been able to recognize them in our inscriptions. In the fore-going pages

many of them have been mentioned, and suggestions have been made as to their

probable meanings. I shall now give an alphabetical list of them without any reference

to their meanings. I have arranged them with regard to the characteristic consonant

of the ending.
Endings with d.

-ad (very frequent) i oed (very rare) i -id (frequent, cf. also -lid below); -ida (very

rare, only in hida); -od (frequent) i- -ud (rare); -lad (?, very rare) i -iiad (very rare);

-kz"d (rare); -lid (frequent) i -tid (very rare) i -rd or -ard (only in one word, qivard).
Sardis Expedition VI. 10
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Endings with -v.

-I';:' (nory rare).
Endings with ok.

_I.: followinz a consonant is rather rare; but it IS very likely that in most of the
b

followinv cndinzs the -k is the real suffix whereas the vowels belong to the stems.

-a/...~ (frequ:nt); -cl.: and -il.: (very rare); -ok (rare); -uk and .it1.:- (very rare); -al.:

(rare); -!..'i1l and ·kiit (rare) = -k + £11, (see -£1l); -ks in ks-bzttait-I.:s, 12, 1. 4; -I.:£t

(= -I.: + it, rare).
Endings with -I.

On -I and -I following a vowel the same is to be said as on ok. -I (rare); -a!

(rare); -e! (very rare); -zl (frequent); -01 (frequent); -u! (rare).

-Za (only in 1I1i(ola); -lad (very rare); -las (very rare); -h1l(?) (very rare, probably

-I + -i1l); -lit (very frequent).

Endings with -m .

-nt (after consonant); -am : -im ; -Zt71Z; -iitn ; all of them are very rare. -11Z1l (very

rare, perhaps = -tn + £1l); -ms is rather frequent, in most cases the words end in -kms;

-mi; (frequent); -mitt and -mit£! (= -mit + -t; rare).

Endings with 1l.

-n (after consonant, very rare); -ttu (rare); -in (frequent), sometimes written -iii,

cr. -I.:£il; -ou (very rare). -itin (rare, probably -£n reduplicated); -tin (rare, = -it + -i1z).

Ending with ii.

Only the ending -C1l7l In Sjardcllil; but cf. also the other forms Sjardetal.: etc.,

above p. 69.

Endings with -so

-s (after consonants), -as and -iis (very rare); -ts (frequent); -lis (very frequent);

-mis (rare); -sis (= -is reduplicated, rare).

Endings with S.

-s (after consonants, especiaJl y -1'-, frequent); -as (very frequent); -ef (very rare);

-if (rare); -01 (frequent); -us (only in Artz"mus); -iis; -es, and -its (very rare).

Endings with -t.

-t (after consonants, rare; perhaps =.£t with elision of the -i-); -at (frequent); -it

(very frequent); -illt (very rare); -ot (rare); -at and -allt (very rare); oct and -ent (rare);

-itt and -fwt (rare). -kit (see above under -k); -tit (very rare).

Endings with -?f.

It IS not certain whether -u is a separate ending 111 Lydian; above, under -1l, an

ending -nu was mentioned. Here the words /...·allioru and atun (or a1JZ?f-k) are to be

mentioned, in which -u seems to be an ending.
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Endings with -it.

The ending -it is unusually frequent; it occurs afte/ consonants as well as after

vowels; with vowels we should have -ait, -eit, -oii, -uit.

Endings with -e.
-a/ (very frequent); -Zte (rare); -ae (frequent); -ec (rare); ite (very rare).

-de (frequent); -ve (frequent); -le (very rare); -me (very rare); -s/, -ft, and -te (very
rare); -qc (rare).

Endings with q.
Only in bitoq and ardeq.

1. The Vocabulary.

There are not yet very many Lydian words the meanings of which are firmly

established. But in order to give a short resume of what seems to have been deter

mined with more or less certainty I append here an alphabetical list of such words;

all of them ·have been mentioned in the preceding chapters.

A

l' A9AA "court" (obl, case).

~ A ( I) "if" or a particle of com

parison; also TI ~ A and

'11 T~ A etc.- (2) "and".

(3) suffix of appurten

ance.

01 A ~ A " property".

~A1°T'1A "bodies"(?, obI. case).

T1111 ~ Aa "Dionysiac"; obl. case
r 111 ~ Aa.

T111 a "his" (?) - TI a "he" (?).

1'A91a "house" (obl, case).

1'19 0 a "in the year".

~ t1 ~ 9 a "of the years". Both words

may have the same stem,

viz. bor-; one would have

been amplified by means

of -l-, the other by -va-.

~ i a .. or".

01 0 ~ 9 A Tr a "fore-court" (?).:

ending of the subjective

case of the singular.

~t1.j "in the days" (?).

01 101 Tr 01 "he buries" (?).

on ~, H ~ etc. "this".

01 1~ 0 Ta9A ~ "may he take vengeance"(?).

Tlmll~ "deity, divine".

\ A'1t1~ "cavern, tomb".

T'1r +Aai ~ "rna y they (he?) disperse".

'11-, f 1- suffix; see above p. 34·

HI "here" (?).
TI- suffix, see above p. 7°·
fl- adjective ending.

r m "month" (?, obI. case).
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~- suffix (I) "and" - (2) "so

ever" in ~ f I+ etc. 

(3) sign of the plural.

1 ~ ~ A~ "priest" (?).

~ii8°~ iA~li~ "soil and water" (obI. case).

1- ending of the subjective

case of the singular.

T

iiAAT "column" (?, obI. case).

+
~ A 1~ + etc. "fore-court".

Wi1H "all, everyone" (obI. case).

i A 91+ ~ property" (?, obI. case).

fl+ etc. "anybody".

t

191°T'1t "interior" (?), above p. 5 I.

r
i- sign of the obI. case of the

singular.

~

~- sign of the obI. case of the
plural.

r
i11~~i't "king" (?, obI. case).

~AfI9+A1 etc. "funerary couches".

"1

r "1- suffix, cf. p. 34.

'1

-1'1 negative.

~ n I ~ I '1 "the godless" (plur. obI.

case).

~ I '1 ~ neither".

T1"11 '1 "whosoever".

f 1+11 '1 etc. ~ anybody".

°
i A 9° "great" (?, obl. case).

f

f- ending of the subjective
case of the singular.

~lalif'1t8 "he destroys".
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Comparisons.

A. Lydian has very little in common with Semitic and Hamitic languages. The

-t- suffix forming adjectives of appurtenance occurs with similar import in the Kushitic

languages of Abyssinia. Lydian has personal suffixes like the Semitic languages, but

in Semitic the suffixes denoting the object are always found with the verbs, whereas

in Lydian they are added to the particles as e. g. in Persian. Another point of comparison

might be the absence of the verbum substantivum. In Semitic languages the words

for "is, are" very often are omitted or replaced by pronouns and the like. In our

inscriptions a word for "is, are" has not been found; this is probably due to our

imperfect knowledge of the language. But it seems to have been epigraphical style

in ordinary funerary inscriptions not to use the so-called copula i Ithis must of course

have been in keeping with the rules and the spirit of the language. On the other

hand we know that in Greek also irrdv in very often omitted, arid, as Prof. W ACKER

NAGEL tells me, the omission of the copula is also common in Proto-Indo-Germanic.

I· think we may safely say that Lydian is neither Hamitic nor Semitic.

B. The languages adjoining Lydian were Phrygian, Ca r i a n and Lycian. So

far as I can see, Lydian and Phrygian have in common (1) a number of letters and, in

the old Phrygian, the general aspect of the alphabet; (2) certain proper names; (3) the

style and diction of the funerary inscriptions. This indicates that Lydians and Phrygians

had intercourse with each other and both probably partook of the same civilization.

This is most natural.

The Carian glosses and inscriptions furnish so little material for comparison that

prefer to leave them aside for the present. KRETSCHMER, p. 376 ff., thinks that

Carian and Lycian had a very important suffix in common; but this suffix I have not

found in Lydian.
The Lycian and the Lydian alphabets have certain striking similarities, e. g. ! = it.

But there are two important differences between the Lycian and the Lydian languages

which are noticed at once when a Lycian inscription is compared with a Lydian:

(I) Lycian as it were revels in double consonants, Lydian has them very seldom;

(2) in Lycian almost all words end in vowels, in Lydian almost all words end in
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consonants with the exception of those ending in -it (which of course may be developed

from -ton or -tilt). If the Lydian letter r were e, the similarity between Lydian and

Lycian endings would be somewhat greater, because many Lycian words terminate

in e. However I have given above, p. 15 f., my reasons for thinking that r must be it.

An important feature in both Lycian and Lydian is the frequency of nasal vowels i and

this point undoubtedly has consi Ierable weight. But these two languages are not the

only ones possessing such vowels. Indian languages (especially Urdu), Albanian, French,

Portuguese, Piedmontese, South German and Slavic dialects are full of them, and it

has also been suggested that the Etruscan language had them.

Prof. THUMB concluded from "the points of agreement between Lydian and Lycian,

as shown in their alphabets, their phonetic systems, and the forms of their words",

U that we may well be permitted to consider the possibility of the two languages being

related". I do not deny this possibility, and I believe even that it is almost a prob

ability. But the word-forms on which he based this conclusion were at that time not

correctly read. We may however add a few words which seem to be the same in

Lycian and Lydian. The word ada cannot be taken into consideration, since it is

probably a foreign word in Lycian and Lydian, cf. above p. 6 I f. But 1Zz'- is the

negative both in Lydian and in Lycian. And the ending -e1l1t in Sjardemt, if this

means "the Sardian", is probably the same as aiina, elt1lz' in Lycian ; d. SUNDW_\LL,

p. 41. It was alleged by ]ACOBSOHN in the Berliner PMlolog. Woc/iensc/ir ift, 1914,

No. 3 I, col. 995 ff., that the Greek suffix -'I)'I,);~ -(/.'1'); which SUNDWALL and HERBIG

think to be the same as the Lycian ending, is of Indo-European (Thraco-Phrygian)

origin. It is not altogether impossible that the Lydians borrowed this suffix from

the Phrygians; for it seems to me certain that there is a connexion between this

Greek and the Lydo-Lycian suffix. If Lycian I is read s, as in Lydian, the Lycian

demotica ending in azi, eei,' (i. e. asi, esi) might very well be compared with the

Lydian adjectives ending in -is, -sis j cf. above p. 35 f. The -1- suffix is not so frequent

in Lycian as it is in Lydian; but it occurs in a few cases, d. the epichoric name of

the Lydians tnlzmili. The -ua- suffix is also known to exist in Lycian j cf. SUNDWALL,

p. 279· On the other hand, such a characteristic element as -k "and", is not found

111 Lycian. But we know that in Indo-Germanic languages also there is a great variety
in the words meaning "and".

C. There are no doubt a number of resemblances between Lydian and the In d 0

G e r man i c languages. I must leave a fuller treatment of these questions to students

of comparative philology. Only a few points may be mentioned here.

The postposition -k "and" reminds us at once of -que, 1"., Sanskrit -ca,

The endings of the subjective case os, of, -d seem to agree with similar Indo

Germanic endings; ef(f) and est U this" recall the Latin z'ste and z'stud.

I SUNDWALL, p. 40.
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.The pronouns hz's and Md, which are probably interrogative, relative and indefinite
pronouns, look somewhat like Latin' q'uz's, q't(id'etc.' ,

The fact that so far only a subjective and an oblique, case have been 'discovered

reminds us of the same phenomenon .in the later Iranian andIn Tokharian languages.

The ending .of the oblique case is -'tt; this would most 'naturally .be a later

development of -um or -un, Reading this, anyone would at once think of the endings

of the accusative in Greek and Latin. Now this 'tt is also used as a locative. In

Old-Armenian the locative in -un« is rather rare, but later on it becomes more and

more common; in Russian certain classes of nouns have a locative in -u;' in Sanskrit

om, and in Lithuanian -iame, are . respectively found as the ending of the locative
with· certain substantives.

The word for "if? is ak j the Greek d{ xs (in Homer) sounds somewhat like' the

Lydian word, but is undoubtedly of a different origin. Besides we know only that ak

(usually with suffixes) stands at the beginning of conditional clauses.. Its original

meaning is unknown to us j this may have been "as", or even "and". See above p. 70.

A Lydian word fu fiof, in J 2, 1. 6, may mean "son" j Katovalis fuiiof would very

well be translated by "son of Katovas", see above p. 61. It seems that i(this meaning

is correct the word must certainly be the same as the Indo-Germanic sunu-, But

accidental coincidences are not uncommon: in a Guatemalan dialect rukd means" hand"

just as pyaa does in Russian; in Coptic S9<O"6'tHo has exactly the same meaning as the

German "Scheune"; in Telugu pampu means "to send"; in Tigre' sinsin means the'

same as the German "Zinsen" etc. Secondly even words for relationship .are some

times borrowed by one language from another, as we see from Etruscan mltS (nepos)

and pruma::Jf (pronepos); German Onkel, Tante, Cousirie, Papa, Mama; Lycian 'corata

(for *torata) "daughter";" But Indian, Goth'ic and Slavic, the languages in which 'Slt1ZU

is used, are rather far' away from Lydian. The word 1nrud means II stele"; but if it

be translated "monument", the Indo-Germanic root "mer presents itself, at once,

The only verb-forms recognized with certainty in Lydian end in -ad, -id, -od and

enl. These of course will be at once compared by everybody with Indo-Germanic -N,

(-I, in some languages -d) and with -nti (in several languages -nt). But as I have

said above, p. 69 f., there is still some doubt which of the two is singular and which is

plural; and perhaps Lydian' had a verbal in'flexion built on principles totally different

from those Of other languages. . .
. There are c'ertain parallels be'tween Lydian and Armenian, which have been pointed

out in the preceding chapters. C'f. ~k and .{ as the endings of the plural, above P: 17;

~ as the equivalent of Armenian f!.., and its omission, above P: 19; the probable cha?ge

from 11,> it, above p. 16; the doubling of endings, above p: 5 J. But these peculiari

ties are explained with difficulty even in Armenian.

1 See ARKWRIGHT in Jottm. of Hellm. Studies, 1915, .p. 104.
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D. A language very widely spread in ancient Asia Minor was the Hit tit e. It

is probable that more will soon be known of this language when the tablets from

Boghaz-kybi are published. From the description of the Hittite vocabulary published

by Prof. DELITZSCH in the Abhandl. d. Bert. Akad. 1914, NO·3 we learn that Hittite

nouns have the nominative endings -as, -is, -us exactly as in Lydian. Prof. WINCKLER

said in J1£z'ttCl'l. d. Deutscher: Orient- Gesellschajt No. 35, p. 19, ann.~· ** that in Hittite

the nominative ends in -s, the accusative in -11,. If this statement be correct, the

ending -n may be compared with Lydian -it, Moreover in Hattuszl and .lI1itraHii we

find an ending -sil which reminds us very strongly of Lydian -Zis; see also PEISER in

Orient. Lit. Zeitung 19 I 5, col. 7. This is of great importance; but it is not decisive.

Words common to both languages with the same meaning I have not found. Some

of the words that might give us a clue are unfortunately written in Hittite with ideo

grams. The Hittite word biran, which reminds us of Lydian i A 91 a above p. 36, is

not translated. A very uncertain parallel is Hittite s/sarkus "the first": Lydian srbastus .

for in 12, 1. 7 srkastuf J{atovalis fUitOS might mean "the first-born son of Katovas".

Perhaps a few other Lydian words may be compared with Hittite forms; but this

comparison is very doubtful. DELITZSCH p. 20, 1. I reads in the Hittite column ....

kuedani daunara, in the Babylonian i-da-a-an ra-kd-a-tz/1JZ, The word kueda1li recalls at

once the Lydian ki'lidait which means "soil" or "water"; see above p. 36. But un

fortunately the meaning of the Babylonian expression is not certain, and the Hittite

equivalent is incomplete. On the same page, 1. 2, DELITZSCH gives the Hittite kutti

biran as an equivalent of Babylonian sa[uUum. The latter means" Seite, Umgebung".

Now we have found above p. 32 that Lydian kud or kudkid means probably "before,

opposite" and that bi1/ait (obI. case) means "house". Then saIJdtum and kutti biran

may possibly be interpreted "what is before, or around, the house". Dr. EHELOLF tells

me that sa[uUu1JZ is usually translated "arm-pit", but may have a more general meaning

"side"; it seems however that sa[uitu1lt is meant to be a part of the body at the

passage just quoted. Prof. JENSEN is of the same opinion and thinks that Lydian

birait has nothing to do with Hittite bira1Z.

E. The most interesting question is that of the relationship between Lydian and

E t r usc a n. In the course of our discussion several points of agreement between these

two languages have been mentioned. These and others are to be presented here.

Etruscan has no double consonants: Lydian has them very seldom, and often a

single consonant is written instead of a double one; cf. above p. 64. But of course

the Lydian writing may be imperfect in this respect.

Etruscan has no medials and the aspirated tenues often interchanve with the
. b

simple tenues, showing that their pronunciation was not different: Lydian has the

medials band d, perhaps also g, but d is sometimes chanced into t and g seems to
b ,

have become k in all cases except one (as far as our inscriptions go); there are no
aspirated tenues in Lydian. .
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II

Etruscan and Lydian have both the voiced and the voiceless labial spirant (v andr")

and express them both by the same sign, ~ and 8. But ~ (v) may be 1..1, in Lydian
as well as in Etruscan.

Etruscan had na~al vowels; cf. HERBIG, p. 34 f. On the Lydian nasal vowels
see above pp. 8 f., 14 ff., 78.

In Etruscan Zt and v interchange; for the Lydian see above p. I I.

Etruscan had a very strong stress as neal' the beginning of the word as possible;

this brought about a great many changes in the vocalization of the syllables following.

The same seems to have been the case in Lydian. For even if Timles is not T'p.6Aao;

(cf. above p. 65), the omission of certain vowels in the suffixes shows that one of the

preceding syllables had a strong stress; cf. ak-it·in > aktin; ak·mzt-£t> akmztt.

In Etruscan there are two genitive endings: s (f) and I, with varying vowels. In

Lydian the adjectives of appurtenance which are most naturally to be derived from

the genitive have I and s as their characteristic consonants. Moreover it seems that

Lydian had originally a genitive ending in -I which became obsolete and was used

only in archaic style, and which was gradually replaced by the oblique case ending in

tt, when I became more and more restricted to the adjectives. Although, as. I said

above, p. 77, the I is used for similar ?erivatives in other languages, and although

the Etruscan I-ending has often been compared with the Latin ending -l£s, I think

that there must be a nearer relation between Etruscan and Lydian in this matter.

It seems that neither Etruscan nor Lydian originally had a grammatical gender;

for the Etruscan cf. HERBIG, p. 23, for the Lydian above, p. 24.

Etruscan had a gentilicium ending in -ax; the same seems to have existed in

Lydian. Cf. Etr. rztmax "Romanus", Lydian Sfardai: "Sardian" (?).

The patronymic is in Lydian almost always used as an adjective. In Latin the

use of these adjectives has been considered to be of Etruscan origin, in Greek of

"Pelasgian" origin, in Phrygian of pre-Phrygian origin. But according to Prof. WACKER

NAGEL these hypotheses are not justified; for the use of the patronymic adjective is

Old-Indo-Germanic also.

The particle "and" is 111 Etruscan -c, in Lydian ok.

In Etruscan there seem to have been verb endings ~ and n~. Cf.PAULI, A It

itai. Forsch. II, p. 103 f. In Lydian we find the endings d and -nt , cf. above p. 69·

Etruscan and Lydian seem to have several word-stems in common. Cf. tiv

"moon", above p. 52; akad "property", above p. 33; uis-: ais- "deity"(?),abovep.46;

diic: tinfi "days" (?), above p. 50; perhaps even Etruscan ri! "year"(?): bo-rlzt "in the

year". The Lydian deity Leus has been compared above, p. 55, with the Etruscan Lvsl.

Of proper names Lydian Katova(s) may be mentioned here; on the stem. ca~ see

HERBIG, p. 18 f.
Etruscan and Lydian poetry appear to have the same metrical system; ef. above p. 6 I .

Sardis Expedition VI.
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It seems to me that the relationship between Etruscan and Lydian cannot be

denied, unless we are misled and duped by accidental coincidences in the most extra

ordinary way. And it is also probable that Lydian and Lycian are related. Then

Lydian might in time become the connecting link between Lycian and Etruscan.

F. The problem of the relations between Etruscan and Lydian on the one side,

and the Ca ucasian languages on the other side, must be left to future investigation.

There seem to be certain prominent features which belong to both groups, e. g. the

role played by the I-suffix, or the "verbal infix" -bi- in Lydian and in Georgian. But

I cannot treat of such difficult and intricate questions before I have acquired more

knowledge of the Caucasian languages; and even then I am afraid the results will

be very scanty, because the local and temporal distances between these groups are

exceptionally wide.



CHAPTER VII.

Lydian Proper Names.

In this chapter a short list will be given of those Lydian words which I take to

be proper names of deities, of persons and of places. I think it is safe to do this,

even before all Lydian inscriptions are published. But I refrain from giving parallels

from other Asia Minor languages, because I cannot reach completeness in this respect

from the material at my disposal. The most obvious parallels can easily be found in

SUNDWALL'S book. What lies beyond this will be supplied by those scholars who have

more material at their disposal than myself. Only some Etruscan parallels, which

were pointed out to me by Professor HERBIG, have been added here. All names will

be given in exactly the form in which they occur in the inscriptions, without reference

to their grammatical forms. Those names which occur in the third place after two

other names I shall mark as nom. loci, although some of them may have another meaning.

A

~! ~ ~ 1~ 11 A 51' - Etrusc. aliqu, alxu.

f11i1A- I aI' I b., 33. Etrusc. alu.

~11AnA 51'

~ A%"1 9 A (?) 410'

f 11HI "1 9 A I 5]-2'

~ 11 A '1f1 a AT9 A 95,

~ r AH A~ ~ AT9 A I 11; r A[H A~ ~ AJT 9 A Fa

langa, 1. 1-2.

~ i "11 T9 A, 1"1 "11 T9 A, r i "11 T9 A, ~ i "11 T9A etc.

"Artemis", passim.

r ATA 242; f 11 ATA 52' 13 2, - Etrusc. ata-,
f 11~ TA 8

2
, - Etrusc. ate.

~ 11 A~ A9 TA nom. loci 96'
~ 11 An A9 TA 26 2 , - Etrusc. airesse.

'''TA9TA 51'

r i 9 T'1f1 f ~ 1r A 26 1,

1AAa nom. div.(?) 291'

f 11 A~ I ~ Aa I 8; 25; r 1A~ I ~ Aa I 622.

f 1111 ~ Aa 49 ; r 111 ~ Aa I 71'

~ 0 TA 9 ~ perhaps nom. propr. 199' n-

flf"1IHI "Ephesian" 74,177,3°12;

olA-l"1IHI 1110'

f 11 '1 t "1 f 1 (meaning uncertain) 277'

f 11 '11 "1 ATf 1 (meaning uncertain) 192'

f 11 "1 r H i n 1 nom. locz' I 14 ,

~

~o9A~ 16
1

; fI1°9A~ and other derivatives

in 8 places. - Etrusc. caru-,
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i A~ 0 TA~ 16 2 ; f 11 A~ 0 TA~ and other deriv-

atives in 5 places,

T~FI~(?) 242,

flf'li1i~ "of Koloe" 17 7 ; ~A~'Ii1i~ 1010'

f 1111 'I i ~ 81; ~ 1111 'I i ~ 17 3, - Etrusc. C1t11zl-na,

~ ~ A0 i ~ nom. div. (?) I a'i'

1~~1 nom. div. 26.1, 5'

'I

f 11 n A 'I I aI' I b1I I 8I 282, 28..(?) ;
~ 11 ~ '1 A'I 17 3 , - Etrusc. mane.

~A~~19A'I nom. div.(?) I a,•.

~ Af A~ I'I (meaning uncertain) 19'1'

~ A~ 1'1 (meaning uncertain) 3 I.

f 11 ATA9 TI'I 75'
I AIf A~ 19TI'I 75, 181 3°1; 1r AIf A~ 19TI'I

3°17 ; incomplete at the end 3°20, 22' 23'

I A1 f 9 'I (uncertain; cf. Mvp(i!),Q;?) 297"

~ 11Ar t 'I 13
3

,

1A '1 'II i'l 4 1, 3; 1'1 'II i 'I 4 3, 6' 10; ~ A'1 'II i 'I

4 8; i 1'11 i'l 4u,. The word lJIi'lim . . .

is perhaps to be derived from Maion . . ,

This might be the epichoric name for

Lydians , for the name *L1td has not

been found,

'1
1A'1'1A'125·

f

~ 11 Ar a Af I I,.; r 1Ar a Af I 19, - Etrusc, sapu.

r 109 H 19Af 12 1, 7'

f 1'1r A9 ~ 1f three times before 1i 'II T9 A

in 4; '1 'I i A9 ~ If in 1 110; r Ar A9 ~ If in

29 9, = "of Smyrna" (?); see p. 15.

~11'1M~lf 13 2; fI1'1M~/f 151; i1'1/1~lf 271'

~ 11 A~ i 1/ f nom. ioci I 73'

~

f 11! 'I A1 nom. loci 82- 3 ,

A1A1 (uncertain) 32.

~ In A8 91 133'

-~ 9 A81 "Sardis" in different derivatives; see

above p. I I.

~ A f'1 M1 120m. dzv. I a 3 ,

T

1A1~AT 73 attribute of 1'1M~i+.

f111Af~9AT 120m. loci 131' vV. H. BUCKLER

compares the name of the Lydian town

of Tanzc.

~lnA1n 13 2,

fI1A~~IT 311 52' 1311 28 3,
~/1~1'1IT 26

2
,

'1111TIT (meaning uncertain) 241'

+
1'1M~i+ 120m, dizJ. I b41 71, 3; nM~i+ 710'



ADDENDUM.

Dr. EHELOLF has very acutely suggested to me that the deities Siiniiaf ... Marz"vdak,

above p. 43, might be the Babylonian and Assyrian gods Sarnas and Mardztk. He

tells me also that these two gods are frequently invoked in imprecations against in

fringers of boundary lines and the like. The vowels of Marz"vdak he compared with

those of the Biblical Merodak, who is the same as Marduk. Inscription L. I would

then in one part give the names of Lydian deities, in the other those of foreign deities.

This would be by no means impossible. Our Lydian pantheon would contain, so far

as it is known, the "Arternides" of Sardis, of Koloe, of Ephesos and of Smyrna, the

Lydian Zeus (Taviaf), the Lydian Levi (Etruscan Lvsl), the Babylonian Samas and

Marduk, , perhaps the Semitic Bacal, and one unknown deity Kuoad. W. H. BUCKLER

calls my attention to the fact that the existence in Asia Minor of a primitive deity

*Koo:;, or *Kovo:;, has been suggested on philological grounds by Mr. ARKWRIGHT, Am.

Jounz. Arch. XVII, 1913, p. 366.
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